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Abstract
There is now overwhelming observational evidence to believe that only
15% of the matter content of the Universe is known. Hence, the prevailing
85% is composed of non-baryonic dark matter. The putative name for
the most probable dark matter candidate is Weakly Interacting Massive
Particles (WIMPs).
Theoretically, one powerful route to find WIMPs is through the detec-
tion of the expected directional galactic WIMP signatures using direction
sensitive detectors. Recently, the DRIFT directional WIMP search collab-
oration identified the sources of background events in their detector and
have taken positive measures to suppress or reject them. The sensitivity
of the DRIFT experiment is now constrained mainly by target mass. This
motivated the convergence of all the existing directional WIMP search
experiments to form the CYGNUS-TPC collaboration to build a massive
directional WIMP search detector with optimal sensitivity.
This thesis presents work on the possible use of signal multiplexers to re-
duce the number of front-end electronics required in the proposed CYGNUS-
TPC detector project. Results from the analysis of simulated data obtained
from the DRIFT-IId detector in a simplified readout mode show prospects
for an alternative readout technology with a lower cost of front-end elec-
tronics relative to the signal multiplexing scheme. Results from measure-
ments of the head-tail and axial range components of the directional sig-
natures suggest the possibility of directionality with events fiducialisation
in the proposed CYGNUS-TPC detector. Also, results from analyses of
a 54.7 live-time days of shielded WIMP search data obtained from the
DRIFT-IId directional detector with an improved fiducial volume are pre-
sented. In this, the detector reached best sensitivity to spin-dependent
WIMP-proton cross section at 0.29 pb for a ∼100 GeV c−2 WIMP.
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1.1 Introduction to dark matter
One of the longest lasting tasks in current physics is to identify the nature of the non-
baryonic dark matter (DM) known to constitute 26 % of total energy density of the
Universe. This is about six times larger than baryonic matter [1, 2]. DM is expected to
form halos around all the stars, galaxies and clusters in the observable Universe. The
most recent results on the energy density of DM, baryonic matter and dark energy in
the observable Universe obtained from the Planck measurements [2] is compared in
Figure 1.1. The dark energy, dark matter and baryonic (normal) matter contents of the
Universe are shown in blue, red and green, respectively. The dominance of the dark
sector (dark energy and dark matter) of the Universe can be eminently seen in this
figure.
The properties of the Universe are constrained using the cosmological parameters
obtained from the most recent Planck temperature and lensing low-multipole or angu-
lar likelihood data analyses in Table 1.1 [2]. These results in that table indicate that our
∼ 14 Gyr old observable Universe is flat and expanding. This is consistent with theoret-
ical predictions and results from previous measurements performed by the Wilkinson
Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) and other independent measurements [3, 4].
The age t0 of the observable Universe can be determined using the Hubble constant H0







Figure 1.1: Major constituent of the Universe. The dark energy and dark matter con-
tent of the Universe are shaded in blue and red, respectively while that of the normal
baryonic matter is shaded in green.
Results from this computation of the age of the Universe is shown in Table 1.1. Also,
using the results in this table the energy density of matter ΩM in the Universe can be
constrained via:
ΩM = ΩB + ΩDM , (1.2)
where ΩB and ΩDM are the energy densities of the baryonic and non baryonic matter,
respectively. Considering, the energy density Ωrel of relativistic particles (photons and
neutrinos) and the energy density ΩΛ of the vacuum, then, the overall energy density




= ΩM + ΩΛ + Ωrel , (1.3)
where ρ is the observed density and ρc is the critical density of the Universe. There are
four possible implications of Equation 1.3, an empty Universe would have a zero Ω
parameter and if 0 < Ω < 1, then the expansion of the Universe will continue forever.
The Ω parameter for a collapsing Universe should be greater than unity but if there is
enough mass in the Universe to stop the expansion of the Universe, one would expect
the Ω parameter to be equal to unity. The results shown in Table 1.1 indicate that
Ω = 1. This implies that the dominant influence of the vacuum energy content results
in the accelerated expansion rate of the Universe. The Planck results on dark energy
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Table 1.1: Cosmological parameters measured by the Planck collaboration in 2015 [2].
Parameter Value Description
H0 67.81±0.92 Hubble constant in km s−1 Mpc−1
ΩΛ 0.692±0.012 Dark energy density parameter
ΩDM 0.258±0.012 Dark matter density parameter
ΩB 0.049±0.002 Baryonic matter density parameter
|ΩK | <0.005 Spatial curvature parameter
t0 13.799±0.038 Age of the Universe in Gyr
and the accelerated expansion of the Universe which is consistent with data from type
Ia supernovae events are evidences for the existence of dark energy [8]. However, this
thesis will focus on dark matter, hence, see Ref. [8] and references therein for more
discussions on dark energy. It can be seen from Table 1.1 that the absolute spatial
curvature |ΩK | parameter of the Universe is approximately zero indicating that our
Universe today is flat.
Different theoretical models have proposed various dark matter candidates in the
last eight decades. But, leading dark matter candidates are thermal relics which were
in thermal equilibrium with baryonic matter in the early Universe before their freeze-
out [1, 9]. These thermal relics candidates are known as Weakly Interacting Massive
Particles (WIMPs) which are not constituent of the Standard Model (SM) [1, 9, 10,
11].
The SM of particle physics (built on the gauge symmetry SU(3) × SU(2) × U(1))
has explained many concepts of nature but has failed to decipher the nature of the dark
matter [1, 9, 12]. The summary of SM particles are shown in Figure 1.2. In that figure,
u is used to represent the up quark, d is the down, c is the charm, s is the strange, t is
the top while b is the bottom quark. Quarks are one of the two categories of fermions
which are major constituents of baryonic matter. The second classification of fermions
are leptons. These are shown as νe for electron neutrino, νµ is the muon neutrino, ντ
is the tau neutrino, e is the electron, µ is the muon while τ is the tau particles in Fig-
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Figure 1.2: Particles of the standard model of particle physics [1].










spin values and interact via
four known mechanisms: strong, weak, electromagnetic and gravitational interactions.
These interactions are mediated by integer (0, 1, 2, . . .) spin particles known as
gauge bosons. These gauge bosons are represented in Figure 1.2 as g for gluons which
mediate strong interactions, W and Z for W± and Z0 bosons which mediate the weak
interactions and γ for photons which mediate the electromagnetic interactions. The
massive Higgs boson is shown as h in Figure 1.2. The mass of fermions, W± and Z0
bosons are generated due to their interactions with the Higgs boson [12, 13]. Higgs
bosons induce these masses by slowing these particles down. There are also theoretical
gravitons which are predicted as mediators of gravitational interaction. However, the
gravitons are yet to be discovered and hence were not shown in Figure 1.2. None of
these SM particles or theories can explain the dark matter problem. Hence, the need
for a new physics beyond the SM.
Supersymmetry (SUSY) is a framework for new physics theories beyond the SM
that has proffered solutions to the DM problem. SUSY models allow every SM par-
ticles to have a super-partner [1, 14]. These particle pairings in SUSY are done such
that boson super-partners are assigned to fermions while fermion super-partners are
assigned to bosons. The lightest SUSY particle known as the neutralino is a good
WIMP candidate. For more on WIMPs and other dark matter candidates, see Section




1.2 Evidence for existence of dark matter in the Uni-
verse
There is now overwhelming evidence that a large fraction of the Universe is made up
of non-baryonic dark matter. The main evidence for this is the topic of discussion in
this section.
1.2.1 Velocity dispersion of galaxies in the Coma cluster
In 1933, Fritz Zwicky a Swiss observational astrophysicist attached to the California
Institute of Technology observed that the mass of all the luminous matter in the con-
stituent galaxies of the Coma cluster was too small to be consistent with their respective
observed average velocities [13, 15]. This result was deduced using the virial theorem
which states that the absolute potential energy GM2/r of isotropically distributed mat-
ter in a gravitating galaxy cluster should be twofold greater than the observable kinetic
energy 2M〈v2〉 of the cluster. The implication of this theorem is that the mass M of the





where 〈v2〉 is the mean square velocity of the constituent matter in the cluster while G is
the gravitational constant given by 6.67×10−11 m3 kg−1 s−2. Substituting the observed
values of 〈v2〉 and r in that equation for the Coma cluster, Zwicky discovered that more
than 400 times the observed luminous mass were required to account for the observed
gravitational effects. Then, he concluded that these missing mass are due to “dunkle
materie” (German name for “dark matter”) in the Coma cluster. This was the first
compelling evidence for the existence of gravitationally active non-luminous so-called
DM [9, 15, 16].
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1.2.2 Rotation curves of Galaxies
Further evidence for DM was found by Rubin and Ford in 1970 when they observed
the rotational velocity of a satellite H1 cloud in Andromeda M31 galaxy [16]. H1
clouds are interstellar media made up of atomic hydrogen that emits radio radiations
of 21 cm wavelengths at 1.42 GHz frequency with no other visible emissions. These
radio radiations in the H1 clouds are due to relative effect of electron and nuclear spins
on the 1s ground energy state of the abundant atomic hydrogen. The H1 clouds can
only be detected by their unique 21cm radiation lines. The result from Rubin and Ford
was achieved by measuring the doppler shift in the H1 clouds at various distances from
the galactic centre [9, 16, 17, 18]. Andromeda is a spiral galaxy, the nearest galaxy to
our own milky way galaxy. In a galaxy, a gas cloud of mass m can be related to the
integral mass M(r) of the galaxy within radial distance r using the Newtonian law of





here M(r) comes from the integral 4π
∫ r
0
ρ(r)r2dr, where ρ(r) is the mass density profile
from the centre of the galaxy to the radial distance [9]. The FG and G parameters in
Equations 1.5 are the gravitational force of attraction between the galaxy and H1 cloud
and the universal gravitational constant, respectively. To keep the H1 cloud of mass m
in rotational motion about the galactic centre with velocity vrot., physical law requires





The magnitude of the centripetal force is expected to be about the same as the gravi-
tational force existing between the H1 cloud and the galactic centre. Hence, equating






It can be seen from Equation 1.7 that the rotational velocity of the H1 cloud should
decrease as 1/
√
r. However, Rubin and Ford found that rotational velocity of the
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galaxy approaches a constant at high r [9]. This result implies that M(r) ∝ r and
ρ ∝ 1/r2 showing that there are populations of non-luminous matter at these high
r regions of the galaxy. An example of this rotation curve is shown in Figure 1.3
for NGC 6503 dwarf spiral galaxy [19, 20]. In that figure, it can be seen that the
Figure 1.3: Rotational velocity of H1 clouds in NGC 6503 dwarf spiral galaxy shown
as a function of their radial distance. The circular points with error bars are the ob-
served data, the dashed line is theoretical expectation from luminous matter, the dotted
line is expectations from gas clouds while the dash-dotted line is the theoretical expec-
tation from a dark matter halo. The solid line that agrees well with the observational
data is the sum of the contributions from the gas cloud, stellar disk and the dark matter
halo [19].
measured rotational velocity (circular points with error bars) of H1 clouds at different
radial distances of the galaxy deviated from theoretical expectations for only luminous
matter (dashed line and marked as disk) especially at high r regions. The observed
data shows that the H1 clouds at these high r regions were moving so rapidly contrary
to theoretical predictions. It is also clear from this figure that individual contributions
from only the gas component (dotted line) of the galaxy or contributions from only the
theoretical dark matter halo (dash-dotted line) cannot explain the observed data. The
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most consistent explanation of the observed data was determined by combining the
expectations from each of these components of the galaxy. These results indicate the
presence of a dark matter halo in galaxies. In Figure 1.3, the combined contribution
from the gas, stellar disk and dark matter halo of the galaxy is shown with a solid line.
Similar evidence for the existence of dark matter halo in the Universe was recently
confirmed in the core of our own galaxy by Fabio Iocco and his group [21]. They were
able to employ almost all available data from different compilations of the rotation
curve measurements for the Milky Way galaxy.
Successful efforts have been made to explain these flat rotation curves observed at
high r regions of galaxies without the assumption of a dark matter halo. One of these
phenomenological theories is called the Modified Newtonian Dynamics (MOND) model
proposed by an Israeli Physicist Mordehai Milgrom in 1983 [22]. The MOND model
hypothesized that the acceleration a of objects orbiting galaxies are smaller than the
threshold that can be accurately measured by an Earth bound observer thereby lead-
ing to violation of Newton’s second law of motion. This violation was accounted for
using:
FN = maµ(a) , (1.8)
where FN is the Newtonian force, m is the mass of the objects, µ = a/a0 and a0 is a
constant determined from observed rotation curves as 1.2 × 10−10 m m−2. Combining






When this is equivalent to the centripetal acceleration a = v2/r, then the rotational





These predictions of MOND for vrot. explained the observed constant velocities for
galactic objects at sufficiently large values of r. However, the MOND model was not
generally accepted because it fails to explain all the details of the rotation curve and
other galactic evidence for dark matter. For some of these observed concepts that
the MOND model could not explain, see gravitational lensing and bullet clusters in
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Sections 1.2.3 and 1.2.4, respectively.
1.2.3 Dark matter evidence through gravitational lensing
The laws of general relativity suggest that the presence of matter at any point in the
Universe causes curvature of spacetime [23, 24]. This curvature can induce bends in
the local paths of photons toward the lensing massive celestial object. For instance, a
distant star can be a source of photons while the lensing object could be a dark matter
halo in the local galaxy. These bent photons can converge on an Earth bound telescope
to form false images of the distant star or elongated arc of the images [25, 26]. The
observed images are formed by extending the path trace of these perturbed photons
along their respective incident directions in a straight line. Depending on the number
of photons that reach the telescope, many images of the star can be reconstructed. This
is illustrated in Figure 1.4 with a massive celestial object acting as a gravitational lens
surrounded by four lensed false images of a distant galaxy. In that figure the celestial
Figure 1.4: Four images of a gravitational lensed system in a galaxy scale structure.
The massive celestial object acting as a lens is at the centre surrounded by four lensed
images of a distant galaxy [27].
massive object can be seen surrounded by four lensed images of a distant galaxy.
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In a rare case where the galaxy is perfectly aligned with the massive celestial object
and with an Earth bound telescope such that photons can reach the observer from every
direction, this results in a ring of images of the distant galaxy around the lensing object.
This ring of images is known as Einstein ring [13, 25], see an example in Figure 1.5.
For an Einstein ring to occur, the spacetime around the lensing object should be so
Figure 1.5: Einstein ring of a distant galaxy. The lensing galaxy can be seen in the
middle surrounded by a ring of perturbed photons reaching the observer from a distant
galaxy [28].
warped that photons can travel around it through multiple paths [27, 29]. The radius
of the Einstein ring scales with the square root of the mass of the constituent matter
in the lensing object. In practice, there are three types of gravitational lensing: strong,
weak and micro lensing. The distinctions between these lensing methods depend on
the size of the massive celestial object and positions of the lensing object relative to the
source of photons and the observer. Massive concentrated celestial lensing objects and
perfect alignment between the three components (source, lensing object and observer)
are required in strong gravitational lensing leading to either multiple images of the
source of photons or an Einstein ring [27, 29, 30]. In weak lensing, the general light
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perturbation due to the presence of the massive celestial object can be observed without
multiple images of the source of photons. This is because of poor alignment between
the lensing components and small mass concentration of the celestial object. For micro
lensing, the luminosity of the source and the mass concentration of the celestial objects
are required to be smaller than the amount needed for strong and weak lensing to occur.
These gravitational lensing methods can be used to estimate the mass of objects in
a galaxy cluster including the mass of dark matter [29]. The presence of dark matter
in the halo of galaxy clusters have been affirmed using the observed perturbation on
photons travelling through them [29, 30]. For instance, weak lensing has been used
by the Sloan Lens ACS (SLACS) Survey collaboration [30] to determine the average
mass density profile (ρ(r) ∝ 1/r2) of 22 galaxies covering a total distance of about 300
h−1kpc. The SLACS result is consistent with presence of isothermal dark matter halo
in the galaxies.
1.2.4 Bullet Cluster
The Chandra X-ray observatory found other compelling evidence for the existence of
dark matter in the Bullet Cluster formed by the merger of two massive clusters known
as IE 0657-56 [31, 32, 33]. During this energetic collision of the galaxy clusters, there
was a temporary boost in their overall temperature and X-ray luminosity by more than
a factor of 2 [33, 34, 35]. The boost in the X-ray luminosity of the Bullet Cluster
made it an attractive site for X-ray astronomy. X-ray information from luminous bary-
onic matter in the Bullet Cluster shows high matter concentration in the cluster centre
which is consistent with existence of dark matter. Overlaying the X-ray image on the
projected mass obtained from strong gravitational lensing, revealed the presence of
dark matter outside the central region as can be seen in Figure 1.6.
The X-ray data, which correlates to contributions from luminous matter is shown
in red while the data from gravitational lensing, made up of all the matter in the cluster
is shown in blue. It can be seen in Figure 1.6 that there is more luminous baryonic
matter (shown in red) near the centre of the Bullet Cluster and more non-luminous dark
matter (shown in blue) around the outer region. This is because the luminous baryonic
matter from the two colliding clusters was slowed down as they interact while the non
baryonic dark matter passes the centre of the cluster nearly unhindered, ahead of the
11
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Figure 1.6: X-ray image of the Bullet Cluster. Luminous matter is in red while dark
matter component is in blue. Credit: Chandra X-ray observatory.
baryonic matter subcluster. These results suggest the existence of non-luminous dark
matter in the Bullet Cluster. This type of cluster merger with evidence of dark matter
has also been found recently in smaller clusters, for instance in Abell 562, Abell 754,
Abell 2146, Abell 2256, Abell 3888 etc [36].
Further results obtained from the Bullet Cluster show that about 30% of the dark
matter content in the central part of the merged clusters vanished after the collision via
self-interaction [37]. The mass-to-light ratio data obtained from the blue and red sub-
clusters in Figure 1.6 with that of the main cluster have been used to set the most strin-
gent constraint on the dark matter self-interaction cross section to mass ratioσDM/MDM
of 1 cm2 g−1, equivalent to 1.8 b GeV−1 [34, 35]. Hence, the Bullet Cluster motivates
a self-interacting particle dark matter with cross section and particle mass of σDM and
MDM, respectively. This produces a cross section that is consistent with weak scale
interaction when MDM is in GeV c−2.
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1.2.5 Big Bang Nucleosynthesis
Another fascinating evidence for the existence of dark matter can be seen by compar-
ing the theoretical predictions of the Big Bang model for formation of light nuclei in
the early Universe to the actual measurements [13, 38]. This study of formation of
nuclei in the early Universe is known as Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN). Free neu-
trons and protons (baryons) dominated the early Universe especially between 0.1 s to
104 s after the Big Bang [38, 39, 40]. The expansion mechanism of the Universe made
the Universe cool, until the temperature was low enough to allow neutrons to combine
with protons to yield deuterium (2H or D). Deuterium combined with neutrons and
fused with each other to form isotopes of Helium 3He and more stable 4He nuclei, re-
spectively [38, 41]. Further combinations of the light elements then produced Lithium
(7Li), though in smaller abundances. These nuclear fusion processes were quenched
about 20 minutes after the Big Bang due to temperature reduction as the Universe con-
tinued to expand [10, 41, 42]. The standard model of BBN predictions for abundance
of different light elements in the Universe is shown as a function of baryon-to-photon
ratio η (density of ordinary matter relative to photons) in Figure 1.7.
The expected abundance of 4He/1H is shown with a light green line while that of
2H/1H is shown with a blue line. The theoretical predictions for 3He/1H and 7Li/1H
are overlaid in that plot with green and yellow lines, respectively. The points where
the theoretical predictions agree with the WMAP measurements are shown with red
circle lines. It can be seen there that the measured relative abundance for each of the
considered elements has a common baryon-to-photon ratio η equivalent to the present
day η value.
The present day baryon-to-photon density can be determined by considering the
number density of photons ηγ. This ηγ parameter for a black body radiation is related
to the temperature of the Universe as:





where ~ = h/2π, h is the Planck constant given by 6.626×10−34 J s, c is the speed of
light given by 2.998×108 m s−1, then we take T to be equal to the present day tem-
perature of the cosmic microwave background radiation given by TCMBR = 2.73◦C [2].
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Figure 1.7: Standard model of BBN predictions for relative abundance of light el-
ements shown as a function of present day baryon-to-photon ratio and compared to
experimental measurements. The expected abundance of 4He/1H,2H/1H, 3He/1H and
7Li/1H are shown with light green, blue, green and yellow lines, respectively. The red
line that crosses each of the theoretical predictions shows the WMAP results. Points
marked with red circle lines show agreement between the prediction and measurement.
Credit: NASA/WMAP science team.









= 0.601 × 10−9 , (1.12)
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Here H0 refers to the Hubble constant (see Equation 1.1) with its most recent value
shown in Table 1.1 as obtained from Ref. [2]. The ηB parameter in Equation 1.12 is
the number density of baryonic matter in the Universe while ΩB, the baryon density





where ρB is the density of baryon in the Universe and ρc is the critical density (see





Using the 2015 data for ΩBh02 obtained from Ref. [2], the η value today is about
6.01×10−10, see Equation 1.12 for details. This is consistent with the results obtained
by WMAP shown in Figure 1.7. Hence, from Equation 1.12, the number density ΩB
of baryonic matter in the Universe can be determined with the observed η value shown
in Figure 1.7. This shows that the density parameter of normal baryonic matter in the
Universe today is about 15% of the total matter content of the Universe. It is expected
that the ΩB in a Universe with only baryonic matter should be equal to ΩM. However,
results from these measurements show that about 95% of the total energy density of
the Universe is made up of non baryonic dark matter and dark energy.
1.2.6 Cosmic microwave background (CMB)
The power spectrum of the 2.7K relics radiation known as the Cosmic Microwave
Background (CMB) radiation can be used to constrain different cosmological param-
eters including the baryonic mass density ΩB parameter of the Universe. This can be
obtained from the measurement of temperature power spectrum of the relics radiation
as it cools from the recombination epoch of the Universe which is ∼379,000 years
after the Big Bang. Observations of these CMB radiations are anisotropic or direc-
tion dependent mainly because of interaction of photons with surrounding hot gases
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[2]. The structure of the cosmic microwave background anisotropy depends on the
effect of acoustic oscillations due to non-unity of photon-to-baryon ratio and diffu-
sion damping (i.e. collisionless damping) in the early Universe. This follows that the
pressure from cosmic radiations do not support anisotropy but it is countered by grav-
itational effects from baryonic matter. The interplay between these two phases creates
the acoustic oscillation that defines the resonance peak structure of the CMB. For ex-
ample, these resonance peaks can be seen in the temperature power spectrum of the
cosmic microwave background measured by the Planck mission [2] in Figure 1.8.
Figure 1.8: Temperature power spectrum (TT) data from Planck 2015 [2].
The upper panel of the figure shows the data obtained from the Planck (blue points)
compared to the best fit from the theoretical predictions of ΛCDM model (red line)
while the lower panel is the residual after the model fit. The ΛCDM model, also known
as the standard cosmological model, describes an expanding flat Universe dominated
by dark matter and cosmological constant Λ, that obeys the general relativity theory
[43].
To make these measurements, the Planck collaboration divided the visible sky into
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angular sizes such that the angle between the horizon and overhead of the telescope
is 90°. These angular sizes are shown in terms of multipole moments ` in Figure 1.8.
The angular size is inversely proportional to the multipole moment given by π/` and
expressed in degrees [44]. Then, the two-dimensional temperature fluctuation T (θ, φ)
in a given direction of the sky can be determined using [44]:





a`κY`κ(θ, φ) , (1.16)
where θ and φ are elevation and azimuthal angles of the measurement directions, re-










where ` = 0, ...,∞, −` ≤ κ ≤ ` and κ is the measurement mode parameter. Then, Pκ`
and eiκφ are the associated Lengendre Polynomials for expansion of the 2D spherical
harmonics of the temperature fluctuation and the azimuthal parameter, respectively.






T (θ, φ)Y`κ(θ, φ)dΩ . (1.18)












The position of the peaks in the temperature spectrum can be used to study primordial
adiabatic perturbations and most importantly encodes information about different cos-
mological parameters. The first peak while moving from left to right in Figure 1.8 can
be used to determine the curvature parameter of the Universe, the ratio of the second
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peak to the odd peaks and that to the even peaks are used to determine the baryon den-
sity parameter while the third peak shows the abundance of dark matter in the Universe.
Also, the information about density variations in the early universe (primordial density
perturbation) is encoded in the positions of all the peaks. These results extracted from
the plot in Figure 1.8 are shown in Table 1.1 which show that only 4.9% of the energy
density of the Universe is baryonic matter while 25.8 % are made up of dark matter.
It can be seen from Figure 1.8, that the plot in the lower panel is consistent with zero
suggesting that the main result (shown in the upper panel) has good agreement with
the theoretical predictions. This is yet another irresistible evidence that supports the
existence of dark matter.
Similarly, future results from cosmic neutrino backgrounds (CνBs) measurements
can be used to study the very early Universe, before the recombination epoch [45]. This
is because CνBs decoupled at about one second after the Big Bang with a present-day
temperature of ∼1.95K. Efforts are underway to confirm the existence and measure
these CνBs using electron neutrino captures in Tritium based detectors as in the pro-
posed PTOLEMY [46] and KATRIN [45] experiments. The expected interaction rate
of these events should result in about 56 electron-neutrinos per cm3. Successful ob-
servation of CνBs in the future will reveal more details about the dark matter content,
nature and evolution of the expanding Universe.
1.2.7 Concluding remarks on the evidence for dark matter
So far, we have seen that there is compelling evidence to suggest that most of the
matter content of the Universe is made up of non-baryonic DM. The results discussed
in Sections 1.2.1 and 1.2.2 show that the mass of these DM in galaxies and galaxy
clusters grow with radial distance suggesting the existence of a DM halo in galaxies
and galaxy clusters. The gravitational effects of these DM masses were discussed in
Section 1.2.3 which shows how they cause perturbation to the intrinsic paths of pho-
tons passing through them, thereby acting as lenses for the photon source. The Bullet
Cluster discussed in Section 1.2.4 show the first clue on the physical nature of DM
which motivates a self-interacting DM particles with a constraint on its possible cross
section. The results from the measurements shown in Sections 1.2.5 and 1.2.6 further
affirms the existence of DM with constraint on its abundance in the Universe. The
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aim of the following section is to review the most likely dark matter candidates with
characteristics that are consistent with the predictions and measurements in Section
1.2.
1.3 Dark Matter candidates
Non-successful dark matter candidates have been proposed in the past. These are Mas-
sive Compact Halo Objects (MACHOs) which are made up of planets, neutron stars,
white dwarfs, black holes, primordial black holes etc [13, 47]. Progress made by
different dark matter search groups in the past few decades with results from studies
performed with data from the Bullet Cluster discussed in Section 1.2.4 and several
theoretical studies have led to a consensus that dark matter should be in form of self-
interacting particles. Different theoretically motivated dark matter candidate particles
have been considered. They are grouped into hot, warm and cold dark matter candi-
dates depending on their velocities when matter decoupled from radiation in the early
Universe. Starting from the most viable candidates, these are Weakly Interacting Mas-
sive Particles (WIMPs), Lightest Supersymmetric Particles (LSP), Lightest Kaluza-
Klein Particle (LKP), Axions, Gravitinos, Neutrinos, Sterile neutrinos, Heavy leptons,
Non-topological solitons and Q-balls, QCD nuggets, Mirror matter and WIMPzillas [1,
13, 47, 48, 49, 50]. For details of the top two leading particle dark matter candidates,
see Figure 1.9.
Relativistic particles such as neutrinos and sterile neutrinos are hot candidates
while non-relativistic particles such as WIMPs, LSPs, LKPs, Axions etc are cold dark
matter candidates. Hot dark matter candidates have been ruled-out because they do not
support small scale gravitational clustering and formations in the Universe and hence,
predicted the so-called “top-down” formation scheme [13, 47, 49]. In this hypothetical
scheme, super clusters should have formed first and later break-up to form galaxies and
other smaller objects in the Universe which is not consistent with expectations from
the Large Scale Structure (LSS) formation [51] and the Big Bang theory. In the LSS
studies, primordial density fluctuations determined from the CMB measurements were
used to model how large structures formed in the Universe. Results from these simula-
tions are consistent with predictions of the Big Bang theory which favour a “down-top”
formation scheme [47, 51, 52, 53]. Also, hot dark matter candidates are not massive
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Figure 1.9: Theoretically favoured and leading dark matter candidates and their particle
physics motivation.
enough to produce the gravitational effects that are observed from non-baryonic dark
matter in the Universe [1, 13, 47, 49]. The rare case where particle candidates are
neither hot nor cold in terms of their decoupling velocities in the early Universe, are
referred to as warm candidates.
Thermal relic particles are most studied cold dark matter candidates because of
their contributions in structure formation in the early Universe [1, 54, 47, 55, 56].
These particles were in thermal equilibrium with SM particles at very high tempera-
tures in the early Universe via their annihilation to SM particles and vice versa. This
equilibrium continued until the temperature T of the expanding Universe cooled and
became less than MDM. This caused an exponential increase in the dark matter an-
nihilation process resulting in their decreased number density until when the rate of
the dark matter annihilation dropped below the expansion rate of the Universe causing
a freeze-out, see illustration in Figure 1.10. The rate of dark matter annihilation ap-
proached a constant after the freeze-out (see Figure 1.10). At this point, the thermal
relic dark matter particles were isolated by the expanding Universe resulting in a re-
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Figure 1.10: Comoving number density of dark matter density shown as a function
of temperature, time and density of the expanding Universe. The solid line predicts
the correct present-day thermal relic dark matter abundance using 100 GeV c−2 known
as the WIMP miracle. Dotted line experienced no freeze-out, colours (from top to
bottom) are results after the freeze-out mechanism as expected from weak to strong
scale cross sections [1].
duced number density nDM, hence, they can hardly interact with each other. Using the
fact that the expected annihilation cross section σav of the thermal relics dark matter





3 × 10−27 cm3 s−1
〈σav〉
, (1.21)
then, the observed ΩDMh20 value of 0.119±0.002 [2] can be used to constrain the mass
and 〈σav〉 parameter, where v is the relative velocity of the particles. It was found
that implementing Equation 1.21 for Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs)
motivated by supersymmetry reproduced the observed dark matter abundance in the
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Universe. This dark matter abundance is shown for a 100 GeV c−2 WIMP with a solid
line in Figure 1.10. Hence, WIMPs are the leading particle dark matter candidate
as shown in Figure 1.9. They are predicted to be non-baryonic, neutral, colourless,
stable, long-lived with appropriate thermal relic density of the Universe, negligible or
no electromagnetic coupling and possible mass range of 10 GeV c−2 to 1 TeV c−2 [57,
58]. Also, they can interact weakly in pairs with standard model particles, for instance,
via the Higgs boson as discussed in Refs. [59, 14].
It can be seen in Figure 1.9 that LSPs (also known as neutralinos) and LKPs are
good WIMP dark matter candidates. They are motivated by the gauge hierarchy prob-
lems of the standard model of particle physics [1, 14, 60]. The gauge hierarchy prob-
lem deals with why the standard model of particle physics requires quantum correc-
tions or fine tuning beyond the Planck scale [61, 62]. A typical example of the problem
is why mh ∼ 125 ± 0.32 GeV c−2, the physical mass of the Higgs boson is very small
compared to the expected mass of ∼
√
hc/G ' 1.2×1019 GeV c−2. The supersymmet-
ric theory (SUSY) solved this problem and on the process predicted the LSPs while
extra dimension theory in the quest to solve this problem predicted the LKPs [14].
Axions comprise of other weakly interacting particles that do not match the WIMP
framework. They were predicted by charge conjugation (C) and parity inversion (P)
violation (CP violation) problems which are observed in strong interactions [1, 48].
Strong CP violation problems arise due to some complex relative phases of coupling
constants in physical theories (for instance in Quantum Chromodynamics simply known
as QCD). For example, CP-violation can occur in decay processes where two ampli-
tudes that contribute to the decay rates tend to posses different coupling constant co-
efficients that are out of phase [42, 48]. The Peccei-Quinn symmetry [63] solved this
problem and predicted light neutral particles called Axions which are now seen as a
possible dark matter candidate [50]. Axions can couple to quarks using weak scale in-
teraction mechanism. The strength of this interaction scales with the Axion mass. The
known mass range of Axions is about 1 µeV c−2 to 1000 µeV c−2. It is expected that
good Axion dark matter candidates should have a few µeV c−2 mass and as a result,
massive Axions emanating from the sun are not good dark matter candidates. Hence,
these massive solar Axions with stronger coupling to quarks may be a major source of
backgrounds in Axion dark matter search experiments. Also, the mass range of Axions
in µeV c−2 is small (depending on their abundance) to account for the observed energy
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density of the non-baryonic matter in the Universe.
Another group of particles that have been considered as dark matter candidates
are hypothetical Gravitinos which are super-partners of gravitons. These Gravitino
dark matter candidates are problematic because they are required to be sufficiently
heavy beyond 30 TeV c−2, else theoretical predictions suggest that they would have
decayed during or after the Big Bang Nucleosynthesis. This results in what is known
as the Gravitino problem [9, 48, 64]. Also imposing the characteristics of the Lightest
Supersymmetric Particles (LSP) on Gravitinos requires that their life-time should be
stretched beyond the age of the Universe [64], which is not feasible thereby strengthen-
ing the Gravitino problems further. For details on other non-viable particle dark matter
candidates see Refs. [1, 13, 14, 47, 48, 49, 50, 65].
The focus of the following chapters of this thesis will be on efforts toward detecting
this most viable putative WIMP dark matter candidates.
1.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, the concept of non-baryonic dark matter was introduced, through a
review of the matter content of the Universe using recent results from the Planck mis-
sion. In this review, the nature of the Universe was discussed in the context of mea-
sured energy density. More discussions were made using many observational results
as prime evidence to support the existence of dark matter in the Universe. The failure
of the standard model of particle physics in explaining the dark matter problem was
discussed with some possible theoretical solutions motivated by SUSY and extra di-
mension models. Non-successful dark matter candidates that were predicted in the past
decades were also discussed after which the most viable dark matter candidates known
as the Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs) were introduced. These WIMP
candidates are most favoured because their mass and most of their physical properties
are consistent with predictions from gravitational effects observed from non-baryonic
dark matter in the Universe. In fact, expectations from WIMPs are consistent with the
present-day thermal relic abundance and large scale structure formation. Hence, the
following chapters of this thesis will focus on strategies and efforts toward detecting
these putative WIMP dark matter particles.
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WIMP Detection and experimental
searches
The first section in this chapter discusses different channels to WIMP detection which
include direct detection, indirect detection and WIMP production in collider experi-
ments. Theoretical formulations used in the direct detection WIMP search method are
discussed in the following sections. These theoretical formulations are essential be-
cause other chapters of this thesis will focus on the direct detection method. Different
methods used to reduce backgrounds in WIMP-search experiments are also presented.
The last two sections of this chapter are dedicated to a review of progress and prospects
of some experimental searches for the WIMP dark matter particle from around the
world.
2.1 WIMP detection
In theory, there are three main methods through which an experimental physicist can
search for WIMP (χ) dark matter particles. These methods include: direct detection,
indirect detection and through χ production in collider experiments. Different experi-
mental groups have built detectors to exploit each of these WIMP detection methods.
The pictorial representation of these WIMP search windows are shown in Figure 2.1.
Direct WIMP detection experiments hope to detect nuclear recoil products due to
a weak interaction between a standard model particle (for instance, within an atomic
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Figure 2.1: Possible search windows for WIMP dark matter particle.
nuclei used as target material in a detector) and the χ particle resulting in an elastic
scattering process. In the interaction channels shown in Figures 2.1(a) to 2.1(c), the
standard model particles are marked as SM while χ represents the WIMP particle.
The shaded region in the illustrations shown in Figure 2.1 indicate that the interaction
mechanisms of χ and SM particles are not fully understood. Many particle detectors
designed to search for these type of interactions using the direct WIMP search method
are located in different underground laboratories around the globe, see Section 2.2 for
more details.
Indirect WIMP search groups utilise the theoretical prediction that the WIMP dark
matter particle is a Majorana particle (super partner of itself), hence can annihilate at
rest into mono-energetic (narrow range of energies) standard model particles [66, 67,
68, 69] which can be observed in conventional detectors. This method of searching for
products of WIMP annihilation is regarded as indirect WIMP detection. This is illus-
trated in Figure 2.1(b). Typical examples of the expected mono-energetic SM particles
from χ annihilation are neutrinos, gamma rays, protons and antiprotons, electrons and
positrons and antideuterons [70, 71, 72, 73]. The first two WIMP annihilation sig-
natures are widely favoured by indirect WIMP searches because they are stable and
neutrally charged. For instance, the IceCube experiment [74, 75] has employed this
method by searching for neutrinos generated by possible WIMP annihilation activities
in the centre of the sun without major success. Also, no signature of WIMP anni-
hilations were found in a joint analyses using gamma ray data from Fermi-LAT and
MAGIC experiments for WIMPs of masses 10 GeV c−2 to 100 TeV c−2 [73]. The result
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obtained from this analysis was used to set an upper limit of 3.4× 10−25 cm3 s−1 on the
expected average WIMP annihilation cross section at 95% confidence level in the rel-
evant energy range [73]. This is the current most stringent global WIMP annihilation
limit set by any gamma ray data analysis in the given mass range. In the lower mass
range <100 GeV c−2, the analysis excluded the thermal relic cross section for WIMP
annihilation with bb̄ and ττ̄ final states.
There are efforts aimed toward the production of WIMP dark matter particles in the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) which can be achieved by forcing two SM particles to
interact [76, 77, 78, 79]. New particles are created in this type of process that follows
pp→ p̄p̄ where pp represent two SM particles, accelerated with high energy such as in
the LHC while p̄p̄ are products of the interaction. This is known as WIMP production
hence, the collider experiment can be regarded as a WIMP factory if it ever succeeds
in this quest. This is illustrated for the hypothetical WIMP dark matter production in
the LHC in Figure 2.1(c). It is expected that any associated WIMP particle in these
interactions should elude the detector leaving a missing transverse momentum PT and
energy EmissT signatures. In addition to these signatures, corresponding recoiling SM
photons and jets of quarks, gluons, W+, W− and Higgs boson oriented in the opposite
direction of the WIMP signature can be observed as part of the final state [76, 80, 81].
Mainly, s and t-channel interactions with spin 0 or 1 mediators are used in LHC based
WIMP search analyses [81]. However, at the time of writing this thesis, the LHC
has not succeeded in detecting the supersymmetric neutralino or any other particle
predicted by supersymmetry [76, 79]. In 2015, the ATLAS collaboration of the LHC
analysed data [82] generated with 20.3 fb−1 of integrated luminosity at 8 TeV centre of
mass energy for s-channel interaction commonly known as the
√
s parameter. In the
analyses, simplified Effective Field Theory (EFT) assumptions were adopted resulting
in higher detector sensitivity to lower WIMP mass of < 10 GeV c−2. The results show
the detector sensitivity for the spin-dependent and spin-independent WIMP-nucleon
cross sections of 2.12 ab and 7.13 zb, respectively, for WIMPs of 1 GeV c−2 mass at
90% confidence level. This is assuming that the WIMP dark matter particle is a Dirac
fermion (Majorana particle) that can be produced in qq interactions with tensor (scalar)
couplings to quarks in the spin-dependent (spin-independent) analyses [82].
The following sections of this thesis discusses theoretical formulations, experimen-
tal methods and global efforts toward the detection of the WIMP dark matter particles
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from the direct WIMP search channel.
2.2 Direct WIMP detection
Direct WIMP search experiments run in subterranean laboratories in order to shield
detectors from cosmic backgrounds. These experiments aim to detect nuclear recoils
induced by WIMPs that are elastically scattering off target nuclei. It is customary
for direct WIMP search experiments to exclude a range of WIMP cross section and
WIMP mass in the allowed parameter space after searching for WIMPs for a given
period without recording a positive signal. In the following section we will discuss
how such exclusion limits are determined in a WIMP search experiment.
2.3 WIMP theoretical event rates in direct detection
There is enough evidence to believe that the WIMP dark matter particles can interact
with conventional matter through either gravitational interaction or weak-scale cross
section [83]. Direct WIMP search experiments share similar basic theoretical frame-
works toward detecting WIMP-induced nuclear recoils. The expected differential event
rate for WIMP-induced nuclear recoils is formulated based on existing WIMP models
[84, 85]. Due to variations in target materials, threshold, sensitivity etc used/achieved
by different detectors, a WIMP search window is defined for every detector. This is
with a range of detectable WIMP masses MW and corresponding WIMP-nucleon cross
sections σWA. The scalar case of this cross section σWAS I is spin-independent (SI)
while the axial vector case σWAS D is spin-dependent (SD) depending on the target ma-
terial used in the experiment. Target nuclei with odd proton numbers (for instance
19F) are known to have non-zero spin J values and are used in the SD WIMP search
experiments. These theoretical parameters needed for setting WIMP detection limits
are subject of the following section. The parameters derived in this chapter will be
employed in Chapter 5 to set a detection limit using data from a direct WIMP search
experiment.
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2.3.1 Expected rate of WIMP events
If a WIMP dark matter particle travelling with velocity v enters a detector of volume
L3 which contains N number of uniformly distributed target nucleons. It will take this
WIMP particle a total of L/v seconds to traverse the length L of the detector. Taking
σ to be the individual nucleon cross section, the total nucleon cross section in the
detector is given by Nσ. Therefore, the expected number of WIMP interactions Ni
in the detector is the ratio of the total nucleon cross section per unit area given by
Ni = Nσ/L2. The rate Rs at which a single WIMP interacts in the detector is the Ni per











Assuming that the density of the WIMP dark matter halo is ρW = 0.3 GeV c−2 cm−3
[84] for a WIMP of mass MW in GeV c−2. The dimensionless number of nucleons
N in Equation 2.1 can be expressed in terms of the Avagadro’s number NA (in atoms
kg−1) and the total detector mass MD using N = 103MD(kg)NA. Substituting this into





Then, the expected number of WIMP dark matter particles per cm3 becomes ρW/MW
or 106ρW/MW per m3. Hence, the expected number of WIMPs NW in a detector of





Therefore the total classical WIMP interaction rate Rr (rate of WIMP induced nuclear
recoils) in the detector, assuming no nucleon binding and that all the WIMPs have a
uniform velocity, Rr can be expressed by combining Equations 2.2 and 2.3 as shown
below:
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However, experiments can measure the rate R at which WIMPs of different energies
interact with target nucleon which can be determined by integrating Rr over the allowed







where Er is the detectable recoil energy in a given detector with values ranging from
a minimum value Emin to a maximum recoil energy Emax and dRr/dEr is the differ-
ential event rate of the WIMP-nucleon interaction. Since the rate R scales with the
differential event rate as shown in Equation 2.5, Section 2.3.2 is used to determine the
corrected dRr/dEr parameter, considering contributions from the WIMP halo velocity
distribution, the nuclear spin and form factor of target materials.
2.3.2 Expected WIMP differential rate
The differential interaction rate dRr/dEr can be defined in terms of the probability
density p(Er) that a WIMP in the detector can induce a recoil of energy Er, this is
following discussions in Ref. [84] and references therein. The definition is given by:
dRr
dEr
= Rr p(Er) . (2.6)
For a WIMP particle interacting with a target nuclei of mass MA in the centre of mass




(1 − cos θ) . (2.7)
This is assuming that the WIMP scatters with a scattering angle of θ after its interaction
with the target nucleus in the centre of mass frame. From Equation 2.7, Er becomes
equal to Emin when θ is 0. Then, the maximum recoil energy Emax will be observed
when the WIMP particle collides head-on with the target, then θ becomes equal to
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where MW is equal to MA, Equation 2.8 becomes MWv2/2 which is the best case for





A typical WIMP-nucleon reduced mass µ is 15.04 GeV c−2 for a 100 GeV c−2 WIMP
traveling with a speed of 230 km s−1 (7.667×10−4 c). This WIMP particle can scatter
off from a target fluorine (19F) nuclei of mass 0.932 × A (17.71 GeV c−2) in a given
detector, inducing a nuclear recoil with maximum energy Emax of ∼ 15.03 keV to the
target. The factor 0.932 GeV c−2 in the atomic mass conversion to GeV c−2 units is
equivalent to the proton mass. The WIMP-nucleon reduced mass for different target
nuclei used in WIMP search experiments are shown as a function of WIMP masses
in Figure 2.2. These results are compared to contributions from one atomic proton in
a target nuclei. It can be seen in that figure that the reduced mass reaches a constant
at high WIMP masses for each of the nuclei. The reduced mass effect increases with
target mass as predicted by Equation 2.9 resulting in the observed minimum reduced
mass effect for the WIMP-proton interactions. Assuming that the probability density





See Refs. [84, 86, 87, 88] for more discussions on the probability density parameter.
It can be seen in equation 2.10 that the probability density p(Er) is independent of
the recoil energy of the target nucleus which implies that there exist equal probability
for an interaction to produce a recoil energy in the range of Emin and Emax. Hence,
the differential rate can be re-written in terms of measurable quantities by substituting
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Figure 2.2: WIMP-nucleon reduced mass µ obtained from various target nuclei shown
as a function of WIMP mass and compared to contributions from one atomic proton.
The black, pink, green, blue, red, tan and grey lines show results from 127I, 73G, 32S,
19F, 16O, 12C nuclei and from one atomic proton, respectively.







It can be seen that Equation 2.11 does not consider contributions from the velocity
distribution of the WIMP halo and contributions from nuclear physics of the target
nuclei. The following few sections will be used to determine the velocity distribution
and nuclear physics contributions which are used to determine the effective differential
rate in an ideal WIMP search detector.
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2.3.3 WIMP velocity distribution
Assuming that the velocity distribution f (v) of the WIMP dark matter halo is Maxwellian










where v is expected to take any value between vmin and vesc. The Maxwell-Boltzmann










where vrms = v0
√
3
2 and v0 is the average circular velocity of galactic objects in the
WIMP halo. This can be taken as 243±7 km s−1, equivalent to 0.81±0.02 mc [86, 87]









Substituting Equation 2.14 in 2.12, the resultant equation obtained can be simplified
by taking vmin =
√
MAEr
2µ2 which can be evaluated to obtain 7.667× 10
−4c. Then, the vesc
parameter is the escape velocity of the halo assumed to be 544+64−46 km s
−1 (1.813+0.21−0.15 mc)
to∞ [84, 86, 87, 89, 90]. Therefore the integral in the right hand side of Equation 2.12
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The above definition of the differential event rate can be simplified by substituting














Equations 2.17 and 2.16 are definitions for the theoretical differential rate for an isother-
mal WIMP halo being probed by stationary Earth bound detectors (i.e. stationary rel-
ative to the galactic frame) as the galactic escape velocity vesc approaches∞.
2.3.4 Nuclear form factor correction
The nuclear form factor measures the expected momentum-dependent response of the
target nuclei after interacting with the WIMP dark matter particle. For fluorine (19F)
target nucleus interacting with a 100 GeVc−2 WIMP, it is expected that the total mo-
mentum q transferred to the target nucleus is given by [84]:
q =
√
2MAEr = 23 MeV c−1 . (2.18)
This transferred momentum can be represented in terms of the de Broglie wavelength





where ~ is h/2π and h is the the Planck constant given by 4.136 × 10−15 eV s. Sub-
stituting Equation 2.18 in 2.19, we obtain a de Broglie wavelength of 54 fm for a
100 GeVc−2 WIMP, travelling with a velocity of 230 km s−1 after scattering off from
a 19F nucleus target. This λ parameter is expected to be far greater than the nuclear
radius of the 19F nucleus, given by:
rn ≈ anA
1
3 ≈ 3.2 fm , (2.20)
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where an is 1.2 fm and A is 19 for the 19F nucleus. Figure 2.3 shows a dimensionless
qrn/~c parameter for different target nuclei used in various WIMP search experiments
as a function of recoil energies. The ~c parameter is given by 197.3 MeV fm as shown
Figure 2.3: Momentum dependent nuclear form factor parameter obtained for some of
the target nuclei used in WIMP search experiments. The black, pink, grey, blue, red
and tan lines show results from 127I, 73G, 32S, 19F, 16O and 12C nuclei, respectively.
in Ref. [84]. It can be seen in Figure 2.3 that the dimensionless qrn parameter increases
with the atomic mass of the target nuclei. Hence, in that figure, the maximum values of
the dimensionless qrn parameter was obtained for 127I nucleus while the minimum val-
ues were obtained for 12C nucleus as predicted in Equation 2.18. Comparing Equations
2.20 and 2.19, it can be seen that the value of rn is about only an order of magnitude
less than the λ parameter obtained in Equation 2.19 for 19F nuclei. This indicates that
more corrections are needed on the hard sphere approximation (assuming no nucleon
binding) done so far to be able to validate the differential event rate of the WIMP-
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nucleon interaction mechanism. Hence, the nuclear form factor F2(qrn) correction can
be added to Equation 2.17, by substituting σ with a fraction of its corresponding zero
momentum transfer cross section σ0, given by [84, 91, 92]:
σ = F2(qrn)σ0 (2.21)
In particular, the nuclear form factor F2(qrn) can be studied in terms of WIMPs cou-
pling with nuclear spin J of a target nuclei, for instance, the J value for the 19F nucleus
is 1/2. This nuclear spin correction is essential because some theoretically motivated
WIMP candidates do not have a scalar coupling in the neutralino-neutron lagrangian
[91]. The DRIFT-IId detector described in Section 2.8.4 uses 19F targets to probe this
important spin-dependent (unpaired nucleon case: for 19F, a single unpaired proton)
WIMP interaction. For details on the SD WIMP-nucleon interaction with 19F target,
see Section 2.4. Considering that a WIMP particle can scatter off a 19F nucleus as a
plane wave, we adopt the first Born approximation and define the F2(qrn) parameter as
a Fourier transform of the scattering distribution density, given by [84, 91]:
F2(qrn) = j20(qrn) , (2.22)





Though, a commonly used and more detailed approximation of Equation 2.22 has been
proposed for the experimental useful range of 0 < qrn ≤ 4.5 in the SD WIMP-nucleon





0(qrn) (if: qrn < 2.55 and qrn > 4.5) ,
a constant ≈ 0.047 (if: 2.55 ≤ qrn ≤ 4.5) .
(2.24)
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This nuclear form factor effect is expected to be stronger for heavy WIMPs or heavy
target nucleus as shown in Figure 2.4. In this figure, the nuclear form factor parameter
Figure 2.4: Nuclear form factor obtained for different target nuclei used in WIMP
search experiments shown as a function of WIMP recoil energies. The black, pink,
grey, blue, red and tan lines show the nuclear form factor effect in 127I, 73G, 32S, 19F,
16O and 12C nuclei, respectively.
is shown as a function of WIMP recoil energies obtained for various target materials
used in WIMP search experiments. It can be seen in Figure 2.4 that the maximum and
minimum nuclear form effects were observed for the 127I and 12C nuclei, respectively.
This shows that indeed the nuclear form factor effects decrease with the mass of the
target material. There are many other methods in the literature which can be used to
estimate the F2(qrn) parameter, these methods can be found in Refs. [91, 92, 94, 95,
96] but the difference between results that are obtained from each of these methods
is small [97]. Empirically, it is more convenient to write the F2(qrn) parameter as a
function of nuclear recoil energy using F2(Er). This is because the nuclear form factor
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effects are reconstructed using Equation 2.18 [98].
2.4 WIMP-nucleon cross section
To be able to compare results on the WIMP-nucleon cross section σWA as obtained
from different direct WIMP search experiments using different target materials, it is
useful to represent σ (see equation 2.17) in terms of free target nucleons (proton or
neutron). This can be achieved using the model-independent technique discussed in
Ref. [85], provided there is an odd number of protons and an even number of neutrons
in the target nuclei (e.g. excess proton in fluorine nucleus) or vice versa. One assump-
tion of this technique is that the WIMP-proton cross section σWP is expected to be
approximately equal to the WIMP-nucleon cross section σWA, assuming that the pro-









where σWP and σWN , the WIMP-proton and WIMP-neutron cross sections are defined








respectively, where GF is the Fermi coupling constant given by 1.16637 × 10−5 GeV−2
[100] , µP (µN) is the proton (neutron) reduced mass which can be defined by setting
A = P (A = N) in Equation 2.9 for the WIMP-proton (WIMP-neutron) interaction.
The CWP and CWN parameters are the contributions of proton and neutrons to the total
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These relationships hold where ap and an are the effective WIMP-proton and WIMP-
neutron couplings predicted theoretically by the WIMP model under consideration.
The Sp and Sn are expectation values of the proton and neutron spins respectively. But
σWP and σWN are not measured cross sections, they are theoretical quantities that are
used to identify the proton and neutron contributions to the total WIMP-nucleon cross
section σWA. These can be related to the effective WIMP-proton σ
e f f .
WP and WIMP-
neutron σe f f .WN cross sections with an assumption that the WIMP-nucleon cross section
is dominated by σWP (i.e. when σWP ≈ σWA) using:
σ









After factorisation, we obtain from Equation 2.31 that:
σ





where CP = 6a2P/π and similarly, CN = 6a
2
N/π. Then, for the WIMP-proton interaction,



























Substituting Equation 2.34 in 2.32, then the effective SD WIMP-proton cross section
becomes:
σ
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Combining Equations 2.21 and 2.35, the σWA can be written in terms of the nuclear
form factor as:
σWA = σ









Hence, assuming that σWA ≈ σ, then, Equation 2.36 can be substituted in Equation
2.17 to obtain the effective theoretical differential event rate in terms of measurable

























The dRS Dr /dEr parameter is measured in s
−1 GeV−1. It can be seen that there are four
bulk factors in Equation 2.37, separated with multiplication dots. There are at least
contributions from four different aspects of physics to this equation. The first and sec-
ond terms consist of information about the detector, and macroscopic and microscopic
parameters from the target nuclei (nuclear physics). In the third term is information
about the WIMP interaction which include the WIMP mass and its interaction cross
section (particle physics). The last term contains the properties of the WIMP halo
which consist of the velocity distribution of the WIMP halo (astrophysics) and the
halo density (cosmology). In practice, Equation 2.37 can be presented in a more gen-
eralized form using Equation 2.4, a recoil energy parameter E0 and dimensionless s0














The unit of the R0 parameter is s−1, note that the product NAMD is dimensionless. Then,
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The dimensions of Equation 2.39 are the same as that of the nuclear recoil energy. This





Note that the s0 parameter is unity when MW = MA. It can be obtained by computing






















Then, the correction due to the detector efficiency ε can also be included to Equation












Therefore, the overall expected spin-dependent WIMP-proton interaction rate in a de-
















F2(Er)ε dEr . (2.44)
Equation 2.44 can be used to compute the WIMP event rates in detectors that are sen-
sitive to the SD WIMP-proton interactions. In particular, this equation will be used in
Chapter 5 of this thesis to determine the expected WIMP interaction event rates in the
DRIFT-IId detector which can be compared to the observed event rates in the detector
to set an upper limit to the spin-dependent WIMP-proton cross section. The DRIFT-
IId detector is a directional WIMP search Time Projection Chamber (TPC) [101, 102]
currently recording data in the Boulby underground laboratory, England. For further
discussions on the DRIFT-IId detector and other directional and non-directional WIMP
search experiments see Section 2.6. Steps taken to reduce backgrounds in these WIMP
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search experiments are discussed in Section 2.5.
2.5 Reducing backgrounds in direct WIMP search de-
tectors
Detectors used for WIMP search experiments are deployed in underground laboratories
around the globe. This is to ensure that the intrinsic environment where these detectors
are installed are quiet, at reduced muon flux with low rate of other cosmic backgrounds
reaching the detector [103, 104, 105]. Cosmic radiations are high energetic particles
that reach the Earth atmosphere from outside the solar system. They are made up of
of 99% light nuclei (protons from 1H and alphas 4He) and 1% heavier nuclei. They
interact with other particles in the upper atmosphere to form different particles, which
are mainly charged pions (π+ and π−) [106, 107, 108]. These pions then decay to
more stable muons (µ) and muon neutrinos (νµ). Muons are stable because they do
not undergo strong interactions with other particles and hence can penetrate the lower
atmosphere and the ground. Figure 2.5 shows the total muon flux as a function of
vertical water equivalent depth, for a flat overburden, in some typical underground
laboratories around the world.
The kilometre water equivalent (km w. e.) depth is used to enable comparison of
results from various underground sites. This is because variations in material over-
burden in these laboratories affect the observed muon flux. Three of the laboratories
shown in Figure 2.5: WIPP (Waste Isolation Pilot Plant), Soudan (Soudan Under-
ground Laboratory), and SURF (Sanford Underground Research Facility) are located
in USA while SNOLAB (SNO Laboratory) is located in Canada [109]. The LSBB
(Laboratoire Souterrain a Bras Bruit) and LSM (Laboratoire Souterrain de Modane)
are located in France. The Y2L (Yang Yang Underground Laboratory), Kamioka ob-
servatory and Jin-Ping (Jin-Ping Laboratory) are located in Korea, Japan and China,
respectively. The Boulby (Boulby Underground Laboratory), and LNGS (Laboratori
Nazionali del Gran Sasso) are located in England and Italy, respectively [103, 104,
105, 109]. In that figure, the minimum muon flux was observed in the Jin-Ping labo-
ratory which is the deepest underground laboratory in the world. This is because the
muon flux in a given laboratory is inversely proportional to its water equivalent depth
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Figure 2.5: Total muon flux in underground laboratories around the world shown as a
function of their water equivalent depths. The blue points are observed data while the
black line is the best fit for the effective laboratory depths [109].
[103].
Observed background events in WIMP search experiments situated in these under-
ground laboratories are mainly due to neutrons from alpha-neutron reactions as a result
of alpha decays in materials used in building the detectors [104, 110]. This is because
these materials can be contaminated by radioactive substances such as Uranium (238U),
Thorium (232Th), Radium (223Ra) which can decay via background emitting processes
as in α-n reactions. There are also neutrons from spallation reactions from radioactive
decays in the surrounding rocks [110, 111, 112]. Detectors are actively shielded with
hydrogen abundant materials such as water and polypropylene pellets to stop fast neu-
trons from these rocks from reaching the detector thereby reducing the overall event
rate of these rock neutrons [113]. After the installation of the active shielding, the edge
of the active volume of the detector can be monitored and used to veto events that may
pass the shielding materials. Material assay are conducted to select only high radio-
pure materials during detector construction to reduce radioactive decays in the active
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volume of WIMP search detectors [110, 111]. The detector can also be fiducialised
if the distances of event vertex from the readout plane are known [113]. Then, data
which are used for WIMP search analyses can be selected from only the central region
of the detector in order not to include possible background events due to radioactive
decays emanating from the wall of the detector. For examples of these direct WIMP
search experiments, see Section 2.6.
2.6 Classification of direct WIMP search experiments
Generally, it is expected that energy transferred to target nuclei by incident WIMP
signals in fiducial volumes of detectors can induce ionization, phonon heat or gener-
ate scintillation light depending on the target material used in an experiment. For in-
stance, the DRIFT experiment [113] use Multi-Wire Proportional Chambers (MWPCs)
to record ionization charge signals in a Time Projection Chamber (TPC), the CRESST-
I experiment [114] used sapphire (Al2O3) cryogenic calorimeters operating at intrinsic
temperature of about 15 mK in a thermal radiation shielding to record variations in
temperature (phonon heat) due to interactions in the detector. Other experiments like
DM-Ice [115] and DAMA/LIBRA [116] use photomultiplier tubes to detect scintilla-
tion photons induced by these interactions in NaI(TI) crystals. Figure 2.6 shows more
experiments that utilise each of these WIMP search strategies with example of target
materials that have been used in some of these experiment.
In Figure 2.6, ionization based experiments are shown in blue. These ionization
based experiments are marked as “Directional” because they can reconstruct direc-
tions of events in the detector. The experiments marked as “Bubble Nucleation” use
induced bubbles in super heated liquids to reconstruct energy of an interaction. Exper-
iments that are sensitive to phonon heat signals generated from interaction of particles
are shown in red while those that are scintillation based are shown in green. Also, it
can be seen from Figure 2.6 that some of the experiments can combine two of these
methods to enhance the detector ability to reject backgrounds and sometimes aid sig-
nal fiducialisation in the active volume of the detector and event discrimination. For
instance, the CDMS experiment [117] combines phonon and ionization signals, LUX
WIMP search experiment [118] combines ionization and scintillation while CRESST-
II experiment [119] combines phonon heat and scintillation signals.
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Figure 2.6: WIMP search experiments and their search strategies.
After an incident particle scatters off a target nucleus in each of these experiments,
the energy of that particle can be reconstructed using the magnitude of the observed
signal. Most of these direct WIMP search experiments use the observed Bethe-Bloch
energy loss per unit nuclear recoil distance (dEr/dR3) [120, 121] of events in the de-
tector to identify and reject charged particles which are potential backgrounds. This
dEr/dR3 parameter is equivalent to the amount of ionization lost per unit recoil dis-
tance in gas TPCs. This information is used in gas TPC detectors to differentiate the
beginning (tail) of a nuclear recoil track where high charge density is expected from
the end (head) of the track with lower charge density. This charge density asymmetry
along nuclear recoil tracks are measured and termed the head-tail effect. See later part
of this section (Chapter 4) for more details on the head-tail effect (head-tail measure-
ments using data from a gas TPC based WIMP search experiment).
Apart from energy measurements and particle identifications, there are two galactic
WIMP signatures which some direct WIMP search experiments can detect. Due to the
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motion of the Earth around the sun and motion of the solar system around the galactic
centre, an Earth bound detector should be passing through the WIMP halo. The motion
of the Earth around the sun is illustrated in Figure 2.7.
Figure 2.7: Motion of the Earth around the sun as the solar system is rotating about the
galactic centre. Credit: Sheffield Dark Matter Research Group.
The expectation is that this should create a WIMP wind oriented in the opposite di-
rection of the Earth travel, such that WIMPs can scatter off detector target nuclei [122].
Hence, Earth bound detectors should observe an annual modulation in the WIMP event
rate with maximum in June and minimum in December [123]. These two periods cor-
respond to the time the Earth changes its rotation phase as it rotates around the centre
of the sun. The black shaded circles in Figure 2.7 represent different locations of the
Earth along its axis in different seasons of the year as it orbits the sun with velocity
vII . Arrows near the Earth show the direction of the Earth motion in June and De-
cember. The arrow passing through the centre of the sun (yellow blob) shows the
direction of the solar system as it moves with velocity v0. In this present epoch, the
direction of motion of the solar system is oriented toward the Cygnus constellation
[122]. This annual modulation strategy is currently used by some WIMP search exper-
iments. For instance, the DAMA/LIBRA experiment has been claiming the detection
of 0.0112±0.0012 cpd kg−1 keV−1 annual modulation signal for over a decade [124].
However, the technique remains controversial [117, 125, 126, 127] and the signal can
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be mimicked by background events [126, 128, 129, 130].
A robust and potentially more powerful galactic signature is encoded in the direc-
tion of the WIMP-induced nuclear recoils [122]. The angular distribution of WIMP-
induced recoils is highly anisotropic in galactic coordinates, with the average direc-
tion oriented away from our direction of travel towards the constellation Cygnus. In
contrast, the distribution of any terrestrial background would be expected to be un-
correlated with this direction. In laboratory coordinates, due to the Earth’s rotation,
a sidereal oscillation in WIMP-induced recoil directions would be expected [60, 122,
130] as illustrated in Figure 2.8.
Figure 2.8: Rotation of the Earth about its axis showing a change in the expected mean
direction of WIMP wind signal reaching an Earth bound detector within a sidereal day.
The WIMP signal in Figure 2.8 arrives at the detector (located for instance on 55°N
latitude as in Boulby) from the mean direction of the Cygnus constellation. Hence, an
Earth bound detector is expected to have a 90° axes offset relative to Cygnus in a pe-
riod of about 12 hours of a sidereal day. As a result, a twofold modulation amplitude
relative to the annual modulation signature can be obtained from this sidereal case
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[122]. Also, this WIMP sidereal modulation signals should be statistically distinguish-
able from anisotropic (isotropic) background events induced by solar (atmospheric and
diffused supernova) neutrinos [130, 131, 132]. Solar neutrinos [133] are produced in
the sun while atmospheric [134] and diffused supernova [135] neutrinos are produced
by cosmic ray interactions in the atmosphere and from supernova explosions, respec-
tively. In principle, these neutrinos can scatter off target nuclei in ton-scale WIMP
search detectors with enough sensitivity to reach the neutrino floor. Nuclear recoil
signatures from these coherent neutrino background events should be similar to expec-
tations from WIMPs [136, 137]. The parameter spaces beyond which, these coherent
neutrino events are expected is known as the neutrino floor as illustrated in Figure 2.9.
Figure 2.9: Neutrino floor overlaid on typical sensitivities from direct detection ex-
periments shown on WIMP-nucleon cross section-WIMP mass parameter space. The
orange thick dashed line shows the upper limit for the neutrino floor. Each of the solid
lines shows a parameter space excluded by the given experiment while the dotted lines
are planned and projected sensitivities. The arrows show allowed parameter space for
various theoretical models [132]. For up-to-date results from LUX, PICO, CDMS and
DarkSide experiments, see Section 2.7.
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The orange thick dashed line in Figure 2.9 marks the upper bound below which
coherent neutrinos scattering off target nuclei are expected as backgrounds in WIMP
search experiments. It can be seen that in few more years, some WIMP search detectors
may have enough sensitivity to reach the background-rich neutrino floor.
An idealised directional detector sensitive to the nuclear recoil track axis only (not
the vector direction), would need a few hundred events to confirm a galactic WIMP sig-
nal [138]. If, however, the recoil track vector (head-tail effect) is measured, then only
tens of events are required [139, 140]. This head-tail capability is of great importance
in development of directional WIMP search technologies because detector volumes
cannot be infinite. For instance, there is significant cost and engineering implications
of large volume scale TPC detectors. Hence, small number of WIMP induced events
are expected in fiducial volumes of existing detectors per live-time year [97, 141].
Chapter 4 covers the nuclear recoil head-tail effect in more detail.
WIMP search experiments, for instance CDMS [117], DAMA/LIBRA [142], LUX
[118] etc. use non-directional detectors and hence, are insensitive to nuclear recoil
track directions and the head-tail effect. As such, these non-directional detectors will
find it difficult if not impossible to discriminate background events from positive sig-
nals especially for WIMPs whose cross sections are below the neutrino floor. However,
this can be potentially improved statistically with larger non-directional detectors and
target complementarity [143]. Directional WIMP search experiments, for instance, the
DRIFT-IId [113], NEWAGE [144], D3 [145] etc. can reconstruct and point back to the
source of observed events in their fiducial volumes, hence, are sensitive to the sidereal
modulation signal, described in Figure 2.8. These track orientation sense properties of
directional WIMP search experiments can be used to distinguish neutrino backgrounds
from real WIMP events, if detected [146, 147]. To achieve this, a ton-scale directional
detector with <10 keVr energy threshold will be required.
2.7 Non-directional WIMP search experiments
In this section, world leading non directional WIMP search experiments are discussed.
This brief review will be done such that at least one experiment out of several others in
each of the respective WIMP search strategies shown earlier in Figure 2.6 is discussed.
The review will aim to outline the major principle of detector operations, recent results
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and future prospects of the selected experiments.
2.7.1 Large Underground Xenon (LUX) WIMP search detector
The Large Underground Xenon (LUX) dark matter experiment combines the ionization
and scintillation WIMP search strategies (see Figure 2.6). It is located in Sanford Un-
derground Research facility (SURF) in the Black Hills of South Dakota. The detector
comprises a 250 kg liquid xenon target, operated as a dual-phased TPC as illustrated
in Figure 2.10.
Figure 2.10: Principles of operation of the Large Underground Xenon (LUX) dual-
phased TPC detector [148].
When a particle deposits energy in the LUX TPC, two signals called S1 and S2 are
generated and acquired through arrays of photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) located above
and below the active volume of the detector [118, 148, 149]. The signals include a
primary scintillation signal S1 in the liquid phase and an electroluminescence signal
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S2 (signal due to voltage induced photon emission), generated in the gas phase after
ionization electrons are drifted through a uniform field to the surface of the liquid
xenon where they are extracted into the gas phase. The bottom and top PMT arrays
are used to image the S1 and S2 signals, respectively. It is the difference in the arrival
times of the S1 and S2 signals that are used to infer the depth of an event vertex within
the fiducial volume of the detector.
The main source of backgrounds in LUX and most WIMP search experiments are
due to electron recoils from gamma interactions and nuclear recoils induced by rock
neutrons [150, 151]. But the LUX experiment has the capacity to reject up to 99.7% of
all the electron recoils in analysis. The most recent spin-dependent WIMP-proton and
WIMP-neutron cross section exclusion limits and spin-independent WIMP-nucleon
results from the LUX experiment are shown in Figures 2.11(a) to 2.11(c), respectively.
In these figures, a black line with green and yellow bands corresponds to ±1σ and
±2σ exclusion limits from LUX, respectively. This is compared to various results
from other experiments in each of the plots for the spin-dependent WIMP-neutron,
spin-dependent WIMP-proton and spin-independent WIMP-nucleon sensitivities in
Figures 2.11(a), 2.11(b) and 2.11(b), respectively. The spin-dependent WIMP-proton
and WIMP-neutron results were obtained at 90% confidence level using 1.4×104 kg-
days of data. The analysis of these data led to the exclusion of all parameter spaces
above 0.094 fb and 2.9 fb for the WIMP-proton and WIMP-neutron cross sections,
respectively, each at 33 GeV c−2 WIMP mass by the LUX experiment in April 2016
[150]. It can be seen that the spin-dependent WIMP-neutron and WIMP-proton results
in Figure 2.11 are compared to model dependent results from the WIMP production
and indirect WIMP search experiments. The minimal simplified dark matter (MSDM)
[152, 153] results were obtained from analyses of LHC data while the bb̄, τ+τ− and
W+W− WIMP annihilation final state constraints are from indirect searches. In the
spin-independent WIMP-nucleon analysis, a 90% confidence limit result was obtained
using a total of 3.35×104 kg-days of WIMP search data. The result from that analy-
sis was released in August 2016 where all WIMP-nucleon cross sections greater than
0.22 zb for 50 GeV c−2 WIMP mass were excluded [118, 151]. This result is overlaid
on ±1σ (dark grey region) and ±2σ (light grey region) theoretical parameter spaces
allowed by the constrained minimal SUSY models (CMSSM) [154] in Figure 2.11(c).
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(a) LUX SD WIMP-neutron limit: 2.9 fb at 33
GeV c−2
(b) LUX SD WIMP-proton limit: 0.094 fb at 33
GeV c−2
(c) LUX SI WIMP-nucleon limit: 0.22 zb at 50 GeV c−2
Figure 2.11: Spin-dependent (SD) and spin-independent (SI) results from LUX com-
pared to exclusion limits from other experiments as at 2016 [118, 150, 151].
As can be seen in Figure 2.11, the present LUX result on the spin-independent
WIMP-nucleon cross section is the most stringent limit set so far by any direct detec-
tion WIMP search experiment in the spin-independent parameter space. Also the LUX
experiment is leading direct searches in the spin-dependent WIMP-neutron parame-
ter space but falls behind PICO results in the spin-dependent WIMP-proton parameter
space.
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The LUX and previous ZEPLIN WIMP search collaborations are now working
together toward a 10 tonne target mass of liquid xenon WIMP search experiment called
LZ, which is also planned to be installed at the Sanford Underground Research Facility
in South Dakota by 2020 for a 5 year WIMP search operation [155].
2.7.2 PICO WIMP search Experiment
The PICO experiment was formed as a merger of former PICASSO [156] and COUPP
WIMP search experiments [157]. It is located at the SNOLAB underground laboratory
in the Vale Creighton nickel Mine near Sudbury Ontario, Canada. The PICO exper-
iment is made up of a bubble chamber based WIMP search detector filled with 2.90
kg of octafluoropropane (C3F8) gas used as the WIMP target material. Details of the
experimental setup used in one of the PICO experiment is shown in Figure 2.12.
Figure 2.12: Experimental setup of PICO-2L bubble chamber [157].
The bubble chamber consists of 150 mm diameter synthetic fused silica bell jar
coupled to flexible stainless steel bellows which are immersed in propylene glycol hy-
draulic fluid contained in a stainless steel pressure vessel [158]. The hydraulic fluid
maintains the inner pressure of the stainless steel vessel especially that of the silica
bel jar, suspended from the flexible bellows. The bell jar containing the C3F8 target is
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topped with water which serves as buffer to ensure that the target does not have any
contact with the surface of the stainless steel vessel, rather, it maintains contact with
only the smooth silica gel. Lead based acoustic transducers that are epoxied to the
exterior of the bell jar are used to readout acoustic emissions from bubble nucleations
induced by ionization signals after particle interaction in the active volume of the de-
tector [159]. Pictures of these bubble nucleation signals are read out using CMOS
cameras attached to the pressure vessel.
In 2015, the PICO collaboration used 211.5 kg-days of data from the detector to set
the world leading (as at the time of writing) spin-dependent WIMP-proton exclusion
limit (see Figure 2.11(b)) from a direct WIMP search experiment [157]. The results
from that analysis show strongest sensitivity at about 1.81 fb WIMP-proton cross-
section for 35 GeVc−2 WIMP, making the detector the first among its kind to probe the
supersymmetric parameter space from the spin-dependent WIMP-proton cross section
channel [157]. These PICO-2L results are shown with a red line in Figure 2.11(b).
The PICO results shown with a blue line was obtained with a bigger version of the
PICO-2L detector known as PICO-60.
2.7.3 Cryogenic Rare Event Search with Superconducting Ther-
mometers II (CRESST-II) WIMP search experiment.
The Cryogenic Rare Event Search with Superconducting Thermometers phase-II oth-
erwise known as CRESST-II comprises of an array of cryogenic detectors situated
at the Gran Sasso National Laboratory, Italy. The CRESST-II experiment combines
phonon heat and scintillation strategies (see Figure 2.6). For details of the set-up used
in the CRESST-II WIMP dark matter search experiment see Figure 2.13.
The CRESST-II detector uses a scintillating calorimeter made up of 18 modules of
cylindrical calcium tungstate (CaWO4) crystals, yielding a total target mass of 5 kg.
These crystals are operated in millikelvin temperature scale [119, 161, 162]. Each
of the detector modules is coupled to two readout channels, one for phonon heat and
the other for coincidence scintillation light. It is expected that particle interactions
in each of the target crystals will deposit energy enough to generate phonon heat and
a coincidence scintillation light signal. The phonon heat signals are read out with
Transition Edge Sensors (TES) and are used to reconstruct the energies deposited in
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Figure 2.13: Schematic of the CREST-II detector [160].
the crystal by the interacting particles. The coincidence scintillation light signals are
read out with silicon on sapphire based light absorbers [119, 161]. Then the light
yield given by the ratio of the nuclear recoil energy obtained with the coincidence
light signal to that obtained with the coincidence phonon signal is used to discriminate
different types of signals in the detector. Hence, common background events (alpha
events for instance) can be rejected in analyses of WIMP search data obtained with the
CRESST-II detector.
In 2012, the CRESST-II experiment claimed detection of the WIMP dark matter
signal at 4σ statistical significance [127] but subsequent analyses with data from the
same detector failed to confirm this claim [161]. Recently, the collaboration analysed a
52 kg-days of WIMP search data with an energy threshold of 0.31 keV to obtain an ex-
clusion limit of 1.1 pb spin-independent WIMP-nucleon cross section for a 0.5 GeV c−2
WIMP mass [119]. This result posits the CRESST-II experiment as the first direct de-
tection WIMP search experiment to explore the sub-GeV c−2 parameter space. The
experimental group are currently focusing on improving the detector sensitivity (de-
veloping a new version called CRESST-III) and reducing backgrounds for possible
scale up to a new phase of the experiment called EURECA (European Underground
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Rare Event Calorimeter Array) [160] detector in collaboration with EDELWEISS.
2.7.4 Cryogenic Dark Matter Search (CDMS) experiment
The Cryogenic Dark Matter Search (CDMS) experiment combines both the ionization
and phonon heat strategies (see Figure 2.6) to search for the WIMP dark matter. The
experiment uses arrays of silicon and germanium based detectors located in Soudan un-
derground laboratory, Minnesota [117, 163]. The principle of operation of the CDMS
detector is shown in Figure 2.14.
Figure 2.14: Experimental set-up for one of the germanium crystals used in the CDMS.
Arrays of these crystals make up the CDMS experiment [164]
It is expected that WIMP-induced recoils in one of the germanium crystals in the
detector can produce ionization and phonon signals [117, 163, 164, 165]. The phonon
signals are collected in the opposite face of the germanium crystal, bonded to a thin
superconducting aluminium layer to enhance Cooper pair breaking [166, 167] due to
electron-phonon interactions. Hence, the resulting momentary change in resistance
R(t) of a transition edge sensor coupled to the superconducting layer are measured
[164]. The faces of the crystal are biased in voltage to allow for the coincidence ioniza-
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tion signals to drift to the more positive terminal in the opposite face of the germanium
crystal where they are readout using charge Q(t) sensitive amplifiers, see Figure 2.14
for illustration. Then the temporal difference in arrival times of the Q(t) and R(t) sig-
nals and their ratio are used to reconstruct the position of event vertex in the detector
and for background discrimination, respectively.
In October 2015, the collaboration set 90% and 60% confidence limits on WIMP-
nucleon spin-independent scattering cross sections of 1.80×10−44 cm2 and 1.18×10−41cm2
respectively, for a WIMP of 8.6 GeV c−2 mass [163]. These results were obtained from
a two-fold analysis (using 10 keV and 5 keV thresholds) on 612 kg-days of data from
arrays of germanium crystals in the CDMS-II detector. The new results have now
excluded the parameter space where the CDMS experiment initially claimed to have
detected three WIMP candidate signals in their 2013 analysis reported in Ref. [117].
The collaboration are working towards a larger germanium detector with a better sensi-
tivity called SuperCDMS, planned to be deployed in a deeper, SNOLAB underground
laboratory located in Sudbury.
2.7.5 DM-Ice experiment and annual modulation searches
The DM-Ice experiment is based on the scintillation search strategy (see Figure 2.6)
with the aim of testing the highly controversial claim of DAMA/LIBRA experiment
[123, 142, 168, 169, 124] for detection of the WIMP annual modulation signal. This is
using the same target material (NaI(TI)) at lower background and higher radiopurity.
The annual modulation signal is due to the variation in WIMP interaction rate due to
the motion of the Earth around the sun as discussed earlier in Section 2.6. In the quest
for this, the DM-Ice collaboration have published results on the detector characterisa-
tion and backgrounds from operation of two cylindrical 8.47 kg NaI(TI) scintillation
crystals of 15 cm height and 14 cm diameter, known as DM-Ice17 detector [115, 170,
171, 172]. This DM-Ice17 detector shown in Figure 2.15 was deployed 2457 m below
surface of the Antarctic ice in the South Pole from 2011 [115, 171]. The detectors
are located 7 m below the bottom of the IceCube neutrino observatory. It is expected
that the glacial ice surrounding the detector will provide higher intrinsic radio-pure
laboratory and low temperature for stable science operations [171]. Photomultiplier
tubes (PMTs) coupled to either end of the crystals as shown in Figure 2.15 are used to
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Figure 2.15: Set-up of the DM-Ice17 NaI(TI) detectors deployed in the South Pole
[171]
read out scintillation photon signals which are in coincidence after interactions in the
detector.
The DM-Ice collaboration published null result for the annual modulation signal
using a 60.8 kg-years WIMP search data obtained with the DM-Ice17 detectors [172].
The spin-independent WIMP-nucleon exclusion limit determined from that analysis at
90% confidence level is compared to DAMA/LIBRA allowed region in Figure 2.16.
It can be seen that the DM-Ice17 data does not have enough sensitivity to reach the
DAMA/LIBRA annual modulation parameter space. But it is expected that the DM-Ice
experiment can reach these parameter spaces with more 500 kg-years of data. Since
that work at the South Pole, the collaboration has been operating a pair of NaI(TI)
based detectors in the STFC underground science facility in Boulby, England to be
able to understand the modulation of muons and other backgrounds in the Northern
Hemisphere for possible future multi-site (North-South) operations.
The next generation of the DM-Ice detector, planned to be made up of 250 kg scin-
tillating NaI(TI) crystals can reach the required sensitivity to investigate the DAMA
/LIBRA claims in two data years [170]. Recently, the DM-Ice and KIMS [173] collab-
orations agreed to work together as COSINE-100 experiment. This new collaboration
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Figure 2.16: Spin independent WIMP-nucleon cross section limit obtained from the
DM-Ice37 experiment shown as a function of WIMP masses marked with red line.
This is compared to the DAMA/LIBRA allowed region marked with blue lines. The
expected sensitivity from 500 kg-yr data from a future DM-Ice experiment is shown
with black dashed line [172].
was formed to enhance their ability to obtain the amount of data required to reach
the DAMA/LIBRA sensitivity in few data years. In fact, the COSINE-100 collabo-
ration is currently taking science data in the Yang Yang laboratory located in South
Korea with a 106 kg NaI(TI) based detector. There are also efforts from other NaI(TI)
based experiments, for instance, ANAIS [174] and SABRE [175] experiments toward
achieving this ultimate goal of testing these DAMA/LIBRA results. For more on the
DAMA/LIBRA experiment, see discussions below.
The DAMA experiment, located in the LNGS (Laboratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso),
published a claim for detection of WIMP dark matter annual modulation signal in 1998
[168, 124]. The most recent version of this result is shown in Figure 2.17. Since then,
the collaboration has reached a cumulative exposure of 1.33 ton-year after the detector
upgrade to DAMA/LIBRA [142]. Analysis of 1.04 ton-year of the DAMA/LIBRA data
has allowed them to consolidate their initial claim of detection of the galactic WIMP
annual modulation signature using NaI(TI) scintillation signals at 2-6 keV threshold
with statistical significance of 9.3σ. The reported annual modulation signal reaches
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Figure 2.17: WIMP annual modulation results from the DAMA/LIBRA experiment
[142].
maximum rate in June 2nd as shown in Figure 2.17. Though, many other experiments
have excluded the WIMP-nucleon cross sections ( 10−2 pb to 10−6 pb ) for given
WIMP masses (∼10 GeV c−2 to 100 GeV c−2) where DAMA/LIBRA claimed to have
detected the WIMP annual modulation signals [118]. Efforts have been made towards
explaining the DAMA/LIBRA results with background muon induced neutron events
[126, 129]. For instance, it can be seen from Figure 2.18 that the annual modulation
signal detected by the DAMA/LIBRA experiment can fit to background neutron events
in the LNGS laboratory [129]. Hence, the DAMA/LIBRA results remain very contro-
Figure 2.18: Comparison of annual modulation signal from neutron events produced
by muon and neutrino backgrounds to the WIMP results from the DAMA/LIBRA ex-
periment [129].
versial as at the time of writing this thesis. The expectation is that, in the next few
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years, future results from the DM-Ice experiment will help to make a stronger case
toward strengthening or invalidating the DAMA/LIBRA results.
2.8 Directional WIMP search experiments
World leading directional WIMP search experiments use the ionization strategy as ear-
lier shown in Figure 2.6. There are four directional WIMP search time projection
chambers that have been taken to an underground laboratory to record WIMP inter-
action data [97]. Various directional technologies are also in different stages of R&D
in surface laboratories around the globe. The directional WIMP search experiments
which are currently operating in underground laboratories are DRIFT [113], NEWAGE
[176], DMTPC [177] and MIMAC [178]. All these groups are currently working to-
gether to form a larger directional WIMP search collaboration called CYGNUS-TPC.
The principle of operation and update on the status of these directional WIMP search
detectors are discussed below.
2.8.1 NEWAGE directional WIMP search experiment
The current generation of the detectors in the NEWAGE series known as the NEWAGE-
0.3b is located in the Kamioka underground laboratory [144]. The NEWAGE-0.3b is a
0.3 m3 time projection chamber filled with 76 Torr of CF4 gas. Figure 2.19 shows the
experimental set-up and dimensions of the main constituents of a typical NEWAGE
detector.
Particles scattering off a 19F or 12C nucleus in the active volume of the detector
creates ionization electrons. These ionization electrons are drifted through a uniform
field toward a Gaseous Electron Multiplier (GEM) [179] which with appropriate po-
tential bias creates electron avalanches which serve as a first amplification stage [176,
180, 181]. The ionization electrons then move from the GEM to readout strips, where
they undergo a secondary and final avalanche on the more positive anode strips of a
micro-pixel chamber (µ-PIC). This µ-PIC is a 2-d imaging detector consisting of or-
thogonal anode and cathode strips, with a pitch of 400 µm, biased at +510 V and 0 V
(for NEWAGE-0.3b detector), respectively [144]. This is enough to create a typical gas
gain of 2500. The separation between the GEM and the µ-PIC read out is 4 mm but
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Figure 2.19: Schematic of a NEWAGE µ-PIC detector. The left panel shows an image
of the detector in a vacuum vessel while the right panel shows the details of the GEM
based µ-PIC readout system [176].
the maximum drift distance of the detector is 31 cm for the previous NEWAGE-0.3a
(see Figure 2.19) and 41 cm for the current NEWAGE-0.3b µ-PIC detectors. Since
both the anode and cathode strips are read out, event localisation in the 2-d plane can
be achieved.
The detector achieved a nuclear recoil threshold of 50 keVr in 2015 with efficiency
of 40% for 60 keVr recoils and reached 100% for 350 keVr events [144]. Despite
the high threshold and small size of the NEWAGE detector, the collaboration is the
first directional WIMP search experiment to project the reconstructed direction of ob-
served background events on a sky map as shown in Figure 2.20. These results were
obtained after analysing 31.6 days of their WIMP search data. In that figure, the ex-
pected nuclear recoil directions for WIMPs arriving from the direction of travel of
the solar system (toward the Cygnus constellation) is compared to the actual observed
background events. The red points in Figure 2.20 are observed background events
while blue points are the expected WIMP induced nuclear recoils which should be
oriented in the direction of the Cygnus constellation. It can be seen that the observed
nuclear recoil events (red points) are not consistent with the expected WIMP induced
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Figure 2.20: Sky map of background nuclear recoil events observed in the NEWAGE-
0.3b µ-PIC detector during WIMP search operations [144].
event distribution (blue points). Hence, using these results, an upper spin-dependent
WIMP-proton cross section limit of 557 pb was obtained for 200 GeV c−2 WIMPs.
This result is a factor of 10 better than their first ever direction sensitive WIMP search
result presented in Ref. [176]. The results in Figure 2.20 show that the NEWAGE-0.3b
µ-PIC is highly dominated by background events. The NEWAGE collaboration are
working towards reducing this background level and have recently attracted funding
to build a 1 m3 directional WIMP search detector with similar readout configuration
to be operated in the Kamioka underground laboratory, as part of the CYGNUS-TPC
project.
2.8.2 DMTPC directional WIMP search experiment
The Dark Matter Time Projection Chamber (DMTPC) is a 10 litre electron-drift direc-
tional WIMP search detector located in the Waste Isolated Pilot Plant (WIPP), New
Mexico, USA [177]. Figure 2.21 shows the basic components in the DMTPC detector.
The detector consists of two optically isolated back-to-back TPCs with drift length of
10 cm [177, 183]. For a typical operation, it is filled with 75 Torr of pure CF4 gas. The
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Figure 2.21: Schematic of the DMTPC detector [182].
field cage is made up of copper rings with 27 cm inner diameter.
When a particle scatters off a target nuclei within the active volume of the detector,
ionization electrons due to the resultant nuclear recoils are drifted in a uniform field of
0.25 kV cm−1 toward a mesh based amplification region where electron avalanche is
created with gas gain of about 50×104 [182]. In a typical operation, the amplification
mesh and the anode can be biased to 0 V and 680 V, respectively. The mesh to anode
separation is 440 µm [183]. The scintillation light produced from this avalanche is
recorded with two CCD cameras and a photomultiplier tube (PMT) while the charge
signals are readout through charge sensitive amplifiers.
In 2011, the collaboration analysed 35.7 g-days of WIMP search data and obtained
an upper limit of <2000 pb spin-dependent WIMP-proton cross section for WIMP of
115 GeV c−2 mass [177]. The results from that analyses demonstrated directional sen-
sitivity for nuclear recoils with a threshold of 80 keV at 40° recoil angle resolution.
Since that work, the DMTPC collaboration has developed a new 1 m3 TPC [184].
During the commissioning science runs with the new DMTPC detector operated in a
surface laboratory, an improved threshold of about 20 keV was achieved when oper-
ated with 23 Torr of pure CF4 gas [184, 185]. In the future, the collaboration aims
to optimise the directional sensitivity of the optical imaging read out, gas gain and
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improve background level of the cubic meter scale detector.
2.8.3 MIMAC directional WIMP search experiment
The MIMAC directional WIMP search detector is a bi-chamber TPC installed in the
Modane underground laboratory, France [178, 186, 187]. Both chambers are back-to-
back, hence, they share a common central cathode. The total volume of the MIMAC
detector is 10 cm ×10 cm × 25 cm. For a typical operation, the detector is filled
with 38 Torr of 70% CF4 + 28% CHF3 + 2% C4H10 gas mixture running in automatic
circulation mode [186]. The CF4 gas is used for the spin-dependent WIMP-proton
sensitivity while the CHF3 + C4H10 admixture is used to reduce electron drift velocities
in the active volume of the detector to enhance track reconstruction [187].
When a particle scatters off a target nuclei in the MIMAC detector, ionization elec-
trons are drifted toward a bulk metallic micro-mesh for charge amplification through
electron avalanche. The amplified signals are passed through a 256 µm amplification
region to reach a pixellized (424 µm resolution) anode strips [178]. This readout tech-
nology where micro-mesh is coupled to an anode strip is known as MicroMegas [188,
189]. In Figure 2.22, the micro-mesh is marked as grid while the anode strips are
marked as anode.
Figure 2.22: Principle of operation of the MIMAC directional WIMP search µ-TPC
detector [190].
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Finally, the signals on the anode strips are read out every 20 ns using fast electron-
ics as shown in Figure 2.22. The MIMAC collaboration has not released any WIMP
search data at the time of compiling this thesis, rather their studies have been mainly
on optimization of three dimensional track reconstruction with directional sensitivity
at low recoil energies. In this, they have achieved a threshold of 2 keVr being the first
directional experiment to develop the capability to probe this lower energy window
[186, 190]. Currently the MIMAC group are developing a 1 m3 time projection cham-
ber (TPC) detector with readout configurations and electronics similar to their proto-
types. The aim is to test the low-energy 3-d track reconstruction in larger directional
WIMP search experiment proposed to run in China Jinping Underground Laboratory
(CJPL) located in Yalongjiang Jinping Hydropower Station, Sichuan, China as part of
the CYGNUS-TPC project.
2.8.4 DRIFT directional WIMP search experiment
The Directional Recoil Identification From Tracks (DRIFT) experiment is the world’s
most sensitive directional WIMP search experiment in the spin-dependent WIMP-
proton and WIMP-neutron parameter cross sections parameter spaces. The experiment
has been in operation for over a decade in the STFC underground science facility in
Boulby mine [191, 192], England. During these years, the DRIFT collaboration has
operated different versions of gas based TPCs as directional WIMP search detectors.
These include DRIFT-IIa, DRIFT-IIb, DRIFT-IIc to the present version of the detector
known as DRIFT-IId. See Figure 2.23 for a pictorial view of the DRIFT-IId detector.
The detector comprises two back-to-back negative ion TPCs of 1 m3 total volume
instrumented with multi-wire proportional chamber (MWPC) readouts [192]. In this
device, the two 50 cm long TPCs are separated by an aluminized-mylar thin-film cen-
tral cathode biased at −31.9 kV to create a drift field of 580 V cm−1 for anions drifting
towards the two MWPCs [112, 113, 193]. The target gas used in the DRIFT-IId detec-
tor comprise of 30:10:1 Torr mix of CS2:CF4:O2 gases. The CS2 gas is a highly elec-
tronegative gas added to capture free electrons in the gas for reduced diffusion effects
on the signal tracks along the drift axes. Fluorine component in the CF4 gas is used
for spin-dependent WIMP-proton interaction searches [98] while the 1 % of O2 creates
different species of anions. This observation of different species of anions is consistent
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Figure 2.23: Pictorial view of the DRIFT-IId detector when it is partly removed from
the stainless steel vacuum vessel.
with expectations from three-body electron attachments to gas molecules in presence
of oxygen via Block-Bradbury mechanisms [194, 195, 196, 197, 198]. The attachment
of electrons to neutral molecules through this mechanism in oxygen gas mixtures can
result in formation of different species of anions with disparate mobilities [196, 198].
Each of the resulting anion species observed in the DRIFT experiment drifts at slightly
different speed [199]. The difference in the arrival times of these species of anions
to the MWPC readouts are used to determine the distance of event vertex relative to
the readout plane. This has aided the full fiducialisation of the DRIFT-IId detector
resulting in background free operations at relevant sensitivities [113].
Each MWPC comprises parallel stainless steel anode wires of 20 µm diameter
placed between and orthogonal to two grid wire planes made from parallel 100 µm
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diameter stainless steel wires at 1 cm anode-grid distance as illustrated in Figure 2.24.
Figure 2.24: Wire configuration in each of the MWPCs in the DRIFT-IId detector.
For more on operational principles of MWPCs, see Refs. [200, 201]. The grid
potential is set at −2.884 kV, which is enough to strip off electrons from the drifting
anions and induce electron avalanches near the grounded anode wires. Each of the
wire planes consist of 552 wires with 2 mm spacing. In the anode plane, 22 edge
wires are grouped as guard wires, while the subsequent 82 wires are grouped as an
anode veto. For the grid plane, 104 edge wires are grouped as a veto against side
events. The remaining 448 wires each in the anode and grid planes are grouped down
to 8 channels such that every 8th wire in each of the readout planes is read out by the
same electronics channel. Each of the 8 channels is then read out with a Cremat CR-
111 charge sensitive pre-amplifier [202], followed by a Cremat CR-200-4 µs shaping
amplifier [203]. Signals from the shaping amplifiers are passed through high-pass
filters with a time constant of 110 µs. Each of the high-pass filters consist of 2.2 µF
capacitor and 50 Ω resistor. Signals below the cut-off frequency of ∼10 kHz are then
digitised and recorded to disk for analyses using NI PXI-6133 data acquisition system
at 1 MHz sampling speed per channel. These data are recorded with a trigger threshold
of 15 mV corresponding to about 20 keVr. Two inbuilt 55Fe and an external 252Cf
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sources are used to calibrate event energies and the nuclear recoil detection efficiency
of the detector as discussed in Chapters 4 and 5.
In any given WIMP search or calibration source operation, the CS2 and CF4+O2
gases are mixed in a mixing cylinder. This mixing cylinder is marked as Mixing Cham-
ber in Figure 2.25. The resulting mixture is then stored in the supply cylinder (marked
Figure 2.25: Automated gas mixing and flow control for DRIFT-IId detector.
as Supply Chamber in Figure 2.25) and used to maintain the gas pressure of the stain-
less steel vacuum vessel. In the output of the vacuum vessel, the used CS2 gas are
collected with a liquid capture mechanism while the CF4 and O2 gases are diluted with
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nitrogen gas and then passed to the mine cavern through a charcoal tube to capture any
residual CS2 as shown in Figure 2.25. The CS2 extraction is necessary because of it’s
toxicity and fetid odour, hence, requires careful and regulated handling. The pressures
in the Mixing Chamber, Supply Chamber and the stainless steel vacuum vessel are
measured with pressure gauges, marked as PG1, PG2 and PG3, respectively in Fig-
ure 2.25. The quarter turn valves (QT1 and QT2) are always open when the detector
is operated in the automated gas flow mode. The needle valves (NV1 and NV2) are
used to control the overall gas flow rate in the detector. The four mass flow controllers
(MFC1 to MFC4) in Figure 2.25 ensure that appropriate gas pressures are maintained
at all stages of the gas mixing procedure while the flashback arrestors (shown as blue
square boxes in Figure 2.25) are used to avoid any gas back-flow. This is because
uncontrolled forward and backward gas flow in the presence of the O2 admixture can
result in a fire burst incident. A typical gas mixing frequency during an automated gas
flow run is ∼16 mixing cycles per day corresponding to a rate of about 140 l h−1 which
is equivalent to about one detector volume change per day.
The temperature of the 1500 mm × 1500 mm × 1500 mm stainless steel vacuum
vessel which holds the detector under pressure is regulated using four Peltier cooling
units shown in Figure 2.26. To achieve temperature of 6° below the intrinsic temper-
ature of the laboratory, each of the Peltier cooling units was coupled to the stainless
steel vacuum vessel ribs through an aluminium plate and powered with a 12 V desktop
computer (PC) power supply. The aluminium plates are insulated as shown in Fig-
ure 2.26(b) to minimize heat radiation from the laboratory to the vessel. In 2015, the
DRIFT collaboration analysed 46.3 live time days of background free WIMP search
data and obtained an upper limit of 1.1 pb on spin-dependent WIMP-proton cross sec-
tion for a 100 GeV c−2 WIMP [113]. This result is the most stringent limit from a
direction sensitive WIMP search detector. In fact, this new DRIFT-IId result is bet-
ter than results from other directional WIMP search experiments by at least a factor
of 700. For more details on the detector fiducialisation, status and recent results, see
Chapters 4 and 5 of this thesis.
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(a) Peltier cooling units before installation. (b) Cooling system installed on DRIFT-IId de-
tector.
Figure 2.26: Peltier cooling systems used to maintain the temperature of the DRIFT-
IId detector below the intrinsic underground laboratory temperature. In (a) is the four
Peltier units marked 1 to 4 in black while (b) shows the four Peltier cooling system
after installation marked 1 to 4 in red.
2.9 R&D on directional WIMP search detectors
There are many R&D projects in different universities around the world aimed at de-
veloping new improved technologies for directional WIMP search experiments. These
developmental projects can be divided into gas based studies and other states (solid
and liquid) projects.
2.9.1 R&D on gas based directional WIMP search detectors
There are many directional WIMP search time projection chambers used for optimiza-
tion of the readout technologies and other general R&D purposes. Some of such project
that need a mention include the D3 experiment [145, 204] located in the University of
Hawaii and NITEC detector based in Italy [205]. The principle of operation of the D3
and NITEC detectors is based on ionization electron multiplication through electron
avalanches using gaseous electron multipliers (GEMs). There is double GEM amplifi-
cation stages in the D3 detector. After signal amplification via electron avalanches, the
final signals from the detector are read out using ATLAS FE-13 pixel chips [206]. The
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detector achieved a threshold of 1 keVr with 3-d track reconstruction in 2015 when
measurements were performed with 760 Torr of Ar:CO2 mixed in a 70%:30% ratio
[145].
The NITEC detector use triple GEMs separated by mm scale distance with an ap-
propriate potential bias to create the required ionization electron avalanche [205]. Typ-
ically, the detector operates with 760 Torr of CF4, CS2 mixture. The directional aim of
the NITEC experiment is to investigate the viability of other alternative methods that
can be used to localise an event vertex in the fiducial volume of a directional detector
using mixtures of negative ion gas.
Computational results indicate that columnar recombination in dense Xenon gas
TPCs may be used to extract directional information from WIMP induced nuclear re-
coil tracks [207, 208, 209]. This follows the argument that electron-ion pair recom-
bination in gas TPCs depend mainly on the existing angle between the nuclear recoil
track and the electric field, after ionization [208]. This can be applied by comparing
scintillation signals recorded with photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) before columnar re-
combination occur to surviving ionization electrons to determine the required recoil
angle [208]. However, there are no existing empirical measurements to support these
claims at the time of writing this thesis. There are also efforts to test this potential
directional signatures in Liquid Argon based experiments as described in Refs. [210,
211]. The use of spin 1/2 polarized high pressure 3He targets for discrimination of
events directions in WIMP search experiments has also been motivated in Ref. [212]
but requires empirical measurements.
2.9.2 R&D on possible use of solids in directional WIMP searches
The NEWS collaboration has made some progress in the use of nuclear emulsions for
directional WIMP searches [213, 214, 215]. The experiment consists of gel immersed
AgBr crystal. When a particle scatters off a Ag nucleus in the crystal, the recoiling
nucleus causes ionization along its track thereby leaving a latent image of the track
which is recorded using a fine grained X-ray microscope [214]. Typical track length of
a keVr nuclear recoil in nuclear emulsions is in nm scale. In the NEWS detector, these
tracks are recorded with µm scale spatial resolution readout [215] with no resolution in
time [213]. This resolution needs more improvement for optimal performance of the
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detector technology in directional WIMP search experiment.
In 2015, the DCant collaboration suggested the use of arrays of aligned carbon
nanotubes (CNTs) for applications in directional WIMP search experiments [216]. The
principle of operation of the detector follows that a particle can scatter off target carbon
nuclei in a layer of one of the CNTs. Then the ejected carbon nuclei recoils into the
hollow of the tubes or could be stopped in the bulk of the array depending on the energy
and the direction of the particle that initiated the interaction [216]. The ionization
signal due to the recoil is channeled to a triple GEM setup for signal amplification and
read out. Studies of the directions of nuclear recoils in the hollow of the CNTs could
then be used in WIMP search experiments to discriminate backgrounds from WIMP
events coming from the direction of constellation Cygnus.
The ADAMO collaboration has proposed and made some theoretical efforts toward
using zinc tungstate (ZnWO4) anisotropic crystal scintillator to develop a solid state
directional WIMP search detector [217, 218]. This could be achieved by utilising the
anisotropic nature of the ZnWO4 crystal which makes its response and resulting pulse
shape to depend mostly on the direction of the incident particle relative to the crystal
axes. There are R&D works [219] toward building a prototype of the ADAMO project.
However, since the observable nuclear recoil track lengths in solid crystals are
relatively small (in nm to µm) and hence, will be very hard for charge distribution
along nuclear recoil tracks to be resolved compared to events of the same energy range
in TPCs (tracks in mm). The later remains the best technology for directional WIMP
search experiments.
2.10 CYGNUS-TPC a future WIMP telescope
The CYGNUS-TPC is a world wide initiative to build a ton-scale directional WIMP
observatory with enough sensitivity to probe for WIMPs beyond the neutrino floor (see
Section 2.6). In this region of the WIMP-nucleon cross section, it is expected that non-
directional experiments will be dominated by coherent neutrino backgrounds, hence,
the need for a massive directional detector. This is because the sensitivity of a WIMP
search detector scales with mass of the target material as shown in Equation 2.37.
There is current effort by all the TPC based directional experiments earlier dis-
cussed in Sections 2.8 and 2.9, toward building this modular detector. The current plan
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is to build 6 independent 100 m3 volume TPC detector modules which can be installed
in 6 different participating countries: UK, USA, Japan, Italy, China and Australia and
operated with 200 Torr of SF6 target gas. Thus, WIMP search data obtained from this
current design can be combined in the CYGNUS-TPC analyses framework to reach
the solar neutrino bounds in about 6 data years.
However, there are some technical issues to be considered before the detector can
be built. One of the key issues is the readout technology to be used. The MicroMegas,
the Gaseous Electron Multipliers (GEMs) or the Thick Gaseous Electron Multipliers
(ThGEMs) can be used, if there are future experimental evidence that can show that
these readout technologies can work as large area read outs for gas TPCs. For more
details on the experimental reach of each of these readout technologies in the context
of directional WIMP searches, see Ref [220]. The configuration of the conventional
MWPCs discussed in Refs [200, 201] (which works for large area TPCs) does not al-
low that one MWPC can be used as a common readout for two back-to-back TPCs,
hence, the need for an alternative design. The so-called one-plane MWPC may be a
viable alternative. In the one-plane MWPC, the anode and grid wires are sandwiched
on the same wire plane, reducing the number of wire planes from usual 3 (in conven-
tional design) to 1 (one-plane design). Thereby reducing the overall cost of front-end
electronics for signal read out. For more on the one-plane MWPC, see Chapter 3. The
cost of the signal readout can be further reduced if the MWPC readouts can be grouped
without compromising the detector directional sensitivity.
To address these issues, a multiplexing scheme is developed in Chapter 3 of this
thesis with the aim of reducing the cost of readout by a factor 20 relative to a situation
where each of the signal channels is readout. To understand the possibility of one
dimensional readout in the CYGNUS-TPC detector, data from each of the MWPCs
in the DRIFT-IId detector were grouped in a simplified mode as a simulation of this
operational mode. Results from the analysis of the simplified 1-D data is shown in
Chapter 5 of this thesis.
The CYGNUS-TPC detector can also be fiducialised using the existing technology
through the addition of 1% of O2 in mixtures of CS2+CF4 gas, as done in the DRIFT-
IId detector. Another possible operational gas is SF6 (electronegative) gas which has
been shown to produce a kind of fiducialisation minority carrier peaks at very high
drift voltages [221, 222]. Electronegative gas mixtures with 19F component are most
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favoured for low signal diffusion and WIMP-proton spin-dependent sensitivity. The
possible operational threshold of the detector ranges from 1 keVr to 20 keVr depending
on the adopted readout technology as discussed in Section 2.8.
In the future, it is expected that current directional experiments will continue oper-
ations as R&D projects for the CYGNUS program. Presently all the directional WIMP
search TPC-based experiments are sourcing for funding to build this gigantic modular
WIMP search telescope using existing technologies.
2.11 Conclusion
This chapter presented and discussed the three main channels that are presently used
in WIMP search experiments. These include, the concept of direct detection, indirect
detection and WIMP production in the large hadron collider experiment. Theoretical
backgrounds needed to compute WIMP induced nuclear recoil rates in direct WIMP
search detectors were also discussed, especially for spin-dependent WIMP-proton and
WIMP-neutron interactions. Typically, this calculation was performed for a detector
with fluorine target as needed for the analysis presented in Chapter 5 of this thesis.
The expected signals from WIMP induced nuclear recoils in direct WIMP search
detectors were presented. These signals are ionization charges, scintillation lights and
phonon heats. The chapter also discussed the two main galactic signatures that can
be observed in some WIMP search experiments. These galactic signatures include
the directional and non-directional components due to motion of the Earth relative to
the WIMP wind. These were discussed in the context of existing detectors. Current
status and results obtained from leading experimental WIMP search efforts were also
presented.
Finally, the plan and motivations for a massive directional WIMP search detector
known as CYGNUS-TPC was discussed. The summary of efforts toward building
this massive directional WIMP search detector was presented. It is essential to build
a massive directional WIMP search detector especially now that many experiments
have excluded almost all the parameter spaces above the neutrino floor, beyond which
coherent neutrino backgrounds are expected. Hence, leading non-directional WIMP
search detectors will soon be dominated by these neutrino backgrounds.
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MUX readout for CYGNUS-TPC
3.1 Introduction
CYGNUS-TPC is a proposed massive gas-based time projection chamber to be oper-
ated as the first directional WIMP search telescope, see section 2.10 in Chapter 2 for
more details on the CYGNUS-TPC concept. The need to scale-up directional WIMP
search time projection chambers with low energy threshold has been building [97,
141]. A massive directional WIMP search detector is essential to be able to obtain the
required sensitivity to probe for WIMPs beyond the neutrino floor. In that parame-
ter space, non-directional WIMP search detectors searching for low mass WIMPs will
be dominated by solar neutrino backgrounds coherently scattering off target nuclei in
few more years [146]. A directional WIMP telescope will also be needed to confirm
the origin and anisotropic nature of WIMP-induced nuclear recoils detected by non-
directional detectors especially when there is a hint for WIMP discovery [223].
There are many issues to be considered before deciding on the best technology to
be adopted in the design of this type of massive directional WIMP search detector. One
of these issues is optimisation of the TPC design and construction so as to minimize
cost. Since the readout electronics are likely to be situated inside the vacuum vessel
(to minimize signal loss), minimum power dissipation from the front-end electronics
is desirable in order to maintain a low ambient temperature in the vessel. The physical
size of the front-end electronics should also be reasonably small.
One method that offers solutions to these issues is signal multiplexing, provided
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this can be achieved without significantly compromising sensitivity to the x-y position
information of the recorded interactions. The choice of the multiplexer (MUX) design
and electronics needs to be carefully made to avoid introduction of unnecessary delays
and noise which can smear the signal.
For instance, consider a 100 m3 volume of CYGNUS-TPC directional WIMP
search detector with a maximum drift distance of 500 mm, as illustrated in Figure 3.1
with one-plane multiwire proportional chamber (MWPC) readout. In the one-plane
Figure 3.1: Sketch of possible cylindrical and modular design for a 100 m3 CYGNUS-
TPC. The number of signal channels from each of the constituent one-plane MWPC
readout are shown without considering the veto signal channels. All dimensions are in
mm.
MWPC configuration, grounded anode wires are sandwiched between two parallel
grid wires which are biased with the appropriate voltage to create signal amplifica-
tion through electron avalanche. But conventionally for directional WIMP searches as
in the DRIFT-IId experiment (see Section 2.8.4 and Ref. [192]), an MWPC consists
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of three wire planes: one anode and two grid wire planes. In this conventional MWPC
set-up, the grounded anode wire plane is placed in the orthogonal orientation between
the two grid wire planes.
For a one-plane MWPC with 2 mm anode-to-anode wire spacing, the detector in
Figure 3.1 will produce 14000 anode signal readout channels and 2100 anode veto
channels resulting in a total target mass of about 1 ton when filled with 200 Torr of SF6
gas. This is because a single one-plane MWPC can be used to readout two back-to-
back TPCs separated by a common cathode as shown in Figure 3.1 thereby reducing
the cost of the front-end electronics relative to the conventional design. But if every 20
signal channels can be multiplexed with a 20:1 multiplexer board, then the overall cost
of the detector readout can be further reduced by a factor of 20.
Hence, this chapter will focus on R&D work done to investigate the feasibility of
the signal multiplexing in the CYGNUS-TPC design using a 20:1 multiplexer board,
designed with 5 pieces of low noise, low cost and low power dissipating 4:1, LMH6574
[224] chips from Texas Instruments. To do this, a miniature prototype of the one-plane
MWPC based detector was designed and constructed for use in testing the perfor-
mance of the multiplexing electronics. The details of the design and construction of
the miniature time projection chamber with the one-plane MWPC readout used in test-
ing the multiplexing electronics and that of the multiplexing electronics are discussed
below.
3.2 Design and construction of miniature TPC detector
The miniature time projection chamber is a 2.6 cm × 2.6 cm × 10 cm (known as
DRIFT-IIe pro) detector with one-plane MWPC readout and a copper plate cathode. In
the one-plane MWPC, each of the anode wires are sandwiched between two parallel
grid wires with anode-grid separation of 1 mm as illustrated in Figure 3.2. In that
figure, the bigger circular black dots represent the grid wires while the smaller ones are
the anode wires. This wire configuration was chosen to enhance the chance of using
one MWPC to read out two back-to-back TPCs and to minimise the risk of sparks
due to anode and grid wire frame sag when subjected to the required tensions at these
large areas. The anode and grid channels were made up of 20 µm and 50 µm diameter
stainless steel wires, respectively. These anode and grid wires were placed into position
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Figure 3.2: Configuration of anode and grid wires in the DRIFT-IIe pro detector to be
operated with an anode-grid field of 850 V mm−1. Dimensions are in mm.
on a customized printed circuited board (PCB) using a Quad Wire Winding Robot
(QWWR). The QWWR was designed and setup by the author, with other members of
the collaboration in Occidental College, Los Angeles, between May and June 2014.
The design details of the one-plane MWPC PCB and processes used to wind the wires
using QWWR are discussed in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2, respectively.
3.2.1 EAGLE PCB design for the one-plane MWPC
The CadSoft Easily Applicable Graphical Layout Editor (EAGLE) printed circuit board
(PCB) design software, version 6.5.0 [225] was used to design the 20 channels minia-
ture MWPC board. The layout editor of the EAGLE PCB design software is shown in
Figure 3.3.
In EAGLE, the Tool Box located at the left side of the panel in Figure 3.3 comprises
of major design tools which can be used to add and edit components in the EAGLE
design workspace during circuit design. The workspace is the region of the layout
editor used for viewing design progress. For instance, the Add key in the Tool Box or
Command line can be used to import design packages, surface mount devices (SMDs)
and solder pads from one of the EAGLE libraries to the workspace. In this work, the
more complete and free-available ada f ruit.lbr library was used. The design packages
in the EAGLE library were used to set up the circuit schematic diagram developed in
the EAGLE schematic layout editor. The area of each of the SMDs, included on the
board design for soldering signal wires to the board is 3.532 in × 0.254 in. These
are marked as ”Soldering pads” in Figure 3.4. During the board design, R2512W and
C1808 SMDs were added in each grid channel to aid installation of 100 MΩ power
resistor and 10 nF decoupling capacitor, respectively. The power resistors were used
to minimize the amount of current (µA) that can be drawn by the grid wires, while
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Figure 3.3: EAGLE PCB design layout editor.
the decoupling capacitors allow only a.c. signals to pass through it, thereby serving as
an active veto for unwanted d.c. signals. They also help to prevent the preamplifiers
connected on the the signal line after the capacitors from discharging the grid wire.
Hence, in this mode, signals from the anodes and the grids can all be recorded to disk
for analyses.
In Figure 3.4, the 2.6 cm × 2.6 cm sensitive aperture is the active area of the one-
plane MWPC used for building the DRIFT-IIe pro detector. This is surrounded by a
blue 4 mm thick copper field ring, biased to enhance signal avalanche on grounded
anode wires. In that figure, electrical components which are located at the bottom
layer of the board are shown in blue while components on the top layer of the board
are shown in red. It can be seen that there are two arrays of wire soldering pads for the
anode and grid wires in the left side (signal side) of the sensitive aperture while in the
right side (power side), only one array for the grid wire channels can be seen. This is
because the anode signal wires can be held in position with epoxy on the power side
of the board since they are not biased.
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Figure 3.4: Board layout of the miniature one-plane MWPC used in the DRIFT-IIe pro
detector.
The final version of the EAGLE PCB schematic was then loaded into the EAGLE
board layout editor, this is after proper signal routing, placement of circuit packages
such as the surface mount devices, connector pads, grounding points etc, have been
completed for more advanced finishing processes in the board design. This is to set the
actual board dimension, arrange the SMDs, soldering pads, connector pads and signal
traces in the right position on the board depending on specific design requirements.
A snapshot of the EAGLE designed PCB for the miniature one-plane MWPC in the
board layout format is shown in Figure 3.4.
After the design process in the board layout editor, identical board components
were selected and exported in a gerber file format [226] using the CAM processor
function in EAGLE. In total, eight gerber files with extensions .GT L, .GBL, .GTS ,
.GBS , .GTO, .LOX, .CNC and .T XT were generated and submitted to Newbury Elec-
tronics limited for manufacture. In this gerber file formats, information about signal
ground (GND) copper pour for the top and bottom layers of the board are exported
as .GT L and .GBL files, respectively. The soldermask (thin insulator over the signal
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traces) in the top layer of the board are exported as .GTS file while that in the bottom
layer were saved as .GBS file. The files with .CNC and .T XT extensions were gener-
ated with the EXCELLON device in the EAGLE CAM processor. These files consist
of the board drill data (vias and mounting holes). The .GTO file consists of SMD com-
ponents and board labels. The two layer board of 0.16 cm thickness and 13.8 cm ×
10.9 cm surface area was printed on FR4 material. After printing the two layer board,
the QWWR was used to place the wires into positions on the MWPC board before
the wires were soldered. The details of this method of wire winding is the subject of
Section 3.2.2, below.
3.2.2 Wire winding for construction of one-plane MWPC using
Quad Wire Winding Robot (QWWR)
One of the main issues in building MWPCs is wire placement on the readout frames.
This is because the wires used are very fragile when subjected to the required tensions
due to their thin diameters. Hence, using an automated wire winding system reduces
the risk of wire breakage while winding and also helps to ensure that uniform tensions
are applied to the wires. For the purpose of the work reported here, an automated
wire winding robot known as QWWR was developed to produce four 30 cm × 30 cm
wire frames in one wire winding session. This wire winding system consists of two
major workstations which include the control and wire winding terminals. The control
terminal comprise of mainly electronics used in driving the Juggernaut and the winding
frame. A pictorial view of the Juggernaut is shown in Figure 3.5.
It can be seen in that figure that the Juggernaut is a motorised pulley system used
for sandwiching two wires of different diameters at a given pitch with high precision. It
consists of two wire spools, two single grooved pulleys and one double grooved pulley.
The wire spools installed in the Juggernaut are represented with shaded triangle headed
arrows in Figure 3.6.
Each of the wire spools was mounted on a SPH-54AB-094 stepping motor for
unspooling the wires before they are placed on the winding frame. Each of the two
single grooved pulleys was used to channel one of the wires (anode and grid) to the
double grooved pulley with groove pitch of 1 mm. The anode and the grid wires
were then channeled from the double grooved pulley to the winding frame as shown in
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Figure 3.5: Pictorial view of the Juggernaut used for positioning the wires on the
QWWR wire frame during the winding process.
Figure 3.6.
A set of tensioning masses Ma and Mg for the anode and the grid wires were applied
on the wires, halfway between the double and single grooved pulleys. This is with one
end of each of the wires fixed and secured to the wire spool while the other end was
secured on the winding frame. The appropriate mass for tensioning the anode and grid




× Ma, where da and dg are the diameters of
the anode and grid wires, respectively. This mathematical relation was used to ensure
that particles of the same energy can induce about the same magnitude of signal pulse
(gain) on each of the wires. For this work, the Ma and Mg values used are about
20 g and 130 g, respectively, which scales with the applied tension. The extent and
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Figure 3.6: Simplified schematic of the major components of the QWWR.
length of the wires that are released from the spool was regulated with a double beam
intrusion detector. This stopped the unspooling process when triggered. The intrusion
detector was set to trigger when the tensioning masses obstructs the detector beam
from reaching the focus. This was useful in preventing the tensioning masses from
hitting the laboratory floor while unspooling.
On the winding frame, a Pasco scientific photo-gate 514-06266 was used to stop
the winding process when triggered, which also served as a trigger required to unspool
the wires after the winding frame completes a quarter turn. A quarter turn occurs when
the cubic wire frame completes a 90° turn thereby placing each of the wires at position
on one of the four winding frames. The use of the photo-gate to break the winding
process, in this form was necessary to ensure that the length of unspooled wires are
enough for the next quarter wire wind turn. Apart from the four sides of the winding
frame used for positioning the wires the remaining two opposite sides of the cubic
wire winding frame were used to keep the frame fixed on a U-shaped base. The wire
winding frame and the Juggernaut were driven with SS150-1129 synchronous motors
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while the position of the Juggernaut was tracked with a digital ruler to ensure more
accurate control of the position of the wires. The uncertainty in the position of the
wires as determined with the digital ruler is about ±0.005 mm.
The winding process was automated using a C++ based code. The user interface of
the QWWR control system is shown in Figure 3.7. It can be seen from that figure that
Figure 3.7: Snapshot of the user interface of the wire winding control system.
the user interface is divided into four control sections which include the Juggernaut,
winding frame, wire spool and full automated operation control sections. The winding
system can be set to an automated wire winding mode by clicking the “Go” button in
the automated control section. The automated operation runs the wire spool, Jugger-
naut, and the wire frame control commands in a loop until the process is killed with a
click on the “S TOP” button in the automated control section. The “Initialize” button
returns the Juggernaut to the beginning of the wire frame. This is normally done once
before a new winding process begins. Figure 3.8 shows the wire winding frame with
tensioned anode and grid wires secured to the frame with transparent DP-100 epoxy.
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Figure 3.8: Tensioned wires wound on the QWWR wire winding frame and secured
with transparent DP-100 epoxy.
After the wire winding process, the tensioned wires were then systematically trans-
ferred and secured with new set of DP-100 epoxy on the printed MWPC board. This is
after the power resistors and decoupling capacitors have been soldered on the MWPC
board. It is necessary to solder the components on the MWPC board before the ten-
sioned wires are transferred from the winding frame to the board to avoid the risk of
wire breakage while soldering the components. After the wire transfer process, good
contacts were maintained along each signal channels by soldering the wires to the pads
and ensuring channel continuity. The soldered pads were covered with DP-100 epoxy
to reduce sparks. This is after the one-plane MWPC behaved within expectation when
ramped to -1200 V in 1 atm (760 Torr) of air.
To determine the accuracy of the anode-grid wire pitch obtained with the QWWR,
a BS-6020TRF microscope with ∼2 µm spatial resolution was used to analyse the wire
separation. To do this, pictorial samples of the wires were recorded and analysed after
their pixel separations were calibrated. For instance, a pictorial view of one anode
wire sandwiched between two grid wires is shown in Figure 3.9 as obtained with the
microscope.
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Figure 3.9: Pictorial view of an anode wire sandwiched between two grid wires in the
miniature one-plane MWPC as recorded with a microscope.
Results show that the mean pitch between the grid and the anode wires is 0.9984±
0.0148 mm. The accuracy of 0.0016 mm and precision of 0.0148 obtained in this mea-
surement is indeed consistent with the values reported in Ref. [227, 228] as require-
ments for optimal performance in MWPCs. See Section 3.2.3 for details on design,
construction and operation of a field cage used for commissioning and operation of the
MWPC.
3.2.3 Design, construction and operation of a field cage for the
DRIFT-IIe pro detector
To be able to operate the miniature one-plane MWPC as a gas TPC, a drift cage was
needed. This is to ensure that charge signals within the active volume of the detector
were drifted in a uniform field to avoid signal track smearing. To achieve this, a sim-
ple drift cage illustrated in Figure 3.10 was designed and constructed to provide the
required uniform field and to mark the active volume of the DRIFT-IIe pro detector.
The field cage consists of eight field rings made with copper wires of 0.6 mm diam-
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Figure 3.10: Field cage of the miniature detector with one-plane MWPC readout. Typ-
ically, a drift field of 350 V cm−1 can be achieved at -3.5 kV cathode voltage applied
through about 750 MΩ resistors.
eter and separated by a distance of 1.1 cm resulting in nine drift spaces. This field ring
separation was used based on uniform electric field obtained in Ref. [229] with 0.1 cm
field rings placed at a pitch of 1.27 cm. These field rings were installed on a frame
made with nylon rods. As shown in Figure 3.10, the miniature multiwire proportional
chamber was connected at the top end of the field cage while the bottom end was con-
nected to a copper plate cathode. Then the cathode was connected to the nearest drift
field ring which was connected to the subsequent adjacent drift field rings through a
750 kΩ resistor to ensure that uniform drift field is maintained in the drift cage as the
voltage is stepped down from its maximum potential on the cathode to about zero on
the one-plane MWPC. This configuration of the field cage results in a maximum drift
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distance of 10 cm and fiducial volume of about 2.6 cm × 2.6 cm × 10 cm.
After, the one-plane MWPC and the cathode were coupled to the field cage to form
the DRIFT-IIe pro miniature time projection chamber (TPC) detector, it was mounted
in a 96 litre stainless steel vacuum vessel and commissioned with 250 Torr of CF4 gas.
For more on the stainless steel vacuum vessel used in this operational tests, see Section
3.5. In that operation the current drawn by the grid wires at different voltages and the
drift field in the field cage were studied at different voltages. This was necessary to
determine the operational grid and cathode voltages that can be used in the experiment.
Results from the test of the miniature detector are shown in Figures 3.11 and 3.12 for
the current in the grid wires and the drift fields, respectively, each shown as a function
of voltages.
Figure 3.11: Current drawn by the grid channels at different grid bias voltages.
In Figure 3.11, the difference between consecutive data points in the range 0 kV
to −0.4 kV is larger than the difference between consecutive data points at electrical
potentials greater than −0.4 kV due to a potential ramp transition from −0.10 kV to
−0.05 kV, respectively. Using the results in Figure 3.11 and 3.12, it can be seen that the
expected current on the grid wires is about−650 nA to −850 nA when the grid wires are
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Figure 3.12: Variation of drift field as a function of the cathode bias voltage.
biased to potential V of −0.750 kV to −0.950 kV, respectively. These range of electric
potential were used as operational grid V values in the rest of this experiment. Hence,
an average corresponding avalanche field of about −8500 V cm−1 is expected between
the anode and grid wires. The expectation is that this electric field will induce signal
amplification through electron avalanches on the more positive grounded anode wires
after an interaction in the active volume of the detector. Negative electric potentials
were used to ensure that when operated in a gas TPC, negative ions and electrons will
be attracted to the MWPC plane for readout after an interaction in the active volume
of the detector. These required negative potentials for the grid wires and cathode plane
were generated using a Nuclear Instrumentation Module (NIM) cassette NHQ238L
dual power supply acquired from the ETPS electronics. Hence, a uniform drift field of
about −0.354 kV cm−1 was obtained when the cathode plane of the detector was biased
at a potential of −3.5 kV as shown in Figure 3.12. This cathode potential and electric
drift field were used in the rest of this experiment.
In principle, higher drift fields can be achieved, but these higher fields are not
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critical for these studies. The average uncertainty on the drift fields shown in Figure
3.12 is about ±0.003 V cm−1.
To investigate the nature of the electric fields closer to the grid and anode wires at
relevant field, theoretical simulations were performed using Garfield [230] and HEED
[231] software. The results indicate that at operational voltages that the electric field
potential expected around the mid point distance between the anode and grid wires
ranges from −0.55 kV to −0.35 kV. The variation between the electric field strength
around the anode and grid wires can be seen in Figure 3.13. The zero electric field
Figure 3.13: Illustration of the field strength variation between the anode and grid
wires as determined with Garfield and HEED Monte Carlo. Regions with 0 and 850 V
potentials are shown in red and blue, respectively while the regions with potentials >0
and <850 V are shown in green.
on the anode wires are shown with red while the −850 V on the grid wires are shown
in blue. The regions whose absolute voltage potential is less than 850 V or greater
than 0 is shown in green. It is expected that these variation in electric field strength
(8500 V cm−1) between the anode and grid wires will be enough to create the required
electron avalanche after an interaction in the active volume of the detecor. For a given
interaction within the active volume of the detector, charge signals collected on an-
ode and grid channels were passed through Cremat CR-111 [202] charge sensitive
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preamplifiers and Cremat CR-200-4µs [203] gaussian shaping amplifiers, installed on
CR-150-R5 and CR-160-R7 evaluation boards, respectively. The operational details of
the amplifiers are discussed in section 3.3.
3.3 Front-end electronics
When an incoming particle loses some or all of its energy in the target gas, a number
of electron-ion pairs (NIPs) are created through ionization. Due to the negative electric
potential bias of the cathode, ionization electrons and anions drift towards the readout
MWPC while positive ions drift toward the cathode and grid wires. These signals are
drifted through the uniform electrostatic field created by the field cage. In the MWPC,
signal multiplication occur through electron avalanches on the anode wires because of
the drastic change in the electric field around the vicinity of the anode wires.
Figure 3.14: Electric circuit diagram showing the FDH-300 protection diode, other
major electronic components and the operational potential biases of the grid and anode
wires.
The current generated by the moving charges on the anode and grid wires are con-
verted to equivalent voltage signals with ac coupled charge sensitive preamplifier front-
end electronics operated with CR-150-R5 evaluation board. The details of the signal
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routing and components used are shown in Figure 3.14. Normally, the output signals
from the detector should behave like a step function. At long time domain, the tail of
this step function is returned to the base line due to discharging effects of a feedback
capacitor C f through a feed back resistor R f in the charge sensitive preamplifier. The
charge sensitive preamplifier was connected to the detector with a pair of FDH-300
protection diodes, with their respective polarities arranged in the opposite direction to
be able to route any undesired discharge currents to the ground. This FDH-300 is a
compact high conductance and low current leakage diode with pF capacitance. It has
a maximum current rating of 600 mA which is higher than the expected 0.8 µA at op-
erational grid voltage of −950 V. In Figure 3.14, the charge sensitive preamplifier is
marked as P while the shaping amplifier is marked as S .
For the pictorial view and the electric circuit diagram of the Cremat CR-111 charge
sensitive preamplifier which was used in this experiment, see Figures 3.15(a) and
3.15(b), respectively.
(a) Cremat CR-111 chip. (b) Electric circuit of CR-111 preamplifier.
Figure 3.15: Pictorial view of the Cremat CR-111 chip and its simplified circuit dia-
gram showing the major components [202].
The preamplifier chip is contained in about 22.4 × 22.6 mm single in-line (SIP)
packaging with eight connection pins. It can be seen in Figure 3.15(a) that pin 1 is the
input channel while pins 2, 4 and 7 provide reference ground to the preamplifier chip.
Pins 5 and 6 are used to power the chip, pin 3 marked “not connected” (NC) in Figures
3.15(a) and 3.15(b) is reserved while pin 8 serves as the output channel of the chip.
The circuit shown in 3.15(b) results in a rise time of 3 ns for the CR-111 preamplifier
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which is less than the expected sampling frequency of the data acquisition system used
in this experiment.
In this experiment, raw charge signals from the wires were fed into the input pins
of the charge sensitive preamplifiers for amplification. The Cremat CR-111 charge
sensitive preamplifier is designed to produce a gain of ×10. In the experiment de-
scribed here, these preamplifier chips were mounted on a CR-150-R5 evaluation boards
through which they were powered. In Figure 3.16 is the details of the electric circuit
diagram of the CR-150-R5 evaluation board used to drive the CR-111 preamplifier
chip.
Figure 3.16: Electric circuit diagram of CR-150-R5 evaluation board used in driving
the CR-111 charge sensitive preamplifier chip [232].
In that figure, a signal channel from the miniature detector is marked as det. and
connected to the input of the preamplifier through a 0.01 µF capacitor. The filter resis-
tors which are marked as R1, R2, and R3 in Figure 3.16 were left open since they were
only needed in a case where large currents are expected from the decoupled signals.
In that figure, the CR-111 preamplifier chip marked as Cremat CS P, was powered
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through the power terminals marked as −V power and +V power, using a dual channel
PSM 2/2A high performance regulated dc power supply produced by British Standard
Tester (BST) company. The operational voltages applied to the power terminals were
±10 V to power the CR-150-R5 evaluation board and CR-111 charge sensitive ampli-
fier. This was achieved through a PCB based feedthrough discussed in Section 3.4.
The output of the charge sensitive preamplifiers were then connected to Cremat CR-
200-4µs gaussian shaping amplifiers to ensure that exponential decaying signals from
the preamplifiers are returned to baseline within the shaping time of the shaper. An
operational voltage of ±10 V was also used to power the CR-200-4µs shaper and its
corresponding CR-160-R7 board. The evaluation board of the shaper can be used to
achieve an additional gain of 103.
3.4 Power and signal feedthrough
To be able to operate the DRIFT-IIe pro detector in vacuum, a vacuum vessel is needed.
Hence, a stainless steel vacuum vessel of volume 96 L was used. High voltage cables
used to power the cathode, field ring and the grid wires were fed into the stainless
steel vacuum vessel through safe high voltage (SHV) connector feedthroughs. For the
signals and the DC voltage of ±10 V used to power the preamplifiers and the shapers,
a PCB based feedthrough was designed and made on a converted blank flange for this
purpose. A pictorial view of the blank flange after it was converted to a feedthrough
using connectors installed on both sides of a two layer and circular PCB is shown in
Figure 3.17.
Analogue signals from the detector and the ±10 V for the preamplifiers and shaping
amplifiers were connected into the vessel through MDR-50, LEMO and DB25 connec-
tors mounted on the flange. Twenty signal channels were brought out from the vacuum
vessel with a ribbon cable connected to the MDR-50 connector. The signal channels
connected on the MDR-50 connector was arranged such that every signal channel was
shielded by two adjacent grounded channels. Five channels in the far side of the either
end of the ribbon cable were also grounded to provide additional shielding to the ana-
logue signals. The DB25 connector was used to feed the DC voltages that were used to
power the preamplifiers and signal shaping set-ups. The LEMO connectors were used
to view any given signal channels with an oscilloscope. To study the response of each
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Figure 3.17: Signal feedthrough used to route signals out from the vacuum vessel and
in, to power the amplifiers.
of the grid and anode wires, HAMEG HM03524 digital oscilloscope was used. For
details on the detector response when it was commissioned, see Section 3.5.
3.5 Commissioning the one-plane MWPC based minia-
ture detector
To be able to commission the detector, the set-up shown in Figure 3.14 for each of the
wire channels were placed inside the 96 litres stainless steel vacuum vessel shown in
Figure 3.18. The pictorial view of the miniature one-plane MWPC based DRIFT-IIe
pro detector is shown in Figure 3.19.
To commission the DRIFT-IIe pro detector, the vacuum vessel was filled with CF4
gas which is commonly used by leading directional WIMP search experiments for spin-
dependent WIMP-proton sensitivity. The typical leak and out gassing rate of the stain-
less steel vacuum vessel used in this experiment was found to be about 0.22 Torr d−1
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Figure 3.18: Some of the major constituents of the experimental set-up used in com-
missioning the DRIFT-IIe pro detector. This comprises of a stainless steel vacuum
vessel, high voltage power supply in NIM crate, CF4 gas cylinder, DC power supply
and pressure guage.
which is less than 1% contamination allowed in the DRIFT-IId experiment. Before us-
ing fresh CF4 gas for a new detector operation, impurities in the stainless steel vacuum
vessel such as air or old CF4 gas was removed using a BOC Edwards XDS10 scroll
vacuum pump. The vessel pressure was constantly monitored using a CERAVAC CTR-
101 pressure gauge acquired from Oerlikon Leybold vacuum company. The CF4 gas
cylinder, the pressure gauge, 2 dc power supplies and the Nuclear Instrument Module
(NIM) crate containing the high voltage (HV) power supply used to power the cathode
and the grid wires are shown in Figure 3.18.
SRIM [233, 234] Monte Carlo computations were performed to determine the op-
erational pressure for the DRIFT-IIe pro detector using CF4 gas. This is to determine
the pressure of the gas that can contain a 5.5 MeV alpha track from an Americium-241
(241Am) source, located in diagonal position relative to the orientation of the wires.
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Figure 3.19: Miniature one-plane MWPC based DRIFT-IIe pro detector.
Americium-241 is the most prevalent isotope of americium that undergoes alpha decay
with half life of about 432 yr. The 3D ranges of alpha tracks obtained in this simulation
is shown as a function of CF4 gas pressure in Figure 3.20. It can be seen that the 3D
range of alpha tracks fall exponentially with increase in the CF4 gas pressure. Result
shown in Figure 3.20 indicate that when the fiducial volume of the one-plane miniature
detector is diagonally placed relative to the direction of the collimated 241Am source,
allowing a source-field cage separation of about 1.5 cm, that about 250 Torr of CF4
gas is required to contain the end of alpha tracks. To achieve this, the 241Am source
was attached to the tip of some M6 nylon studding of about 5 cm length. A pair of
Neodymium disc magnets fixed to the stainless steel vacuum vessel and glue-tacked
to the nylon studding was used. Then to be able to bring the source to position when
needed and to be able to move it away from the detector when not in use, another pair
of Neodymium disc magnets were employed outside the vessel. This was done such
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Figure 3.20: 3D alpha range in various pressures of CF4 gas determined using SRIM
Monte carlo.
that the force of attraction between unlike poles in both sets of magnets were used
for regulating the position of the 241Am source. This source exposure position and
gas pressure were used in the remaining part of the experiment. Also an operational
potential of −0.75 kV was used as the MWPC field ring voltage.
In Figure 3.21, is a sample of signal pulse from a single anode wire as observed
with the oscilloscope when the source was brought to the exposure position. The po-
larity of the pulse shown in Figure 3.21 was inverted using the polarity switch on the
CR-160-R7 evaluation board. This is to ensure that the signals on the grid and anode
wires have common polarity. The pulse height of the signal shown in Figure 3.21 is
about 2.9 V with a spatial resolution of ∼10 µs and an undershoot of ∼0.15 V, below
the baseline. This undershoot effect can be seen in Figure 3.21 at the falling edge of
the signal. The magnitude of the signal undershoot observed from each alpha event
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Figure 3.21: Oscillogram of signal pulse obtained from a single anode channel of the
DRIFT-IIe pro detector .
depends on the fraction of the energy that is deposited on the wire under consideration.
This undershoot effects was restored during data analysis using the transfer function
of a simple high-pass filter discussed in [87]. When the amplifier gain is turned to
the maximum value of ×104, signals with more than 3 V amplitude saturated the am-
plification regime. However, channel events with amplitude of 3 V or more are not
common while using 250 Torr of CF4 gas with a regulated grid potential. For details
on the response of a single signal channel from the one-plane miniature detector, see
Figure 3.22.
As shown in Figure 3.22, the signal pulse heights show an exponential increase
with the grid voltage. The observed increase is more apparent for grid voltages greater
than −0.5 kV. At the operational voltage of about −0.85 kV, the pulse height reaches
about 2200 mV. It is expected that the gas gain and hence, the signal pulse height
will decrease with increase in gas pressure as discussed in Ref. [235, 236]. This is
not a problem for this experiment because all measurements were performed using
constrained gas pressures. The average uncertainty on the event pulse heights shown
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Figure 3.22: Signal pulse height recorded on a single anode wire due to an alpha track
shown as a function of grid voltage.
in Figure 3.22 is ±0.2 mV.
3.6 Gain of the one-plane MWPC based miniature de-
tector
To calibrate the gain of the front-end electronics, a known voltage of 1.8 V was fed into
the test input of the CR-111 charge sensitive preamplifier through a 1 pF test capacitor
to obtain a charge signal of 1.8 pC. Then, the amount of energy E stored in the test
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where Q is the charge and C is the capacitance of the capacitor. This amounts to about
10 MeV energy which corresponds to 22.47 × 106 number of electron-ion pairs (NIPs).
The NIPs value corresponds to the number of electron-ion pairs produced in the active
volume of the detector by a given recoiling nucleus or interaction. The average energy
required to produce an electron-ion pair in a given gas is known as W-value. The W-
value of the CF4 gas has been measured in Ref. [237] as 34.3 eV. Then, the NIPs value








as shown in Ref. [238], where ET and qnc are the total energy of the alpha particle
before interaction and gas quenching factor [238, 239], respectively. For more discus-
sions on gas quenching, see Section 4.4. The 1.8 pC charge signal was then shaped
and the pulse heights from the signal was counted with an ORTEC 926 multichannel
analyser (MCA). Details of the experimental set-up used in these gain calibration tests
is shown in Figure 3.23. The oscilloscope (marked as “Scope”) in Figure 3.23 was
used to measure the raw pulse height of the analogue signals from a signal generator
(marked as “G”) before digitization in the MCA. It can be seen in that figure that the
analogue signals from the signal pulse generator was digitized using the MCA data
acquisition module before they were binned using a MAESTRO-32 pulse emulation
software. The MCA data acquisition module used in this experiment has 8000 ADC
(analogue to digital conversion) channels. Each of these can be used to bin gaussian
shaped signal pulses that have positive rising edge of range 0 to +12 V [240]. In this
calibration experiment, the average ADC channel of the MCA that recorded the high-
est number of signal counts during this test was channel 1820. The implication of this
result is that about 22 × 106 NIPs will produce an energy peak on channel 1820 of
the MCA using these front-end electronics. This can be compared to results obtained
from energy spectrum of the 5.5 MeV alpha tracks when detected with the miniature
one-plane MWPC based DRIFT-IIe pro detector and analysed with the MCA system
to determine the gas gain of the set-up. Due to the separation of about 1.5 cm between
the alpha source and the field cage, it is expected that at least 80% of the energy of
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Figure 3.23: Experimental set-up used to calibrate the gain of the front-end electronics.
the alpha particles will be deposited within the fiducial volume of the detector. This
is considering that the energy loss along a given ionization track induced by a charged
particle obeys the Bethe-Bloch relation [120, 121, 241, 242, 243] by reaching a maxi-
mum value at the end of the track range. This is known as the Bragg curve while the
end of the track range where the maximum ionization energy is deposited is known as
the Bragg peak. This separation between the 241Am source and the field cage could
have been reduced and still contain the Bragg peak, if the detector was operated at a
higher gas pressure. However, this would have decreased the length of the observed
event tracks which can conceal any intrinsic Bragg effect.
Using equation 3.2, where qnc for CF4 gas is 0.28 (as measured in Ref. [238]), then
the expected NIPs that can be induced by the fraction of the alpha track within the
fiducial volume of the miniature detector is 35.92 × 103. To be able to compare this
result to the calibration data, the detector was operated in a single channel mode where
all the anode signal channels were grouped. In this mode, the detector was exposed to
the alpha source with the source-field cage separation described above in place. Then
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the resultant signal pulses from that exposure were analysed using the MCA. In that
analysis, the average maximum alpha charge signal pulse peak was observed on MCA
channel 1119. This is equivalent to 13.82 × 106 NIPs which implies that the gas gain







= 385 , (3.3)
where NIPsO and NIPsE are the observed and the expected numbers of electron-ion
pairs, respectively. The Gg value obtained for the one-plane MWPC based miniature
detector in Equation 3.3 when operated in CF4 gas shows that this one-plane MWPC
technology can be adopted in designing larger area detector. Though, more studies
can be conducted to understand how to improve this Gg value for better performance,
comparable to about 1000 gain obtained from conventional three wire plane MWPC
configuration as in Ref. [192]. This can be achieved by optimisation of the operational
pressure and grid voltage for better gas gain. Another idea that can be used to improve
the gas gain by up to 2 orders of magnitude is by operating the one-plane MWPC with
a gaseous electron multiplier (GEM) [179] otherwise known as GEM+MWPC hybrid
technology. In principle, the MWPC can be used for signal readout while the GEM
provides the required gas gain in the proposed MWPC+GEM hybrid configuration.
A simple illustration with examples of dimensions and possible readout configuration
for the GEM+MWPC hybrid technology is depicted in Figure 3.24. In that figure, a
one-plane MWPC, shown with black circular dots, set at zero potential can be used to
readout negatively charged signals arriving from the GEMs after signal amplification
via avalanches. The GEMs are shown with blue rectangular points in Figure 3.24
while the black thick lines are the cathode. The dimensions shown in that figure are for
illustration purposes, only. It is expected that future experimental measurements can
verify the possibility of these dimensions and hence can suggest the best operational
dimensions for the hybrid set-up.
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Figure 3.24: Simple illustration showing a possible configuration for GEM+MWPC
readout technology. All dimensions are in mm.
3.7 LabVIEW based data acquisition system
National Instrument (NI), Laboratory Virtual Instrumentation Engineering Workbench
(LabVIEW) [244, 245] was used to develop a data acquisition system (DAQ) to view
more raw signal channels from the miniature one-plane MWPC based detector. This
was achieved by using NI 5751 [246] digitizer adapter module with 16 ADC chan-
nels, operated with a NI FlexRIO PXI-7953R Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA)
[247] device. The NI FPGA module has a Xilinx Virtex-5 SX95T chip which was pro-
grammed with NI LabVIEW code. This can be seen in Figure 3.25, with the digitizer,
an onboard dynamic random access memory (DRAM) and PXI express interface used
for interacting with other external computers. In that figure the digitizer is marked as
NI FlexRIO adapter module and shown on the left, while the FPGA module is on the
right. Figure 3.26 is a pictorial view of the digitizer and the FPGA FlexRIO as they
are installed in a NI PXIe-1078 chassis in the laboratory. The PCIe cable (with green
strap) in Figure 3.26 is connected to the PXI express interface for pushing data to and
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Figure 3.25: Constituents of the FPGA FlexRIO module from National Instrument
[247].
from the NI modules to a personal computer. In the right hand side of that figure are
two digitizer modules. It can be seen that each of the digizers has 3 connectors. They
serve as analogue inputs, external clock input and digital output.
LabVIEW programs and subroutines are known as virtual instruments (VIs). The
major constituents of a VI can be classified into: a connector panel, a front panel and a
block diagram parts. For instance, the block diagram of the LabView program used as
a DAQ for the one-plane miniature MWPC based DRIFT-IIe pro detector is shown in
Figure 3.27. In a LabVIEW code, a connector panel can be used to represent a given
VI in block diagrams of other VIs where the code is called, while the front panel is
the user interface of a LabVIEW program. For example, the front panel of the DAQ
used in this experiment is shown in Figure 3.28. Control and indicator keys in the front
panel can be used by the programer as interaction interface to the program. LabVIEW
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Figure 3.26: National Instrument chassis used to power and interface the digitizer and
FPGA FlexRIO.
programs are built in the block diagram by dragging, dropping and connecting virtual
representation of different laboratory equipment in the direction of the data flow to
create an application.
The expected cable delay, sample time, pre-trigger time, plot shift, trigger mode,
trigger threshold, ADC select, run name, and filename are examples of input data to
the DAQ. A cable delay of 5 ns was used in this experiment for the signal ribbon
cable. Typically, the operational sample and pre-trigger times are 1000 µs and 500 µs,
respectively. The trigger mode can be set to either rising edge, or falling edge, or free
run for non triggered operations. At full operational cathode and grid wire voltages,
a rising edge trigger threshold of 500 mV was used. This is to ensure that the signals
recorded by the DAQ are clearly above noise. The ADC select was used to set the DAQ
to single ADC operation or to multiple ADC operation. A run name and a filename
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Figure 3.27: Block diagram of the LabVIEW based data acquisition system for the
DRIFT-IIe pro detector.
was used to ensure that data from each detector run was saved with a unique name.
Event numbers were added to the run names as suffixes to ensure that no two event
share the same name.
A sample of the response of the DAQ when the miniature one-plane MWPC based
DRIFT-IIe pro detector was exposed to an alpha source can be seen in Figure 3.28.
It can be seen that only 16 signal channels are visible in Figure 3.28 because this is
the maximum number of signal channels that the ADC can allow. The remaining first
four channels of the detector which could not be displayed due to the capacity of the
ADC were terminated for non-multiplexed operations. The Bragg curve of the alpha
particle can be seen along the ionization track shown in that figure. In particular, the
Bragg peak of that ionization event track is more apparent around the 4th and 6th signal
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Figure 3.28: Front panel of the data acquisition system showing a sample of the detec-
tor response when exposed to an alpha source.
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channels (counting from bottom). This is because the top of DAQ shows signals from
the wires that are closer to the alpha source and the bottom channels are from wires
that are located further away from the source. The expected intrinsic temporal delay
between two adjacent signal channels in Figure 3.28 is not apparent due to the fast
drift velocities of charges in CF4 gas. This is because the maximum drift distance z of
charges in the CF4 based DRIFT-IIe pro detector is not enough for even the expected
overall intrinsic delay of 16±4 ns between the first and the last signal channels of
the detector to be detected with the micro-seconds scale resolution of the DAQ. The
expected temporal separation between the signal wires can be determined using the
expected electron drift velocity vdri f t in pure CF4 gas, which is given by 11 cm µs−1
as measured in Ref. [248]. This is using the E/P and E/N values obtained from
operational parameters of the DRIFT-IIe pro detector given by 1.35 kV cm−1 atm−1
and 5.5 Td, respectively.
To further understand the detector performance and sensitivity to energy loss of
ionization particles along signal tracks, more studies were performed using Bragg
curves obtained from alpha induced events. This was achieved by using the average of
signal pulse heights induced on a given anode wire obtained after 10 separate detector
exposures. These results are shown in Figure 3.29 as a function of distances of the
alpha source from anode wires that recorded the charge signals. This does not account
for about 15 mm offset between the source and the active volume of the detector. In
this experiment the source position and the detector pressure was operated to ensure
that the ionization tracks ends within the active volume of the detector using the results
in Figure 3.20. The trend of the data in that figure indicate the presence of an alpha
Bragg peak of about 649±32 mV. This was observed on an anode wire located toward
the end of the range of the event track, which is consistent with expectation. It can be
seen that only 8 data points are recorded in Figure 3.29, this is because the 16 ADC
channels were divided into 8 anode and 8 grid channels. Having established that the
miniature detector is sensitive to Bragg peak effect using alpha tracks, hence, a new
multiplexing device can be developed to investigate if the effect of energy loss of alpha
particles along event tracks will be affected when analogue signals from the minia-
ture one-plane MWPC based DRIFT-IIe pro detector are multiplexed and recovered
through demultiplexing. This is the subject of the work described in Section 3.8.
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Figure 3.29: Average event pulse height on anode wires as obtained from 10 alpha
induced signal tracks detected with the miniature one-plane MWPC based DRIFT-IIe
pro detector showing a Bragg curve effect. Note that larger Source-Wire distances are
closer to the tail of the observed alpha tracks.
3.8 Design and construction of a 20:1 signal multiplexer
(MUX)
The viability of signal multiplexing as a potential readout to reduce the number of
front-end channels in the proposed CYGNUS-TPC detector was investigated using
analogue signals from the miniature one-plane DRIFT-IIe pro detector and a new ana-
logue multiplexing scheme. Analogue multiplexers are produced, mainly from field-
effect transistors (FET) known as FET analogue switches which allow one channel
from several other channels to be selected and passed through to a common output
channel at a given temporal interval [249, 250]. In this experiment, 5 of 4:1 LMH6574
multiplexer (MUX) chips from Texas Instruments were used. The principles of oper-
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ation of the 4:1 multiplexer chips used in this experiment is illustrated in Figure 3.30.
Figure 3.30: Principles of operation of a 4:1 analogue multiplexer.
The four input channels in each of the MUX chips are marked IN 0, IN 1, IN 2, and
IN 3 in Figure 3.30. During an operation, each of these input channels is selected and
passed as the output of the chip at different times using a unique signal address gener-
ated with a pair of A0 and A1 digital control signals [224]. Each of the input channels
was terminated with a 550 Ω resistor to reduce signal reflections and to ensure that any
excess current due to charge surge were properly grounded. The LMH6574 MUX chip
is a 14-pin device embedded in a small outline integrated circuit (SOIC) surface mount
package. See Figure 3.31 for a schematic illustration of the pin configuration.
In Figure 3.31, the input termination resistors are marked as RIN0 ... RIN3, back ter-
mination resistors are marked as RT, current feedback output buffer resistor is marked
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Figure 3.31: Pin layout of a single LMH6574, 4:1 analogue signal multiplexer [224].
as RF, gain set resistor is marked as RG while output load resistor is marked as ROUT.
The resistance of each of the RT and RG resistors used in this experiment is 550 Ω while
that of the ROUT is 50 Ω . In the figure, signal pins are marked with integers 1, 2, 3,
...,14. It can be seen that pins 1, 3, 5, and 7 are the four analogue input channels while
pin 13 is the common output channel and pin 12 provides performance feedback to the
chip. Pins 2, and 4 were grounded and used as shielding to their respective adjacent
signal input channels. In the chip shown in Figure 3.31, pins 8 and 9, carry the A0 and
A1 digital control signals, respectively. The A0 and A1 digital signals have common
amplitude of 3 V, though the frequency of the A0 signal is required to be a factor of 2
higher than that of A1 signal.
Typically, the frequency of the A0 signal was 2 MHz while that of the A1 signal was
set at 1 MHz per channel in this experiment. This difference between the frequencies
of these two digital control signals is necessary because every one full cycle of the A1
signal, requires two cycles of the A0 signal to be able to generate the required set of
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four digital addresses, one for selecting each of the analogue input channels. Typically,
the following A0,A1 digital signal combinations: 1,1; 0,1; 1,0 and 0,0 can be used as
digital control addresses for input channels: 0, 1, 2 and 3, respectively. A digital signal
in pin 10 can be used to enable and disable the chip. The chip is disabled when the
signal is high and becomes enabled when the signal is low. For this experiment, pin
10 was enabled in each of the chips throughout this experiment. Chip pins 11, and 12
are used to supply the chip with a shut down (SDsig) signal, and feed back reference
to the output channel, respectively. The SDsig is the chip switching signal used for
moving controls from one chip to another while in the expanded mode operations. See
Figure 3.32 for illustration of a method that can be used to operate the MUX chips in
the expanded mode.
As shown in Figure 3.32, two or more chips are connected to increase the number
of analogue signal inputs that can be multiplexed to a single output in the expanded
mode operations. For this experiment, the chip expansion was done by joining similar
digital control pins in all of the five chips. Then, a single output line was obtained by
connecting the individual outputs of the constituent chips with a common Rout resistor
for enhanced chip-switching speed.
This process of chip expansion was used to build a 20:1 multiplexer device using
5 of the LMH6574 4:1 MUX chips. The chips were operated in the expanded mode
using a specifically EAGLE designed PCB board. To achieve the required operational
specification, the analogue ground was separated from the digital ground to avoid noise
coupling between the analogue and digital signals. However, when this is not properly
managed it can introduce crosstalk in the circuit since both planes may radiate noise
or act as slot noise antennas. Such noise is due to return currents flowing beneath
each signal line. This return current will always prefer to follow the path with lowest
impedance hence disconnecting these return paths with separated grounds may result in
potential current loops especially when there are signal traces over the ground breaks.
A circuit with a resultant current loops can experience high ground inductance which
is susceptible to signal interference. In this design, the issue of crosstalk induced by
separated analogue-digital grounds was avoided by not cross running traces between
the grounds. The ground-signal-ground trace stack-up arrangement was adopted to
reduce electromagnetic interference (EMI) on the board.
Micro-strip trace technology was used in this design due to its characteristics of
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Figure 3.32: Principles of operation of the LMH6574 MUX chips in the expanded
mode [224].
having less dielectric losses. For instance, electrons in a strip-line trace can transfer
energy to neighbouring electrons in the FR4 material which can be converted to heat
and then lost in that form which can result in undesired corresponding dielectric losses.
There are no risks of such dielectric losses in the micro-strip technology. Also, micro-
strips are easily accessible for maintenance, they are also cheaper and much easier to
manufacture compared to the strip-line technology.
In this type of high frequency circuit, it is vital that the resultant impedance of
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the circuits are controlled to achieve consistent amplitude and phase responses. These
were factored into the design by maintaining a consistent trace width, trace thickness
and dielectric material thickness to ensure uniform dielectric constant across the board.
The worst case of signal reflection in high frequency circuits are expected when the
effective trace impedance is either infinite with reflection coefficient rcoef. of +1 or 0
when rcoef. approaches −1. The relationship between this rcoef. parameter, the effective





Considering the signal traces in the board design and a ribbon cable, an average reflec-
tion coefficient of 0.38 ± 0.08 was obtained. This is not +1 or 0 which indicates that
the expected effect of signal reflection in this design should be minimal.
While operating the MUX in the expanded mode, an inter-chip switching delay of
less than 145 ns would be expected. This estimate of the inter-chip switching delay is
based on the measurement in the data sheet of LMH6574 chip [224] and independent
measurement in Ref. [251]. The inter-chip switching delays are one of the major
challenges of modular analogue multiplexers. It implies that for the 20:1 multiplexer
board, a total of about 0.73 µs inter-chip switching delay would be expected. This
should not affect the sampling time of each channel as chip input channels are sampled
for 14 ns. Hence, the total time spent in a single chip while sampling the four different
input channels is 55 ns which indicates that a total of 1 µs is required to be able to
sample all the inputs of the 5 chips used in the 20:1 MUX board at 20 MHz. The
implication of this is that, for a signal pulse from CR-200-4µs shaping amplifier with
a total duration of about 30 µs, the 20:1 multiplexer records about 30 data sampling
cycles. This can then be used to reconstruct the original signal when demultiplexed.
The EAGLE board layout view of the MUX PCB is shown in Figures 3.33. After
the design process, the 131 mm × 131 mm, two layer MUX board was manufactured
by the Quick-Teck, electronics company. To ensure good electrical contact between
the two layers of the board, about 300 vias were used. In Figure 3.33, the positions of
the five LMH6574 MUX chips are marked M-1, M-2, M-3, M-4, and M-5 while that
of connectors are labelled C-1, C-2, C-3, and C-4. C-1 provides the soldering pad for a
236-412 wire-to-board terminal connector used for powering the chips while C-2, C-3,
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Figure 3.33: EAGLE board layout for the 20:1 signal multiplexing PCB. Positions of
four connectors used for routing power to the chips, analogue signal output, analogue
signal input and digital signal input are marked as C-1, C-2, C-3 and C-4, respectively.
Positions of the five LMH6574 MUX chips are labelled M-1, M-2 . . ., M-5.
and C-4 are for BNC analogue output, MDR-50 analogue input and SCSI-68 digital
input for the National Instrument (NI) digitizer, respectively. A pictorial view of the
printed MUX board is shown in Figure 3.34 as it is installed in a shielding box, ready
for operation. Operational details of the MUX board are discussed in Section 3.9.
3.9 Operations of the MUX data acquisition system
To be able to operate the MUX electronics with the DRIFT-IIe pro detector, parallel
capacitors of 17 µF effective capacitance were used to provide power to the board in
order to minimize the effect of harmonic distortions. Harmonic distortions can arise
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Figure 3.34: Pictorial view of the 20:1 printed multiplexer device in a shielding box,
ready for operation. The grey ribbon cable carries the analogue signal from the detector
and the blue connector carries digital signals from the FPGA device to the multiplexer.
The 3 electric cables (blue, red, grey) are used to power the chips while the black BNC
cable carries the analogue output signal.
due to corruption in output signals in the presence of induced harmonics. The integer
multiples of fundamental frequencies of signals correspond to their harmonics. A BST
dual dc power supply was used to provide the required +5 V and −5 V for the operation
of the MUX board. The dc power supply was connected to the board using a blue, red
and grey single core wires, shown in Figure 3.34. The BNC connector and cable
shown in that figure was used to route multiplexed analogue output signal from the
board to the NI FPGA and digitizer for demultiplexing and data storage in a disk for
further analysis. This process of signal multiplexing and demultiplexing is illustrated
in Figure 3.35.
Raw signals from the miniature detector were connected to the 20:1 MUX board
through the MDR-50 connector through a ribbon cable while the SCSI-68 connector
was used to feed digital control signals needed for driving the chips from the NI instru-
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Figure 3.35: Cartoon illustration of signal multiplexing and demultiplexing of 20 ana-
logue input channels at a total frequency of 20 MHz. The point in time where the input
signals are multiplexed is marked as MUX while the point where they are demulti-
plexed is marked as DeMUX. Signal channels are marked such that ch. 1 stands for
channel 1, ch. 2 stands for channel 2, etc.
ment to the MUX board (for a pictorial view, see Figure 3.34). As illustrated in Figure
3.35, 20 analogue signal inputs from the miniature one-plane MWPC based DRIFT-IIe
pro detector can be multiplexed at a frequency of 1 MHz per signal channel resulting in
a full signal cycle of 20 MHz. This can be demultiplexed before the data is recorded in
a disk using the same frequency. The block diagram of major electronics components
of the experimental set-up used for the signal multiplexing is shown in Figure 3.36.
It can be seen in Figure 3.36 that when an alpha source induces signal pulses in the
miniature one-plane MWPC based DRIFT-IIe pro detector, the resultant signals are
amplified, shaped and multiplexed. The signals were amplified and shaped inside the
stainless steel vacuum vessel before multiplexing to avoid signal loss due to the low
gain of the detector discussed earlier in Section 3.6. This is to ensure that any signal
that is multiplexed has an amplitude that is greater than the expectation from electron-
ics noise. In future studies for instance, analogue signals from a GEM+MWPC based
hybrid detector can produce the gain that can allow raw signals from the detector to be
multiplexed before any electronics amplification are applied. In order to view and re-
cover the original data, the resultant multiplexed signal was demultiplexed using a new
LabVIEW based data acquisition system. The LabVIEW VI for this demultiplexing
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Figure 3.36: Block diagram of the experimental set-up used for the signal multiplexing
and demultiplexing.
DAQ is shown in Figure 3.37.
As earlier discussed, the data were demultiplexed using the signal mutiplexing fre-
quencies. Then, the demultiplexed data can be saved on disk in a Desktop Computer
as shown in figure 3.36 for further analysis. To do this, the analogue output of the
20:1 MUX board was digitized using the NI 5751 adapter module which was operated
with the FlexRio NI FPGA device discussed in Section 3.7. The four digital control
signals needed by the MUX DAQ to be able to multiplex analogue signals from the
DRIFT-IIe pro detector were generated by programming the NI FPGA device. Hence,
the resultant digital control signals from the NI machine were fed into the MUX board
through a NI SHC68-68-RMIO shielded cable to the SCSI-68 connector as shown in
Figure 3.34.
A sample of reconstructed demultiplexed alpha signal track pulses is shown in Fig-
ure 3.38 as obtained with a demultiplexing frequency of 625 kHz. This is after these
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Figure 3.37: LabVIEW virtual instrument used as the signal multiplexer and demulti-
plexer data acquisition system.
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Figure 3.38: Sample of demultiplexed signals (multiplexed at 625 kHz) showing signal
channels of the DRIFT-IIe pro detector when exposed to an alpha source.
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signals were multiplexed at the same frequency using the multiplexer data acquisition
system discussed in Section 3.8. The Bragg curve effect due to energy loss of an al-
pha particle along the detected signal track can be seen in Figure 3.38. This is with
a background low frequency sinusoidal waveform noise on each of the observed sig-
nal channels shown in that figure. These low frequency noise were not present before
the signals were multiplexed. Hence, they must have been coupled to the signals dur-
ing the multiplexing or demultiplexing processes or both. This type of noise can be
suppressed in future design of this type of multiplexing data acquisition system by iso-
lating the power channel, analogue and digital channel grounds using different PCB
ground layers while designing the multiplexer board. The quality of the signal input to
the multiplexer can be improved if coaxial (relative to ribbon) cables are used to route
signals from detector to the multiplexer board. Also, shorter conducting traces can
reduce the MUX board susceptibility to radiated and other extraneous low frequency
noise. Further investigations show that the observed signal to noise ratio decays with
increase in multiplexing frequency. An exponential decay in signal to noise ratio was
observed when operating with multiplexing frequencies that are >1 MHz.
To understand the effect of signal multiplexing on the intrinsic Bragg curve effect
on alpha tracks after these signals are demultiplexed, 1000 alpha event tracks were
considered. The observed low frequency background noise on each of the channels
of these events were suppressed by fitting and subtracting harmonics of low frequency
waveform on each of the demultiplexed signal channel. This was followed by a 30 µs
Savitzky-Golay smoothening to further reduce the noise. Reconstructed pulse samples
from demultiplexed alpha signal tracks are shown for different channels of the detec-
tor in Figures 3.39(a) to 3.39(d). As performed in the previous study done without
using the signal multiplexing and demultiplexing data acqusition system, the average
of signal pulse heights recorded on each of the anode signal wire channels due to al-
pha event tracks obtained from 1000 separate detector exposures were computed and
shown for each of these anode signal channels in Figure 3.40. The results in that figure
indicate that Bragg curve effects due to energy loss along the track of alpha particles
can be observed after signal multiplexing and demultiplexing. The peak of the mea-
sured Bragg curve effect is 584±0.6 mV obtained with a lower signal to noise ratio
(>10) compared to the signals before they were multiplexed and subsequently demul-
tiplexed. The magnitude of the observed Bragg peak is a few mV less than the previous
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(a) Demultiplexed 686.3 mV pulse. (b) Demultiplexed 579.6 mV pulse.
(c) Demultiplexed 486.9 mV pulse. (d) Demultiplexed 141.1 mV pulse.
Figure 3.39: Samples of demultiplexed signal pulses obtained from different channels
of the one-plane MWPC based DRIFT-IIe pro detector when exposed to an 241Am
alpha source.
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Figure 3.40: Average event pulse heights on anode signal wires obtained from 1000 de-
multiplexed alpha induced signal tracks detected with the miniature one-plane MWPC
based DRIFT-IIe pro detector showing a Bragg curve effect.
result obtained without any signal multiplexing. This suggests that this few mV scale
pulse could have been lost during the multiplexing and demultiplexing processes. The
anode wire (counting from the location closer to the source) on which the Bragg peak
was observed in Figure 3.29 is different from the result in Figure 3.40 obtained before
and after the signal multiplexing, respectively. This could be due to systematic effects
resulting from harmonic noise coupled to the analogue signals in the MUX circuit and
the efficiency of the low-frequency wave fits and smoothening applied to the data after
demultiplexing. Also, the average signal pulse heights (energy resolution) recovered
after the multiplexing are also less than the results in Figure 3.29 by ∼10%. This may
be due to variation in the detector gain or due to signal loss in the MUX circuit. Future
work can focus on understanding these effects.
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3.10 Conclusion
A single plane MWPC based miniature time projection chamber detector was de-
signed, built and used to test the feasibility of a new 20:1 analogue signal multiplexer
as a possible readout for a future massive directional WIMP search detector known
as CYGNUS-TPC. The motivation was to study this as a possible means to reduce
the cost of signal readouts without compromising the detector sensitivity to event x-
y position. The results from this experiment is encouraging because it was possible
to reconstruct alpha induced tracks and measure energy loss along the tracks. These
measurements were performed before and after the signals were multiplexed and re-
constructed through signal demultiplexing. In the future, these results can be validated
using nuclear recoil events with lower energy threshold as required in WIMP search
experiments.
An additional conclusion that emerged from this work is that the gas gain of the
one-plane MWPC based detector is less than the results from conventional three plane
MWPC configuration. In the one-plane MWPC, grounded anode wires are sandwiched
between two grid wires biased at appropriate voltage to create electron avalanches. To
overcome this low gas gain issue in the one-plane MWPC, a new GEM+MWPC hybrid
readout technology is proposed. In the proposed configuration, GEMs can be used to
create the required signal amplification through electron avalanches before the signals
are readout using a grounded one-plane MWPC as discussed in the text. Further work
is needed to test this GEM+MWPC hybrid readout technology.
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Chapter 4
Directionality measurements with the
DRIFT-IId detector
4.1 Introduction
Signal directionality in a WIMP search detector refers to the ability to reconstruct the
direction of an incident particle after it has scattered off a target nucleus using its nu-
clear recoil ionization track information. The possibility of signal directionality with
fiducialisation in the proposed CYGNUS-TPC detector was investigated. This is using
data from an existing fiducialised m3 scale DRIFT-IId detector. Signal directionality
can be achieved in the DRIFT-IId detector through the measurement of vector or ax-
ial components of nuclear recoil tracks. The vector or sense directionality component
determines on which end of the track the event collision vertex is located. It is ex-
pected that there should be highest charge density at the beginning (tail) of a recoil
track when compared to the end (head) of the track. This is because the maximum
transferred energies are gained from the scattering particle at the point of first contact
with the target nucleus and decreases as the recoiling nucleus comes to rest. Hence,
this asymmetry in the distribution of signal charge along nuclear recoil tracks is known
as the head-tail effect. The ability to measure this head-tail effect can potentially im-
prove detector sensitivity by a factor of 10 [139, 140] and as a result, is vital to the
proposed CYGNUS-TPC detector.
In the DRIFT experiment, the existing measurements of these directional capabil-
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ities that were reported in Refs. [87, 252, 253, 254, 255] were performed prior to the
addition of oxygen to the target gas. As discussed in Section 2.8.4, the oxygen admix-
ture was required to fiducialise the DRIFT-IId detector. The aim of the work covered
in this chapter is to establish if the important directionality information is still retained
in this new operational regime. Some of the results obtained from these measurements
have been published by the author in Ref. [256]. To achieve this, it was considered that
theoretical computations show that neutron induced nuclear recoil tracks can mimic
WIMP induced signals [253, 257]. Hence, the energy spectra of neutron (from 252Cf
source) induced events in a given detector are expected to be similar to expected spec-
tra from WIMPs of similar energies. Thus, in this experiment neutron induced recoil
tracks were generated as discussed in Section 4.2 to be able to quantify these direc-
tional effects in nuclear recoil ionization tracks. To do this, a new analysis algorithm
was developed to aid the reconstruction of any available intrinsic head-tail effects and
axial directional range component parameters in these neutron data obtained from the
new fiducialisation mode operations.
4.2 Directed neutron exposures
To quantify the signal directionality, the DRIFT-IId detector was exposed to neutrons
from a ∼338 kBq 252Cf source from different directions for about seven days. The
252Cf source is a radioisotope and an intense neutron emitter [258]. These neutrons
are produced as the source decays to a more stable 248Cm atom through spontaneous
fission. The neutron exposures were performed without source collimation to minimise
neutron back scattering. Illustration of the detector and details on the directions of the
neutron exposures are depicted in Figure 4.1.
After neutrons from the 252Cf source interact with target nuclei in the fiducial vol-
ume of the detector, the neutron transfers some of its energy to the target atom which
induces ionization in the gas. Free electrons resulting from this interaction are quickly
attached to surrounding electronegative CS2 molecules to form CS−2 as described in
Section 2.8.4. These electrons and the CS−2 are expected to be distributed along the
nuclear recoil track. The CS2 anions are then drifted towards the MWPC readout. This
is because the central cathode is biased with a more negative voltage relative to the
MWPC readout plane. Drifting CS2 anions reduces the signal diffusion to thermal
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Figure 4.1: DRIFT-IId detector showing different directions of neutron exposures,
central cathode, veto, field direction and stainless steel vacuum vessel. Positions of
the 252Cf neutron source during the +z, −x, −z and −y runs are shown with small
cylinders, which represent the lead canister used as the source container. The dotted
double-headed arrows show the separation distance between the neutron source and
the vacuum vessel during the runs. There is a separation of 250 mm (150 mm) be-
tween the detector and the vacuum vessel from the +z and −z (−y and −x) directions.
Dimensions in mm.
scale [229]. During drift, some population of the CS2 anions undergo three-body elec-
tron attachments through Block-Bradbury mechanisms [194, 195, 196, 197, 198] in
the presence of O2 to form three minority charge carrier species in addition to the main
CS−2 charge cloud. Closer to the readout plane, the presence of higher electric field
in this region of the detector causes the charge signals to avalanche on the grounded
anode wires. This frees large amount of electrons, creating electron avalanche and CS2
cations. The electrons continue on the anode wires while the CS+2 drift in the electric
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field to the grid wires. For more on target gas, detector operation principles, configura-
tion and principle of operation of the MWPC readout used in the DRIFT-IId detector,
see Section 2.8.4 and references therein.
The hardware threshold of the detector was set to 15 mV throughout this experi-
ment, resulting in a typical trigger rate of 5 Hz and minimum detected recoil energy
of ∼300 NIPs (∼20 keVr 19F equivalent energy). NIPs is the number of electron ion
pairs produced by recoiling nuclei. Detector gas gain and energy calibrations were
performed 4 times in a day as described in Section 4.4. Throughout this experiment,
the 30:10:1 Torr of CS2:CF4:O2 gas mix was operated in the continuous flow mode
using the automated gas handling system discussed in Section 2.8.4.
The source position was chosen such that the mean neutron direction (MND) pointed
along the z-direction (perpendicular to the central cathode and MWPCs), x-direction
(parallel to the grid wires), and y-direction (parallel to the anode wires). In previous
studies the DRIFT detector was found to be most sensitive to head-tail for events from
the z-directions since microsecond sampling, coupled with the anion drift speed, results
in a spatial sampling of about 60 µm along this direction. These are termed the optimal
directions (see Ref. [253]). The detector was exposed from these optimal (+z and −z)
and anti-optimal (−x and −y) directions. In the exposure with the MND along the +z
direction, the source was placed to the left of the MWPCs such that neutron induced
recoils in the left detector were predominantly oriented towards the central cathode,
while in the right detector neutron induced recoils were predominantly oriented away
from the central cathode. Inversely, in the exposure with the MND along the −z di-
rection, the source was placed to the right of the MWPCs such that neutron induced
recoils in the right detector were predominantly oriented towards the central cathode,
while in the left detector neutron induced recoils were mainly oriented away from the
central cathode. The runs where the source was centered on the central cathode from
the x and y-directions are known as −x and −y runs. Hence, charge signals obtained
from the left and right back-to-back detectors in each of the neutron exposures can be
used in analyses to account for any bias from shaping electronics.
In each of these exposures, the source was placed at a distance of 32 cm (107 cm)
and 132 cm (207 cm) away from the vessel (geometric center of the central cathode)
for the optimal and anti-optimal directed neutron runs, respectively. These distances
result in neutron interaction angular spread of about 25° (14°) for the optimal (anti-
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optimal) directed neutron exposures. In these measurements, the source neutron-vessel
separation distances for the optimal and anti-optimal runs were maximised subject to
available space in the underground laboratory during the exposures. The exposure
from the optimal directions was done to ascertain if the sensitivity of the DRIFT-IId
detector to signal head-tail (earlier reported in Ref [253]) was affected by addition
of the oxygen that aided the full fiducialisation of the detector while the anti-optimal
runs were expected to provide the required reference for null results. However, in
the axial case, the range components of nuclear recoil tracks can be reconstructed for
the optimal and anti-optimal neutron events, and then, the expected modulation in the
observed amplitude of the axial range component parameters can be used to infer the
direction of the original particle.
4.3 Introduction to DRIFT data and analyses
As discussed in Section 2.8.4, signal waveform tracks from each of the grid and an-
ode MWPC wire planes are grouped down to 8 channels before the data is stored for
analysis. The amplitude of raw signal pulses from these 8 grid and 8 anode signal
channels with 3 veto channels are shown as a function of event duration in Figure 4.2
for a neutron induced nuclear recoil. It can be seen that signals from both the right and
left MWPCs are shown in that panel. The signals from the left MWPCs are marked
with labels starting with L (for left) while those from the right MWPC are marked
with labels starting with R (for right). The second letter in each of these labels shows
whether the data was obtained from an anode, a grid or a veto signal channel. In the
end of each of the labels is either S, 1. . .8, A or G which stands for signals obtained
from integral charge in the given channels, channel numbers, anode and grid channels,
respectively. For example, a channel that is marked LA1 was obtained from the first
signal channel in the anode MWPC in the left detector while LAS is the integral charge
in all the signals for that MWPC etc. Signal pulses from a neutron induced recoil can
be seen in Figure 4.2 on the fourth and fifth channels of the right detector. In the grid
channels, the observed signal pulses are scaled by a factor of 5 due to low gain from
cations.
After the directed neutron exposure data have been recorded on disk, a set of anal-
yses were performed to discriminate nuclear recoil tracks from noise (for instance,
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Figure 4.2: Sample of raw nuclear recoil event recorded by the DRIFT-IId detector.
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alpha tracks from radioactive decays in the active volume of the detector or sparks
near the MWPC) and also to reconstruct the ionization energy of the interactions and
distances of their interaction vertex from the readout plane etc. The methods used in
these analyses are summarized in Figure 4.3. It can be seen that there are four main
types of nuclear recoil data which can be obtained from the DRIFT-IId detector. These
are the directed neutron data, neutron calibration data, shielded WIMP search data and
unshielded rock neutron measurement data. An example of a set-up used to generate
directed neutron data is discussed in Section 4.2. For more on the shielded WIMP
search, neutron calibration and unshielded data, see Chapter 5.
As shown in Figure 4.3, there are three main stages of the nuclear recoil data
analyses after which further analyses are required to extract any available intrinsic
directionality information in the neutron induced nuclear recoil tracks. All raw data
from the DRIFT-IId detector come with some simple harmonic noise waveforms with
kHz scale frequency and low (Hz) frequency noise from the power mains. The high
frequency scale noise is removed by notching out the unwanted frequency from the
Fourier transform of the recorded waveform data and reconstructing the good signals.
For the low frequency noise, a set of 5 low frequency harmonics are subtracted from the
experimental waveform data. Signal undershoot introduced by the shaping electronics
are corrected using a two stage, time-constant function developed for the CR-200-4µs
shaper used in this experiment. A set of noise introduced by the readout electronics is
reduced using a 50 µs Savitzky-Golay signal smoothening function. After these noise
reduction procedures, the Stage 1 cuts (see Figure 4.3) are applied. For more discus-
sion on these cuts, see Sections 4.5 and 4.6, also further discussions on analyses cuts
are presented in Chapter 5.
In the next stage of the analyses, an analyses region of interest is defined from
where the ionization energy of the event and distance of the event vertex from the
readout plane are reconstructed. The details used in the reconstruction of ionization
energies for interactions that occur within the active volume of the DRIFT-IId detector
are discussed in Section 4.4. Also at this stage of the analyses, a new set of highly
efficient alpha rejection cuts can be implemented on the data. These stage 2 and stage
3 computations are discussed in more details in Section 4.5. More details on the head-
tail (HT) analyses, axial directional component (Axial) analyses and WIMP analyses
are discussed in Sections 4.6, 4.7 and Chapter 5, respectively.
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Figure 4.3: Block diagram showing the major analyses steps.
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4.4 Energy calibration
To determine an energy conversion constant required for determination of the ioniza-
tion energy of interactions, the detector was calibrated at intervals of 6 h. This was
achieved using 5.9 keV X-rays emitted from two internal 55Fe sources mounted near
the two MWPCs as they decay to 55Mn through the electron capture process. The
sources were mounted in stainless steel containers, each covered with an automated
shutter. One of the sources contained in the automated shutter set-up was installed on
a perspex strong back support at the centre of the right hand side of the right MWPC.
The second 55Fe source was installed on a similar set-up on a strong back support lo-
cated at the centre of the left hand side of the left MWPC. The X-ray windows in the
automated shutters open only during the energy calibration runs. This is to ensure that
X-rays from these 55Fe decays do not cause ionization events during WIMP search
operations but only when energy calibration is needed.
During an energy calibration operation, the shutter of the left MWPC source opens
and exposes the fiducial volume of the left detector to ionization events from X-rays.
The 55Fe data in all the wires are then recorded to disk continuously for few minutes
without any hardware threshold and trigger. This is because the ionization due to these
55Fe events is very small and at high rate. Afterwards, the left shutter is closed while
the right shutter opens for the process to be repeated in the right detector. The data are
then gathered and analysed with a threshold of 2.3 mV. This is done by computing the
resultant area of the ionization charge pulse QFe55 (in mV µs) for all the 55Fe events that
pass the analysis threshold and used as reference for reconstructing all nuclear recoil
events in the fiducial volume of the detector within the latest 6 h interval. To do this,






similar to Equation 3.2, where the W is the average amount of energy required to
produce an electron ion pair during ionization in a given gas mixture [237] and EFe55
is the energy of the X-rays. The ionization energy depends on a property of the gas
mixture known as the quenching or Lindhard factor (see Ref. [238, 239]). This gas
quenching factor qnc measures the fraction of energy that goes into ionization for a
given recoil. For example, the quenching factor is 0.53 for a 50 keV fluorine recoil
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in a 30:10 Torr of CS2:CF4 gas mixture, and so a recoil of this energy will produce
1055 electron ion pairs [113, 238]. For analyses presented here in this Chapter 4 and
Chapter 5, we assumed a W value of 25.2±0.6 eV as discussed in Ref. [113]. This
shows that the expected NIPsFe55 value is 234±6 as measured in Ref. [259]. Hence,
for each energy calibration runs, a histogram of individual ionization charge pulse areas
from different signal channels in either side of the detector is generated and fitted to a
gaussian. The mean of this resultant gaussian is used as the QFe55 value for computing





In Figure 4.4, the EC values obtained for the left and the right detectors during the
optimal directed neutron exposures is presented as a function of time. It can be seen
Figure 4.4: Energy calibration constant EC obtained during the optimal directed neu-
tron exposures shown as a function of time. The circle grey points are the EC values
for the left detector while the down pointing triangles in black are for the right detector.
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in that figure that the average gas gain scaled EC parameter for the left detector is
2622±70. This has a 14% spread compared to 2956±60 obtained for the right detector
with a spread of 12%. The implication is that the gain of the right detector is higher
than that of the left detector by ∼11%. This may be due to non-uniformity of tension on
the wires in the two MWPCs. However, these right and left EC values can be smoothed
in analysis to account for this non homogeneity of the detector gains. Hence, using
these parameters, the NIPs value of any nuclear recoil event NIPsevent that occurred
within the fiducial volume of the detector in a given time period can be determined
using:
NIPsevent = ECQevent . (4.3)
These NIPs values can then be transformed to the corresponding ionisation energies
Eevents using:
Eevents = qncEin = NIPseventW , (4.4)
where Ein is equivalent to the energy which the incident particle transferred to the
recoiling nucleus before scattering off. The gas quenching factors qnc are not the same
for different recoiling nuclei of the same energy in the same gas medium. Therefore,
absolute event Ein cannot be reproduced in detectors with many target nuclei (as in
the DRIFT-IId detector) unless the constituent recoil components can be separated. In
the DRIFT collaboration, this is avoided by representing event energies using the NIPs
equivalent parameters.
4.5 Fiducialisation of events z position in DRIFT-IId
detector
Radon progeny recoils (RPRs) [110, 111, 112] emanating from the central cathode
were major source of backgrounds before the DRIFT-IId detector was fiducialised. Nu-
clear recoil events due to RPRs are known to have common vertex with corresponding
coincident alpha signals. This becomes problematic when the coincident alpha signal
is concealed in the central cathode leaving only the nuclear recoil component signa-
ture which cannot be easily discriminated. As earlier discussed in Sections 2.8.4 and
4.1, the addition of 1 Torr of oxygen to the CS2+CF4 mixture results in several mi-
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nority carriers in addition to the main charge cloud, each drifting at a slightly different
speed in the DRIFT detector. These minority carriers are believed to be due to different
species of anions [199]. The three minority charge carriers and the main charge cloud
are labeled as D, P, S, and I in Figure 4.5, with I being the primary ionization, equiva-
lent to the charge cloud observed in the absence of oxygen [199]. The minority carriers
exhibit various characteristics with their behaviour depending mostly on the z-position
of the event as illustrated in Figures 4.5(a) to 4.5(d). The four signal pulses shown in
Figure 4.5 are from four different neutron induced nuclear recoils obtained from the
anode wire that recorded the highest voltage after the respective events at different z
positions.
The I peak contains about 50% of the total ionization products in each event while
the remaining ∼50% is shared between the D, P, and S peaks [199]. The separation in
arrival times of the anions in these peaks at the x − y charge readout plane allows for
the absolute position of an event vertex along the z-axis to be determined, and hence









where z is the distance between an event vertex and the readout plane, ti and tp are
the arrival times of the anions in the I peak and P peak respectively, after drifting with
corresponding velocities vi and vp. The events z positions increase from 0 (MWPC)
to 50 cm (central cathode) for each of the two detectors. See the distribution of re-
constructed neutron induced nuclear recoil events in the z-NIPs space in Figure 4.6
below.
For the purpose of this analysis, events in the detector were grouped into three
bins according to their z-position: low-z (0< z ≤15 cm), mid-z (15 cm< z ≤35 cm) and
high-z (35 cm< z ≤50 cm). There are no events in the left part of the panel in Figure 4.6
because charge signal pulses diffuse as they drift to the readout plane. For low-energy,
high-z events, diffusion broadens the pulse width and may reduce the maximum pulse
amplitude below the data acquisition trigger. The trigger has since been modified to
monitor the integral charge of the waveform, rather than the amplitude. This new
upgraded trigger is expected to improve the efficiency for high-z events at low-energy.
In the lower part of the panel, closer to the readout plane, the reconstruction cannot
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(a) High-z event at z = 48.6 cm, NIPs = 2300. (b) Mid-z event at z = 25.1 cm, NIPs = 1504.
(c) Low-z event at z = 9.2 cm, NIPs = 1685. (d) Low-z event at z = ?, NIPs = 1851.
Figure 4.5: Signal pulses from neutron-induced recoils at different z-positions within
the active volume of the detector. The S specie charge carriers can change to other
species of anions during drift, which reduces amplitude of the S peak (see (a)). Distinct
D, P, S, and I peaks are shown for a mid-z event in (b). Typical behaviour of these peaks
as they merge in the low-z region is shown in (c). The worst case in the very low-z
region (closer to MWPC) is shown in (d). Events in the low-z region were rejected
during analysis since their minority carriers become concealed under the main charge
cloud. NIPs here stands for number of ion pairs.
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Figure 4.6: Event distribution in the z-NIPs space obtained from neutron exposure
using a 252Cf source. This is before the z cuts described in the text. The dashed red lines
at 0 and 50 cm mark the locations of the readout plane and central cathode respectively.
The colour scale represents the density of the events.
identify at least two of the D, P, and S peaks because of the short drift time, and so
these events do not pass nuclear recoil selection cuts. The energy distribution of these
events shown in Figure 4.6 is compared to the expected energy spectrum from 12C,
19F and 32S recoil candidates generated with GEANT4 [260] program in Figure 4.7.
It can be seen from these two spectra that the distribution of the experimental data
and theoretical expectation from 12C, 19F, 32S candidates all reach maximum at about
1000 NIPs, each with an exponential fall-off at higher NIPs. Hence, it is likely that
there are some fractions of 12C, 19F and 32S recoil candidates in this data set. However,
the energy spectrum obtained from the GEANT4 simulation (see Figure 4.7(b)) has
a slower high-energy fall-off with a steeper cut-off at low-energy when compared to
the experimental data shown in Figure 4.7(a). These discrepancies may be related to
unexplained systematics discussed in Section 4.6.1.
Relative to the I peak, the amplitude of the S peak is known to decrease with in-
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(a) Experimental data. (b) GEANT4 results.
Figure 4.7: Energy spectra of neutron-induced nuclear recoils with the source in the
optimal direction. (a) Experimental data before the z cuts (described in the text) from
a +z run. (b) Results of a GEANT4 Monte Carlo simulation. Red line is a density fit.
The exposure live time of the experimental data is about a factor 4 less than that of the
simulated data set.
creasing z [199]. This suppression of the S peak for the high-z events can be seen
in Figure 4.5(a). In this work, many high-z events did not have a clear S peak, and
so the z-position of each event was calculated from timing of the I and P peaks. For
mid-z events, clear and distinct separation between the main and minority peaks was
observed as depicted in Figure 4.5(b). In this region, the amount of charge in the peaks
decreases from the I to the D peak, in that order. In the low-z region, closest to the
MWPC, the total drift time of the anions is short, and so the temporal spacing between
the peaks is small. For many of the low-z events, the four peaks are not resolved in time
and hence, were not precisely fiducialised. As a result, we omit the low-z region from
this analysis. The implication is that data from 30% of the active volume of the detec-
tor were not included in this analysis. New work to allow inclusion of these events is
highly motivated within the DRIFT collaboration.
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As earlier discussed at the beginning of this section and also in Refs. [110, 111,
112, 113], a population of nuclear recoil events known as RPRs occurring near z =
50 cm are produced by radioactive decays on the central cathode. The effect of this
contamination on the high-z sample is negligible because (1) the intrinsic decay rate is
low compared to the neutron interaction rate (observed as <3 events/day vs. ∼ 2.3×104
events/day), (2) about half of the total number of these RPR events with z > 50 cm
were not included in the analysis. These RPR events have z values that are larger than
the expected maximum drift distance of 50 cm for the DRIFT-IId detector due to z
reconstruction uncertainty of the analysis.
In the work presented here, the high-z and mid-z bins were selected and used as
a means to investigate the possible effect of diffusion on the head-tail asymmetry and
the axial signatures for events closer to the central cathode and middle of the detector
respectively.
4.6 Measurement of nuclear recoil track vector sense
The vector sense of nuclear recoil tracks also known as the head-tail effect can be mea-
sured using the charge distribution asymmetry on a given signal track. It is expected
that larger charge density should be recorded at the tail relative to the head of nuclear
recoil tracks. As described in Section 2.8.4, charge signal clouds due to interactions
in the DRIFT-IId detector are drifted through a uniform field to the MWPC readouts.
In this work, only the main charge clouds known as the I peaks were analysed to de-
termine the head-tail effect. This is because the I peak retains most of an event charge
compared to D, P, and S peaks. In the analysis, a nuclear recoil candidate must pass
a series of initial cuts described in Ref. [113, 253]. There are five main reasons to
reject some events in this first stage. Events emanating from the central cathode (RPR
events) may have hits (charge signals that cross the analysis threshold) on both sides
of the cathode - such events are rejected, as are events with hits on non-contiguous
wires, which may be two independent events in the same time window. Also, these
repudiated non-contiguous signals can arise due to multiple scatter events within the
allowed time window. An analysis threshold of 9 mV allowed for identification of the
D, P, and S peaks since events are typically triggered by the I peak. Apart from the I
peak, at least any two of the D, P, and S peaks must pass the analysis threshold for an
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event to be analysed further as a nuclear recoil candidate. Events with all eight wires
in a group hit are cut to reject all contained alpha events with track length in the x-y
plane greater than 15 mm. This is because there are no contained alphas with x-y range
< 15 mm in the DRIFT-IId detector design [112]. To reject other alphas and all other
events emanating from outside the active volume of the detector, events with hits on
the veto wires are rejected. Also, events with rise-times less than 3 µs are rejected to
remove noise (for instance sparks).
In the next stage of the analysis, the integral charge from each event in ADC units
was converted to corresponding NIPs equivalent. To do the NIPs conversions, a region
of interest (ROI) was defined from +700 µs to −700 µs relative to the trigger time for
all anode channels with signal above the analysis threshold. This ROI contains the D,
P, S, and I peaks. The sum of the integrated charge values was converted to the NIPs
equivalent value using the most recent 55Fe detector gain calibration constant and W-
value of the gas mixture as described earlier in Section 4.4. Events with NIPs≤6000
were considered further, no low-energy cut was applied.
Additionally, to quantify the relative amount of ionization in the minority peaks






was also computed using the signal pulse on the anode wire that recorded the highest
voltage in each event, where QDPS is the integral charge in the D, P, and S peaks,
and QT is the total integral charge in the D, P, S, and I peaks. See Figure 4.8 for the
spectrum of the Qr obtained from all the directed neutron events. Three distinct peaks
can be seen in that figure, the first two peaks are due to events with Qr < 0.30 which
have no or negligible minority peaks. These are sparks and events that occur near the
MWPC readout plane which do not posses enough drift time for the minority charge
carriers to separate from the main charge cloud. In these events, QDPS is less than
50% of the QT parameter. In the analysis, events whose Qr values are greater than
0.30 and less than 0.65 were analysed further. This cut was found to be a powerful
tool for discriminating nuclear recoils from radon progeny recoil events emanating
from the MWPC charge readouts and some low-z events whose minority charge carrier
peaks are completely concealed under the main charge cloud, respectively. These noise
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Figure 4.8: Spectrum of minority peak ratio (mp.ratio) for neutron induced nuclear
recoil events obtained in all the directions of exposure before Qr cuts.
events are expected to have little or no minority charge carrier peaks, which result in
small QDPS values with Qr < 0.3 (see Figure 4.8). The upper cut on Qr > 0.65 is
used to remove any residual spark events with continuous waveform pulses resulting
in large QDPS values relative to expectations from nuclear recoil events.
To investigate the presence of the head-tail effect in the nuclear recoil tracks, the
charge distribution in the main charge cloud from every nuclear recoil event was used,
as illustrated in Figure 4.9. This is because of the expectation that any available head-
tail signature will cause a temporal asymmetry in the charge distribution along the
nuclear recoil tracks [253, 257]. The asymmetry was measured by comparing the
integral charge in the first and second halves of the I peak using the signal pulse in the
anode wire with the highest voltage for that event. Specifically, the temporal extent of
the I peak was defined as the region where the signal is larger than 25% of the peak
amplitude which is more than 5σ above noise (see Figure 4.9). This region was then
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Figure 4.9: Event waveform from a single wire showing the analysed I peak with η1
(integral charge in the first half of region of interest) shaded dark grey and η2 (integral
charge in the second half of the region of interest) shaded light grey. The two blue
lines mark the region where the signal exceeds 25% of the peak amplitude. The green
line is the mid-point time (half of signal duration above analysis threshold) between
the first and second halves of the signal and the red line shows the 25% of the I peak
used as the analysis threshold.
split into two equal-length regions, and the integral charges η1 and η2 were computed
for each of the events that passed the cuts. The vector direction of the track was then





which is equivalent to the magnitude of any asymmetry in charge distribution in a given
nuclear recoil track pulse. Because the ionization density for nuclear recoils is larger at
the start of the track than the end, a nuclear recoil whose velocity vector points towards
the MWPC should have η1 < η2, and therefore α < 1. Tracks with α > 1 correspond
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to recoils that point toward the central cathode.
The head-tail asymmetry parameter α was computed for the events in left and right
TPCs and termed αL and αR, respectively. Then, the mean value of α was computed
separately for events in the left and right detectors: 〈α〉L and 〈α〉R, respectively. There
is a temporal asymmetry introduced by the shaping electronics in the measured wave-
forms. To account for this effect, we compute ∆α ≡ 〈α〉L − 〈α〉R between the mean
asymmetry parameters for the left and right detectors for each neutron exposure. This
excellent electronics effect correction was possible due to the back-to-back nature of
the DRIFT-IId TPC detector. The expectation is that the largest head-tail effect should
come from the +z and −z neutron source runs. In contrast, no head-tail effect is ex-
pected in the dataset from the anti-optimal −x and −y runs.
To understand the head-tail effect further, the percentage difference of the head-tail




2 (〈α〉L + 〈α〉R)
, (4.8)
is the ratio of |∆α| to the mean of 〈α〉R and 〈α〉L, expressed as a percent. The δ parameter
quantifies the measurability of the head-tail effect, including both the intrinsic head-
tail signature and the sensitivity of the detector to that signature. This δ parameter was
measured using events from the optimal and anti-optimal directions. From the details
in Equation 4.8, it can be seen that the δ parameter cannot be obtained on event-by-
event basis due to the nature of the signal readouts in the DRIFT-IId detector design.
Details of the results obtained in this analysis for each of the directed neutron exposures
are discussed in Section 4.6.1.
4.6.1 Nuclear recoil track vector sense results
The dependence of δ on energy is shown in Figure 4.10 for both the optimal and the
anti-optimal runs, using bins of width 200 NIPs. It can be seen in that figure that the
δ parameter measured in the anti-optimal runs is consistent with zero for all energies
indicating that no head-tail effect was detected. This is expected because the mean
directions of event tracks in these anti-optimal runs are the same for both TPCs, re-
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sulting in null |∆α| and δ parameters. Conversely, events from the optimal runs, where
the mean direction of recoil tracks is oriented along the drift direction of anions, show
a δ parameter that increases with energy. The δ parameter obtained from the optimal
case is significant at 750 NIPs (∼38 keV F-recoil energy equivalent). These results
demonstrate the sensitivity of the detector to the head-tail directional signature and,
furthermore, increased sensitivity with higher energy tracks.
Figure 4.10: Percentage difference δ parameter for different recoil energies represented
by NIPs equivalent. Results from this analysis (obtained with 12C, 19F and 32S tracks)
are shown with blue circle points for the optimal runs and red asterisk points for the
anti-optimal runs. The black triangle points are 2009 results obtained with only 32S
tracks in pure CS2 (see Ref. [253]). Colour online.
In Figure 4.10, the δ parameter obtained in this new gas mode is compared to the
result obtained in a previous measurement performed in 2009 using pure CS2 gas [253].
It was shown in that study that event tracks used in the measurement were primarily
from 32S recoils. The lower analysis threshold used in this measurement yielded the
observed head-tail sensitivity below the ∼1000 NIPs threshold obtained from the pure
CS2 data. Above 2000 NIPs, the measured values for δ in this work are approximately
a factor of 2 larger than in the 2009 study.
To explain this, we hypothesize that the observed increase in the δ parameter in
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Figure 4.10 is due to the inclusion of 12C and 19F recoils in this data set which were
not included in the 2009 study. A longer recoil track is expected to yield a larger head-
tail effect because it allows for a more distinct separation between the beginning and
the end of the recoil track. For instance, a SRIM [234] calculation of the ranges for
12C, 19F, and 32S recoils that produce 1000 NIPs in 30:10:1 Torr of CS2:CF4:O2 gives
1.70 mm, 1.51 mm and 0.98 mm, respectively. However, the gas quenching for each
of the 12C, 19F and 32 recoil candidates is different [257]. This gas quenching effect
is expected to increase with mass of a given nucleus. Hence, in the context of this
experiment, 32S nuclear recoil tracks should suffer more energy loss per given recoil
distance relative to 12C or 19F recoil candidates. Earlier studies in Ref. [144] reported
the presence of head-tail effects in nuclear recoil tracks obtained with a CF4 based TPC
detector with potential 12C and 19F recoil candidates.
To check for the presence of nuclear recoil candidates with track ranges that are
greater than the expectations from only 32S recoils, the full width half maximum
(FWHM) range ∆z = FWHM × vi, was computed for each of the optimal (+z and −z)
events. This ∆z range was used because of its high resolution (<0.1 mm). The results
obtained from this analysis is shown in ∆z-NIPs space in Figure 4.11. The SRIM range
(in 3D) R3 as a function of NIPs was computed for 32S, and the maximum expected
∆z parameter for 32S recoils was then determined by accounting for track thermal dif-
fusion σd, shaping electronics στ, and the differences in charge-carrier trajectories σ f









f [229]. In this, σ
2
d = 2kTz/eE [243], στ = 9.4 µs × vi and
σ f = 8.23 µs × vi [229], where k, T , e and E are the Boltzmann constant, tempera-
ture, electronic charge and drift field, respectively. Results from these measurements
show a significant number of events with ∆z in excess of the expectations for 32S, but
consistent with presence of longer recoil tracks.
The spectrum of αL and αR parameters for events in all the bins for each of the
optimal runs are depicted in Figures 4.12(a) to 4.12(d). Using the directions of neutron
exposures depicted in Figure 4.1 to read the spectra in Figure 4.12, it can be seen that
there are more events in the right TPC relative to the left TPC for −z run. Conversely,
in the +z run, more events were recorded in the left TPC when compared to the right
detector. Hence, this shows that the detector closer to the neutron source recorded the
highest number of events in each of the optimal runs. This is expected because the
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Figure 4.11: Experimental data overlaid with the maximal ∆z predictions for 32S re-
coils in 30:10:1 Torr of CS2:CF4:O2 gas mix obtained using SRIM. The heat map is the
experimental data while the black line is the maximum ∆z predictions for 32S recoils.
The colour scale represents the density of the events.
neutron flux at any point in the detector is proportional to the subtended solid angle of
the neutron source at that point [261].
The head-tail asymmetry parameter ∆α obtained from the high-z and mid-z bins in
the +z and −z runs are shown in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. Significant head-tail effects are
apparent in both the high-z and mid-z regions as well as the combined data in Table 4.3.
Naively, it is expected that a lower value of ∆α will be observed in the high-z region
compared to the mid-z region of the detector due to diffusion effects. This is because
diffusion can reorganise the actual charge distribution along a recoil track when it is
exposed to longer drift distance which tends to conceal the head-tail effect. However,
the opposite was observed because there are more high-energy (NIPs > 1500) events
in the high-z region of the detector compared to the mid-z region of the detector. This
is because the trigger efficiency on low-energy (NIPs ≤ 1500) events decreases for
events closer to the central cathode due to accumulated diffusion effects along the drift
direction.
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(a) αL obtained from −z run. (b) αR obtained from −z run.
(c) αL obtained from +z run. (d) αR obtained from +z run.
Figure 4.12: Spectrum of α parameter in the left and right detector obtained from
optimal runs. The top panels are −z events while the bottom panels are +z events.
In fact, the fraction of high-energy events in the high-z is about an order of mag-
nitude greater than that in the mid-z regions of the detector. To investigate this effect,
19800 events were selected from the optimal high-z and mid-z regions using a fixed
energy spectrum of GEANT4 generated 32S recoil events. These selected events were
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Table 4.1: Head-tail parameter obtained from high-z events in the +z, −z runs. Only
statistical uncertainties are quoted. The n is the number of events, other symbols used
here are defined in the text.
MND n live-time (days) 〈α〉L 〈α〉R ∆α ± σ∆α
+z 19955 1.909 1.294±0.003 1.146±0.004 0.148±0.005
−z 21054 3.713 1.175±0.004 1.316±0.003 −0.141±0.005
Table 4.2: Head-tail parameter obtained from mid-z events in the +z, −z runs. Only
statistical uncertainties are quoted. Symbols are defined in Table 4.1.
MND n live-time (days) 〈α〉L 〈α〉R ∆α ± σ∆α
+z 31267 1.909 1.359±0.003 1.256±0.004 0.103±0.005
−z 49005 3.713 1.303±0.003 1.377±0.002 −0.074±0.004
Table 4.3: Head-tail parameter obtained from combined high-z and mid-z events in the
+z, −z, −x, and −y runs. Only statistical uncertainties are quoted. Symbols are defined
in Table 4.1.
MND n live-time (days) 〈α〉L 〈α〉R ∆α ± σ∆α
+z 51222 1.909 1.336±0.002 1.203±0.003 0.133±0.003
−z 70059 3.713 1.258±0.003 1.360±0.002 −0.102±0.003
−x 5094 0.915 1.408±0.009 1.411±0.009 −0.003±0.013
−y 2873 0.561 1.345±0.011 1.350±0.012 −0.005±0.016
analysed using the same procedure described above. The resultant ∆α parameter of
0.098±0.005 and 0.104±0.006 were obtained from the high-z and mid-z regions, re-
spectively. This result demonstrates that both diffusion and recoil energy affect the
head-tail reconstruction.
The larger fraction of high-energy events in the high-z region of the detector is
expected to produce longer recoil tracks with distinct track head-tail separation and
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higher signal to noise ratio which yield higher values of the head-tail asymmetry pa-
rameter ∆α, compared to the mid-z region. Results obtained from all the events in the
optimal (+z and −z data) and anti-optimal (−x and −y data) runs are presented in Table
4.3. It can be seen from this table that a higher value of the head-tail parameter ∆α
was obtained from +z and −z directions when compared to −x and −y runs. This con-
firms that +z and −z are the optimal directions for head-tail detection in the DRIFT-IId
detector design as reported in Ref. [253]. Also as expected, −x and −y exposures re-
turned null head-tail effect. It can be seen in Tables 4.1 to 4.3 that 〈α〉R and 〈α〉L for +z
and −z neutrons, respectively, are not less than 1 as expected. As described in Section
4.6, this is due to the effect of the shaping electronics, which is accounted for in the
computation of ∆α parameter. Even with the effect of the shaping electronics, it can
be seen that 〈α〉L > 〈α〉R for the +z run and 〈α〉L < 〈α〉R for the −z run, as expected.
Using the observed results from the optimal and anti-optimal directions shown in
Table 4.3, the number of nuclear recoil events required for a 3σ head-tail effect detec-
tion can be constrained. This is in the context of the expected modulation in observed
∆α parameter due to the motion of the Cygnus constellation (expected mean direction
of WIMPs) across the Earth in a sidereal day. This can be achieved by considering the
case where the Cygnus constellation moves from the +z or −z to either −x or −y direc-
tions of the detector. Then, considering that the ∆α parameter expected from −x and
−y directions should be consistent with zero and statistically insignificant as shown in
Table 4.3. It can be obtained that the magnitude of head-tail effect of about 44.3σ and
34σ is expected, when the Cygnus constellation moves from the +z and −z directions
to the anti-optimal directions of the detector, respectively. These results suggest that
about 258 to 589 nuclear recoil events could be enough for a 3σ head-tail detection in
the DRIFT-IId detector design.
Some cross-checks can be done on the results presented in Tables 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3.
For each of the tables, the difference between the magnitude of the ∆α parameter for the
+z and −z runs should be zero within uncertainties. The differences are 0.007±0.007
(Table 4.1, high-z region), 0.029±0.006 (Table 4.2, mid-z region) and 0.031±0.004
(Table 4.3, combined mid-z and high-z regions). These checks indicate agreement of
the two measurements of ∆α for the high-z events, but also indicate the presence of a
systematic effect for the two measurements of ∆α for the mid-z events of Table 4.2 and
the combined data in Table 4.3. Although, the observed head-tail asymmetry parameter
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remains statistically significant after allowing for this systematic effect.
Additionally, two other alternative measures of the ∆α parameter can be formu-
lated by using only one side of the detector (left or right) with both +z and −z runs.
This can be done by subtracting 〈α〉L (for a −z run) from 〈α〉L (for a +z run) and
also by subtracting 〈α〉R (for a −z run) from 〈α〉R (for a +z run). These two alternate
calculations yielded 0.119±0.005 and -0.170±0.005 for the high-z region of the de-
tector. For the mid-z events, the alternate measures were found to be 0.056±0.004 and
-0.121±0.004, while for the combined runs the alternate measures are 0.078±0.004 and
-0.157±0.004. The differences between the magnitude of each pair of these numbers
obtained from the alternate measures are 0.051±0.007 (high-z), 0.065±0.006 (mid-z)
and 0.079±0.006 (combined mid-z and high-z). The presence of these differences again
indicate systematic effects, since the magnitude of the numbers obtained from the al-
ternative measures are not equal within uncertainty. The differences reported above
are estimates of the size of the systematic effects, which are larger than the statistical
uncertainties reported in Tables 4.1 - 4.3.
After allowing for the systematic effects described above, the head-tail effect re-
mains clearly present for the optimal runs. It should be noted that the systematic ef-
fects were not observed in Ref. [253]. However, the experimental conditions for this
work were different in comparison to Ref. [253]. For mechanical reasons, the neu-
tron source had to be placed closer to the detector for this work. In addition, for this
work there existed an asymmetric distribution of materials surrounding the detector.
Hence, the angular spread of neutrons from the source and any effect of neutron path
reorientation due to scattering interactions in surrounding materials are expected to be
different relative to the previous measurements.
To understand the possible cause of this systematic effect, a careful GEANT4 [260]
simulations of the detector was performed. In this simulation, the steel vacuum vessel,
wooden box container surrounding the detector for polypropylene pellet shielding and
about 50 cm of polypropylene pellets buried beneath the laboratory floor, directly un-
der the stainless steel vacuum vessel used for shielding the detector from underneath
background rock neutrons were included. The simulated detector was then exposed to
neutrons from a 252Cf source from the optimal directions with the source at the same
distance as in the measurement. About 1000 neutrons were fired from the source and
their step by step interactions were recorded until they come to rest. The result shows
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that the initial directions of about 60% of the neutrons were reoriented after scatter-
ing off from the wooden boards, underfloor polypropylene pellets and stainless steel
vacuum vessel. But back scattered neutrons can change the MND for a given directed
run and this likely contributed to the observed systematic effects. Full recoil track
simulation can be used for more detailed understanding of the systematics. Though,
the head-tail effect, observed in [253], is still present while operating in this new fidu-
cialised mode.
4.7 Measurement of axial directional components of nu-
clear recoil tracks
Using nuclear recoil ionization tracks in the fiducial volume of the detector, three di-
mensional information about the track can be extracted. This track information has its x
component along the grid wires, y components along the anode wires and z component
along the drift direction (i.e. perpendicular to the MWPCs and the central cathode).
These three ionization track informations are known as ∆x,∆y and ∆z range for the x,
y and z components, respectively. Hence, the three dimensional range R3 of a given
nuclear recoil track can be determined by summing these ∆x,∆y and ∆z parameters in
quadrature.
It is important to point out that this analysis can only reconstruct the absolute z
position of events as discussed in Section 4.5 but cannot unambiguously reconstruct
their absolute x and y positions. This is because of the multiplicity of the anode and
the grid wires in the grouped signal channels, see Section 2.8.4. For instance, a hit on
the first anode readout channel could be due to a hit on wire 53, 61, 69, 77, 85, 93, etc.
However, knowing the absolute x and y positions of events are not useful for WIMP
search detectors. The most important nuclear recoil ionization track axial informations
for directional WIMP search experiments are the track range and recoil angle. It has
been established in Refs. [87, 254, 255] that the DRIFT-II detector can measure these
nuclear recoil ionization track properties before the recent fiducialisation operations.
This work aims to investigate if this detector capability was affected by the addition of
oxygen to the target gas using a new analyses algorithm.
The methods used for calculating each of these nuclear recoil track axial directional
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components are different due to the nature of the readout hardware. Each of these
methods are described below.
4.7.1 Reconstruction of track ∆x range
For each of the neutron induced recoil tracks, the maximum values of ∆x range for
the tracks can be reconstructed by counting the number of anode wires n that recorded
parts of the ionization charges distributed along the recoil tracks, using:
∆xmax = 2n ± 1 mm . (4.9)
The factor of 2 in Equation 4.9 is due to the 2 mm anode wire pitch in x-direction.
This shows that the resolution of any measurement performed with Equation 4.9 is
2 mm. Hence, the relation in equation 4.9 cannot reconstruct ∆x values that are less
than 2 mm. Also, the minimum possible value of the ∆x range can be determined
using:
∆xmin = (n − 1) × 2 ± 1 mm . (4.10)
But Equation 4.10 assigns zero to ∆x of nuclear recoil tracks that has all its charges
recorded on a single wire (i.e. when n = 1). To account for these issues, the average of




= 2n − 1 . (4.11)
In this way, the resolution of the analysis in reconstructing the ∆x parameter is im-
proved by 50% relative to the method shown in Equation 4.9.
4.7.2 Reconstruction of track ∆y range
As discussed in Section 4.2, after an interaction within the fiducial volume of the de-
tector, cations resulting from signal avalanches near the anode wires drift to the grid
wires where they induce voltage signals. In this process, the highest voltage signal
pulse is deposited on the grid wire that is nearest to the position of the avalanche and
event vertex. The induced signal pulses on other further grid wires grow progressively
smaller.
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Hence, it is expected that the ∆y range for nuclear recoil tracks should be encoded
in the charge distribution between these grid wires. However, this ∆y parameter cannot
be determined by counting the number of grid wires with hits as in the ∆x computa-
tions, rather, this can be done using the position of the centroid of the cations [254,
262, 263, 264].
To determine the ∆y range component for each of the events that passed all the cuts
described in Section 4.6, the grid channel that recorded the highest voltage and cor-
responding four contiguous signal channels (i.e. two contiguous grid signal channels
on either side of the channel with the maximum voltage) were used. This is because
the magnitude of the charge deposited on each channel depends on the location of the
avalanche [262]. Hence, it is expected that more than 60% of the total cations from the
signal avalanche should be deposited on these five grid wires.
In this analysis, to extract the charge centroid from these selected grid channels,
a gaussian was fitted to their respective I peak charges and the charge centroid deter-
mined from that fit using:
yn =
∑k
j=1 Q jy j∑k
j=1 Q j
, (4.12)
where yn is the centroid of the charge of width w deposited on the nth grid channel, Q j
is the amount of charge that are deposited on a given grid wire at jth time and y j is the
position of that charge from the beginning of the charge cloud. This y j parameter is
given by:
y j = vit j , (4.13)
where vi is the drift velocity of the I peak charge cloud and t j is the temporal extent
of charge Q j from the beginning of the signal pulse. Also for each of the selected
signal pulses, the z extent of the track range given by zyn = wnvi was determined and
plotted against the channel charge centroid yn. Then, the ∆y range is the product of the
gradient ynzyn of this plot and average of the z
y
n parameter. This is to neutralise the effect
of zyn parameter on the determined ∆y range.
4.7.3 Reconstruction of track ∆z range
The ∆z range was computed using the full width at half maximum (FWHM) parameter
and the drift velocity of the I peak charge as described in Section 4.6.1. The steps used
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in computing this FWHM parameters are illustrated in Figure 4.13. It can be seen from
Figure 4.13: Event waveform showing the analysed I peak and the determined full
width half maximum (FWHM) parameter. The red line marks 50% of charge amplitude
in the I peak, the two blue lines are the lower and upper temporal bounds of the FWHM
while the shaded region is the area under the determined FWHM.
that figure that the FWHM time for a given signal pulse was defined as the temporal
extent between the 50% of the peak amplitude at the rising and falling edges of the
the signal pulse. The ∆z analyses presented here were performed using signal charges
in the I peak which are obtained from the anode channel that recorded the highest
voltage for events that passed all the required analysis cuts. See Section 4.6 for more
discussion on the details of the applied nuclear recoil selection cuts.
4.7.4 Other nuclear recoil axial parameters
When a particle scatters off a target nucleus within the fiducial volume of the detector,
it transfers part of its energy to the target and sets the nucleus to recoil at a given recoil
angle θ. This recoil angle can be better reconstructed from the recoil track signature.
This is especially easier if the three dimensional vector components of the nuclear
recoil track can be determined. However, the DRIFT-IId detector readout hardware
does not allow for reconstruction of these three dimensional vector components of a
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nuclear recoil track. Even in an idealised readout technology, it is known that nuclear
recoil tracks undergo straggling and diffusion as they drift to the readout plane [193,
229, 265]. These effects can also affect the reconstruction of nuclear recoil angle from
track information.
For this analysis, the three dimensional axial components of nuclear recoil tracks







But this computation is a two dimensional approach to resolving the recoil angle with
an assumption that the track is contained in a minimum cuboid. The three dimensional
component of the recoil angle θ3 can then be determined using the quadrature sum of








∆x2 + ∆y2 + ∆z2
 , (4.15)
where R3 is the 3-D range of the nuclear recoil track.
To understand how these axial parameters vary from the average values for events
in the perpendicular directions, the average difference between each of axial range
parameters from the two perpendicular direction ∆R⊥ was computed. For instance for



















where nx and ∆xz (∆xy) are number of events in the −x neutrons and average ∆x param-
eter obtained from z (y) directed neutron exposures, respectively. Each of the individual
∆x parameters obtained from x neutrons is denoted with ∆xxa , where a is the number
of computation iterations in nx. A similar process as in Equation 4.16 were employed
for ∆x, ∆y and ∆z in other directions of neutron exposure.
The magnitude of the expected oscillation Ao when the source is moved from a
direction of neutron exposure or one axis of the detector to another can be estimated
using the ∆z/∆x parameter from the given axes [87, 254]. If each of the neutron
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induced nuclear recoil tracks considered in this analysis can be described as a minimum
cuboid with range components that obey Pythagoras theorem, hence, this ratio can be









for each of the runs. However, using the information in Equation 4.15 where R3 is
defined as
√
∆x2 + ∆y2 + ∆z2, it can be seen that the assumptions in Equation 4.17
are not valid for ∆x, ∆y and ∆z parameters in this analysis. Empirically, the (∆z/∆x)












where ∆za and ∆xa are the ∆z and ∆x parameters obtained from ath event while n
is the total number of events in the considered exposure. In particular, the expected
oscillation can be investigated in terms of event recoil energies as the source is moved















 100 , (4.19)
where Aozx is equivalent to the magnitude of the expected oscillation as the source
is moved from z to x direction. The ∆z/∆xz and ∆z/∆xx parameters are the average
range component ratios obtained from Equation 4.18 for the z and x neutron events, re-
spectively. Results from these computations and other axial track range reconstruction
parameters are shown in Section 4.7.5 for different directions of neutron exposures.
4.7.5 Results from analysis of axial directional components of nu-
clear recoil tracks
The average ∆x, ∆y and ∆z nuclear recoil range components obtained from each of the
directed neutron exposures is shown in Table 4.4. In general, it can be seen from that
table that the values of the ∆x parameter are bigger for each of the runs compared to
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Table 4.4: Axial range components of nuclear recoil tracks obtained from +z, −z, −x,
and −y directed neutron events. The mean neutron directions (MND) are shown in the
first column, number of events n are in the second column while run live-time for each
of the neutron exposures are in the third column. In columns four to six are the average
∆x, ∆y, and ∆z parameters for each of the runs. The ∆z
∆x parameter obtained for each of
these runs is shown in column seven. Only statistical uncertainties are quoted. Event
energies are in the range of about 300≤NIPs≤6000.
MND n live-time (days) ∆x (mm) ∆y (mm) ∆z (mm) ∆z
∆x
+z 51222 1.909 3.662±0.009 1.205±0.009 2.560±0.005 1.016±0.004
−z 70059 3.713 3.672±0.008 1.164±0.005 2.526±0.004 0.999±0.003
−x 5094 0.915 4.619±0.043 1.368±0.024 2.087±0.009 0.710±0.009
−y 2873 0.561 3.869±0.044 1.439±0.025 2.188±0.014 0.857±0.013
their corresponding ∆y and ∆z range parameters. This is because of the larger detec-
tor resolution in determining the ∆x parameters as discussed earlier in Section 4.7.1.
Hence, resolution errors of at least ±1 mm are expected on the determined ∆x values.
In contrast, the ∆y values were found to be smaller for each of the runs when compared
to ∆x and ∆z parameters obtained from that run. This is due to the effect of differences
in charge-carrier trajectories due to curvature of electric field lines closer to the grid
signal wires, as discussed in Refs. [253, 229]. In the vicinity of the anode wires, elec-
trostatic field lines are curved which also results in curved signal paths around these
regions. It is expected that this effect will be worst along the anode wires correspond-
ing to the y axis of the detector. It is important to note that the best resolution for
measurement of nuclear recoil axial range components in the DRIFT detector is in the
∆z parameters [254, 256].
Statistically consistent ∆x results were obtained from the +z and −z exposures.
However, the ∆y, ∆z and ∆z/∆x parameters obtained from these two runs did not agree
within statistical errors. This could be due to the systematic effect caused by path
curvature of electric field lines closer to the grid signal wires and the systematic effect
discussed earlier in Section 4.6.1. The ∆x values obtained from −y run is greater than
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the results from the optimal directions. This is expected because larger areas of the
anode wires were covered by the neutron MND during the −y run compared to the
optimal exposures. In general, it can be seen that the ∆x and ∆z results obtained in this
analysis are larger than the results from only 32S recoil candidates in Ref. [254]. This
new result is consistent with expectations from inclusion of longer 12C and 19F nuclear
recoil tracks.
Each of the axial range component parameters shown in Table 4.4 returned a larger
value where the mean neutron direction (MND) is oriented in a direction parallel to
the respective axes of the range components. For instance, the ∆x parameter obtained
from x directed neutron exposure is greater than the values obtained from +z, −z,
and −y exposures. This is because the MND in this direction is perpendicular to the
orientation of the anode wires. In this MND direction, the detector has the best ∆x
resolution, compared to the MND in other directions of neutron exposures. Similarly,
this is also true for the ∆y parameter obtained from y directed neutron exposure and ∆z
value obtained from the optimal exposures. These directions have their MNDs oriented
in the directions with best detector resolution for the respective range components. The
distribution of each of these measured axial range component parameters for nuclear
recoil tracks from the respective directions of neutron exposures are shown in Figure
4.14. In that figure, the distribution of ∆x parameters are shown in Figures 4.14(a)
to 4.14(d), the ∆y parameters are shown in Figures 4.14(e) to 4.14(h) while the ∆z
parameters are shown in Figures 4.14(i) to 4.14(l), each for neutron events obtained
from +z, −z, −x, −y, respectively. It is the average values obtained from each of
these distributions in Figure 4.14 that are quoted in Table 4.4 with their corresponding
statistical errors.
The difference between these axial range components in a particular direction and
average values of events in the other two perpendicular directions ∆R⊥ were computed
as a way to better understand the detector response in measuring these axial range
components from a given axis of the detector relative to other perpendicular directions.
In principle, this effect can be used for possible detection of modulation in the range
components of WIMP induced nuclear recoils as the Cygnus constellation (expected
mean direction of WIMPs) moves from one axis of the detector to another over a
sidereal day. The results from this analysis are depicted in Figure 4.15.
As expected, it can be seen from that figure that the maximum ∆R⊥ parameters
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(a) ∆x from +z run. (b) ∆x from −z run. (c) ∆x from −x run. (d) ∆x from −y run.
(e) ∆y from +z run. (f) ∆y from −z run. (g) ∆y from −x run. (h) ∆y from −y run.
(i) ∆z from +z run. (j) ∆z from −z run. (k) ∆z from −x run. (l) ∆z from −y run.
Figure 4.14: Distribution of ∆x, ∆y and ∆z axial nuclear recoil range components
obtained from different directions of neutron exposure. The top panels show the ∆x
paramaters, the middle panels are the ∆y parameters while the bottom panels are the
∆z parameters obtained from +z, −z, −x, and −y, respectively.
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Figure 4.15: Average difference of the axial range components obtained from the aver-
age results in each of the two perpendicular directions shown for neutron events from
−x, −y and +z directions. Results from −x neutrons are shown in red square points, the
circular blue points are results from −y directed neutron exposure while results from
the +z neutrons are shown in black triangular points. Only statistical uncertainty are
shown.
were observed from the ∆x, ∆y and ∆z axial range components in the x, y and z di-
rected neutron exposures, respectively. These are the directions where the best detector
performance for detecting each of the respective axial range components are expected.
Generally, the absolute magnitude of ∆y parameters from all the directions of expo-
sure are small compared to ∆x and ∆z results from the same direction of exposure.
This result indicates that the detector reconstruction power for the ∆y parameters is
poor compared to its ∆x and ∆z reconstruction efficiency. This is due to the effect of
the differences in charge-carrier trajectories due to electric field line distribution near
the readout wires on the reconstructed ∆y parameter as earlier discussed and as in Refs.
[254, 229].
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Using these axial range component results, the expected modulation in magnitude
of the measured axial range parameters can be investigated as the source is moved
from one detector axis to another for application in directional WIMP searches. This
can be applied by tracking the mean direction of WIMP signals reaching the detector
from the direction of Cygnus as the constellation moves from one detector axis to
another over a sidereal day. It has been proposed in [253, 254] that this effect will
be more useful in the DRIFT-IId design if the optimal directions of the detector are
oriented along the Earth north-south axis illustrated in Figure 2.8. The magnitude of
this expected oscillation can be estimated using the ratio ∆z/∆x for events from x and
z directions. In this computation the ∆y values were not used because of the effects of
the distribution of charge-carrier trajectories near the grid wires, on the y component
results. These ∆z/∆x results for each of the runs are shown in column seven of Table
4.4. With this computation, the maximum ∆z/∆x values were observed from events in
the optimal exposures and minimum results from −x events as expected, due to larger
∆x parameters observed in this axis. In Table 4.4, an oscillation of 0.306±0.010 can be
seen by comparing the ∆z/∆x results from +z and −x exposure directions. This results
to an oscillation of 30.6σ as the source is interchanged between these two neutron
source locations. This is a factor of about 2.6 greater than 11.8σ observed with only
32S recoils in Ref. [254]. Hence, considering the case where the Cygnus constellation
moves from +z to −x or from −z to −x axes of the detector, the number of nuclear recoil
events required for a 3σ axial range component oscillation effect can be constrained.
Results shown in Table 4.4 suggest that about 541 to 656 nuclear recoil events could be
enough for a 3σ axial range component oscillation effect detection in the DRIFT-IId
detector design. This is a factor of 2 greater than the number predicted with vector
head-tail sensitivity using +z optimal events as discussed in Section 4.6.1.
To investigate the magnitude of oscillation expected from moving the source from
the optimal direction to the x axis of the detector, the Aozx parameter was computed
and shown in Figure 4.16. This is using events obtained from the +z and −x directed
neutron exposures and that of −z and −x runs as shown in Equation 4.19. In this
computation, the +z, −z and −x events were binned at an interval of 200 NIPs and then
the average NIPs values and the Aozx parameter for each of the bins were determined
separately for the +z to −x and −z to −x case as shown in Figure 4.16. The +z neutrons
in that figure were not combined with −z neutron events in order to investigate any
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Figure 4.16: Magnitude of oscillation as the neutron source is moved from +z to −x
and from −z to −x (Aozx) expressed in percent and shown as a function of nuclear recoil
NIPs equivalent energy. Data from this analysis which are average values from bins
of 200 NIPs interval are shown with blue square points for +z to −x oscillation. Pink
triangular points show results from −z to −x oscillation and red circle points are results
obtained with only 32S recoil tracks in Ref. [254].
effect of the systematics earlier discussed in Section 4.6.1 on measured axial directional
components.
It can be seen in Figure 4.16 that the magnitude of oscillation obtained by moving
the source from +z to −x directions and that obtained from moving the source from
−z to −x increase with nuclear recoil energy. The magnitude of oscillation observed
by moving the neutron source from +z to −x is consistent with the results obtained
from moving the source from −z to −x. The maximum Aozx parameters obtained at
high-energy region of Figure 4.16 can be compared to the maximum values from the
high-energy region of 32S recoil tracks in Ref. [254]. In this, the magnitude of the
oscillation observed with this new operational gas is larger than the maximum values
in Ref. [254] by a factor of about 2.6. This is because of the expected increase in
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the ∆z/∆xz − ∆z/∆xx due to inclusion of longer nuclear recoil tracks from the 12C and
19F components of the target gas in this analyses relative to results in Ref. [254]. For
instance, an improved ∆z parameters are expected from optimal events when compared
to only 32S recoil tracks. Similarly, an improved ∆x parameters are expected from
events whose MND are oriented along the x axis of the detector.
Figure 4.17: Axial range component ratio (∆z/∆x) obtained from the optimal neutron
events shown as a function of NIPs recoil energy equivalent. The colour scale repre-
sents the density of the events.
To further investigate the presence of these expected longer recoil tracks in this
data set, the axial range component parameters obtained from the optimal directed
neutron exposures were used. This is to understand if there are any patterns or unique
signatures from each of the recoil candidates that can be used to identify them in the
recoil population. This analysis was performed using the ∆z/∆x parameters obtained
from individual events. The results obtained from this analysis are depicted in Figures
4.17 to 4.19. It can be seen from Figure 4.17 that there are three distinct recoil species
on the ∆z/∆x-NIPs space. The first nuclear recoil data cluster with 2.3 ≤ ∆z/∆x < 11
has higher event population compared to the other two recoil candidates whose ∆z/∆x
values are < 2.3. It can be seen from that figure that the gradient of the first two
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Figure 4.18: Axial range component ratio (∆z/∆x) obtained from optimal neutron
events shown as a function of distance of the event vertex from the MWPC readout
plane. Events from the low-z region of the detector were added to demonstrate how
diffusion smears the separation between these recoil candidates at the high-z region.
The two dotted red lines on 0 and 50 cm represent the MWPC and central cathode,
respectively. The colour scale represents the density of the events.
nuclear recoil data clusters (with higher ∆z/∆x values) are positive while that of the
third nuclear recoil data cluster tends to be negative. This is because some events from
the second nuclear recoil data cluster could not be unambiguously separated from the
third nuclear recoil data cluster.
The effect of diffusion on each of the data clusters for high-z events can be seen
in Figure 4.18. It is important to note that the number of events in each of the re-
spective data clusters in Figures 4.17 and 4.18 are consistent, this is not considering
the extra low-z population (with z < 15 cm) added in Figure 4.18. This extra low-z
events were included to demonstrate how diffusion can smear any intrinsic separation
between the data clusters for events with longer drift distances. These results suggest
that the events in each of the respective clusters in both figures are from the same re-
coil candidate. The distribution of these ∆z/∆x parameters is depicted in Figure 4.19
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Figure 4.19: Spectrum of ∆z
∆x parameter showing populations of distinct nuclear recoil
data clusters.
where these data clusters were also distinct. But this time with a new visible smaller
population with 0 < ∆z/∆x < 0.8. Having observed these distinct separations between
these nuclear recoil population, the big questions are “Does each of these data clus-
ters represent group of nuclear recoils from 12C, 19F and 32S candidates?” and if yes
“How do we know the group from each of the candidates?”. Also another question is
“Could these data clusters occur as a result of discritization due to the coarse detector
resolution in disentangling the ∆x parameters?”. These discritization effects for ∆x pa-
rameters can be seen in Figures 4.14(a) to 4.14(d). At the time of compiling this thesis,
more work was underway to unambiguously answer these questions. However, few
potential answers can be proposed and discussed for future empirical investigations.
Hence, starting from the last question, if these data clusters are due to the discretiza-
tion effect in the observed ∆x then a total of 7 data clusters would be expected and
not the observed 3 data clusters. Where the number “7” is equivalent to the maximum
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number of ∆x discretization clusters observed in Figure 4.14(a).
Considering each of these data clusters as a recoil candidate from either of 12C, 19F,
and 32S components, then the ratio of the number of events in each of the data cluster
can be compared to the expectations from each of these nuclear recoil candidates. In
this analysis, it was found that about 20% of the events were in the first cluster with
2.3 < ∆z/∆x while the remaining ∼80 % are in the data clusters with 2.3 > ∆z/∆x. To
compare this result to the expectation from 30:10:1 Torr of CS2:CF4:O2 gas mixture
using 3.72 g cm−3 as the density of CF4 gas and 1.26 g cm−3 as the density of CS2
gas. It was found that the ratio of the expected 32S : (12C+19F) recoil population is
27% : 73% in this gas mixture, assuming that the number of O2 recoils are negligible.
This result is similar to 25% : 75% ratio obtained for 32S : (12C+19F) recoil candidates
with GEANT4 simulation after applying the energy threshold cut. All these results
are of the same trend and similar to the experimental result. More work is required
to better understand this potential method of isolating and identifying different nuclear
recoil candidates in the detector. See Chapter 5 for more details on the detector nuclear
recoil calibration, detection efficiency and WIMP search results.
4.8 Conclusion
Neutron induced nuclear recoil tracks were generated using neutrons from a 252Cf
source placed at different locations around the DRIFT-IId directional WIMP search
detector. This is to investigate the possible effect of newly added CF4 and O2 gases to
the detector sensitivity in resolving head-tail effect and axial directional components
of nuclear recoil tracks. The CF4 gas was added to the detector targets to achieve
the spin-dependent coupling detection sensitivity while the O2 gas was used for the
detector fiducialisation. This new analysis is after these directional signatures were
previously reported considering only 32S recoils in pure CS2 target gas.
The data presented here indicate that the DRIFT-IId detector is still sensitive to
the signal head-tail effect and the axial directional range component signatures. The
longer recoil tracks due to 12C and 19F components in the new data were found to
yield a more distinct separation between signal track head and tail resulting to higher
detector efficiency for detecting the directional signatures at a given energy relative to
the previous results obtained from only 32S tracks. Studies done at different z regions
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of the detector yielded higher values of the head-tail asymmetry parameter in the high-
z region compared to the mid-z region. This was found to be because the high-z bin is
dominated by high-energy events, mostly because low-energy events in this region of
the detector do not pass the analysis threshold due to larger diffusion effects.
The +z and −z directions were confirmed as the optimal directional axes for the
DRIFT-IId detector while nuclear recoil events induced from −x and −y directions
produced null head-tail results, as expected. This observed head-tail effect from the
optimal direction and null effects from the anti-optimal directions can be combined to
track the modulation in signal directionality from WIMP wind reaching the detector
from the direction of the Cygnus constellation. This oscillation can be observed as
the mean direction of the WIMP wind moves from one detector axis to another over a
sidereal day. An oscillation was also observed as expected while comparing the axial
directional signatures obtained from neutron events in the optimal and anti-optimal
runs. These observed oscillations can be better utilised for directional WIMP searches
in the DRIFT-IId design when the optimal axes of the detector are aligned along the
Earth north-south axis as proposed in the earlier studies and illustrated in Figure 2.8.
These new results are encouraging for the possibility of developing a large volume
TPC for directional dark matter detection where an appropriate readout technology,
sensitive to head-tail effect and the axial directional signatures can be combined with
full detector fiducialisation. Further work is strongly encouraged towards developing
a more sophisticated analysis for extracting the concealed directional signatures due
to peak pile-up in the low-z region of the detector which is expected to improve the
overall directional sensitivity further.
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Chapter 5
WIMP search analyses and results
from the DRIFT-IId detector
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, WIMP search analyses were performed to investigate the possibility of
event fiducialisation and a low cost readout technology in the proposed CYGNUS-TPC
detector. This is using data from the fiducialised DRIFT-IId directional dark matter de-
tector. The WIMP search results presented in this chapter were determined using 57.4
live-time days of shielded data from the DRIFT-IId detector and the theoretical differ-
ential rate earlier discussed in Section 2.3. In each of the analyses, the expected WIMP
rate in the detector was determined and used to constrain the likely WIMP-proton
cross sections for different WIMP mass candidates, if no WIMP induced nuclear re-
coil events are detected. During these WIMP search runs the automated gas handling
system was operated in the continuous flow mode resulting in about one detector gas
change per day. The detector was fully shielded with ∼ 50 cm of loose polypropylene
pellets from all directions which provided an average shielding of 44 g cm−2 from all
directions. This is to ensure that the number of neutrons emanating from the walls of
the laboratory cavern that can reach the fiducial volume of the detector is reduced to
about < 1 neutron event per year. These neutron events due to the laboratory cavern
are referred to as rock neutrons. Data obtained in this polypropylene pellet shielding
mode are referred to as shielded data (see Figure 4.3). After every two weeks, on av-
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erage, the shielded WIMP search operations were stopped for detector nuclear recoil
calibration measurements. In these calibrations, nuclear recoil tracks were generated
using a 252Cf neutron source placed on the centre of the vacuum vessel in the −y di-
rection (see exposure directions in Figure 4.1) such that the source is in-line with the
central cathode. As earlier discussed in Chapter 4, a 252Cf neutron source was used
for these calibration operations because it has been shown in Refs. [253, 254] that en-
ergy spectra of neutron induced recoils are consistent with expectations from WIMPs.
The method used in this analysis for energy calibration, data reduction, nuclear recoil
identification and selection are mainly as described in Chapter 4. Details of further
analyses methods used for each given specific computation purpose are discussed in
the following sections.
A big aspect of the new analysis presented here is: (1) development of a new
technique to extend the fiducial volume of the detector by fiducialising low-z events
which were previously rejected in analyses. Hence, after analysing the WIMP data
using the normal fiducial volume of the detector (11 cm ≤ z ≤ 48 cm and
700 ≤ NIPs ≤ 6000), an alternative method for estimating the distance z of an
event vertex from the readout plane was developed for events at the low-z region of
the detector. With the recovery of this low-z region, a new effective 18% of active
volume of the detector was recuperated as part of the detector fiducial volume which
is expected to improve the overall constraints set on the likely WIMP interaction prop-
erties. (2) To test the viability of a simplified readout technology which can reduce the
cost of front-end electronics and data acquisition systems in the proposed CYGNUS-
TPC detector design discussed in Sections 2.10 and 3.1 by a few orders of magnitude
relative to channel-by-channel readouts. This test was achieved by simulating a simple
1 m × 1 m one dimensional readout scheme with no x-y information using neutron
calibration and WIMP search data obtained from the DRIFT-IId detector.
To determine the rate of rock neutrons that can be detected in the fiducial volume
of the detector when the detector is not shielded with the polypropylene pellets, an-
other 45.4 live-time days of unshielded data were recorded to disk and analysed. This
is without altering the automated gas handling mode. Operating the detector in this
automated continuous gas flow mode helps to reduce the effect of gas ageing and min-
imize radon decays in the gas as earlier discussed and as in Ref. [266]. The details of
the methods used and the results obtained from each of these analyses are subjects of
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the following sections in this chapter.
5.2 WIMP and background neutron data and analyses
The details of the raw DRIFT-IId data used in these WIMP search and background
neutron analyses are shown in Tables 5.1. The first column of that table marked as
“Science run”, shows names that summarise the nature and aim of each of the oper-
ations. The second column of that table, marked as “Name of data file” shows the
names of event data files obtained in each of the operations, while the third column
marked as “live-time” shows the total live time of each of the runs. The set of data
marked as “Shielded” in Table 5.1 were obtained from the detector during WIMP
search operations performed with full detector shielding in place. The “Nuclear re-
coil calibration” (or neutron calibration) data were obtained during nuclear recoil track
calibrations done with a 252Cf neutron source. Data for the rock neutron measurements
were obtained with 80% of the total detector shielding removed and hence, are marked
as “Unshielded” in Table 5.1.
The format of the DRIFT-IId data files in the second column of Table 5.1, is of
the form: Detector-YYYYMMDD-RunNumber. The “Detector” is the detector name,
“YYYY” is the year, “MM” is the month and “DD” is the day on which each of the
operational runs were performed. The sum of the differences between the start and the
end times of each of the run data files are computed as their total operational live times,
see the third column of Table 5.1. In each of the science run days, the “RunNumber”
starts from 1 for the first run of the day and grows by 1 when the old run is stopped and
a new data run is started. For instance, the data in the file called drift2d-20141204-03
were recorded with the DRIFT-IId detector on the 4th day of December 2014, during
the 3rd run of the day. In total, a total of 821 data cycles were recorded on disk during
the shielded WIMP search operations. A typical data cycle in a continuous run set-up
comprises 10000 events. However, this is not applicable to short runs and in the last
data cycle for each run because such runs can be stopped before the 10000 maximum
number of events is reached. Data files in the “Nuclear recoil calibration” runs are good
examples of short run files which resulted in only 51 data cycles. In the “Unshieleded”
runs, a total of 786 data cycles were recorded. Each set of these data were analysed
using the methods described in the following sections for each of the respective data
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Table 5.1: Names of data files and total live times of events recorded during the WIMP
search runs, nuclear recoil calibrations runs and rock neutron measurements. See text,
for details of the row and column labels.






































5. WIMP search analyses and results from the DRIFT-IId detector
sets.
5.2.1 Detector efficiency for nuclear recoil tracks
As shown in Figure 4.3, after stages 1, 2 and 3 analyses are applied to a WIMP search
data, the detector performance needs to be determined before further progress can be
made in the WIMP analyses. To measure the detector performance in detecting nuclear
recoil tracks, the neutron induced recoil data obtained during the nuclear recoil cali-
bration runs discussed in Section 5.1 were used. This detector nuclear recoil detection
efficiency ε measurement was performed by comparing the rate of the observed neu-
tron induced nuclear recoil events after all cuts to the predicted event rate generated





where fexp and fmc are the event rates obtained from the experimental data and GEANT4
Monte Carlo simulations, respectively. In the context of this analysis, to determine the
expected neutron induced nuclear recoil rate for the DRIFT-IId detector, the detector
was simulated using GEANT4 code. The diagram of the simulated detector in the
laboratory cavern is shown in Figure 5.1.
The simulation included the walls of the laboratory cavern which comprises rock
salts, the polypropylene pellet shielding, plaster boards used as shielding walls for
holding the loose polypropylene pellets in place, stainless steel vacuum vessel, drift
cage, acrylic back cover surrounding the field cage used in the detector design to min-
imize high voltage discharge. The concentration of Uranium (U) and Thorium (Th)
contaminations in the rock salts were populated based on the measurements and re-
sults in Refs. [267, 268, 269]. An active volume of the simulated detector was defined
similar to that of the real detector. This active volume was filled with 25 × 41 Torr
(750:250:25 Torr) of CS2:CF4:O2 gas mixture. The actual density of the gas in the
detector was scaled by a factor of 25 to minimize computation time. This is possible
because it is expected that the rate of nuclear recoil interactions in the active volume of
the detector should scale linearly with pressure of target gas used, as discussed in Refs.
[266, 270]. Hence, this factor of 25 increase in the rate of the Monte Carlo neutron
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Figure 5.1: Pictorial view of the GEANT4 simulated DRIFT-IId detector in the un-
derground laboratory cavern. Blue and red lines are simulated wood that marks the
underground laboratory cavern, the rectangular green box is underfloor polypropylene
pellet shielding. The cubic volume above the green box is the simulated DRIFT-IId
detector.
event rates will be accounted for before any comparison to the experimental results.
To generate neutron induced nuclear recoil events, a SOURCE-4C [271] simulated
252Cf source was placed on the vacuum vessel such that it was centered on the cen-
tral cathode from the −y direction. This was achieved using the GEANT4 Neutron
Hadronic Process based Physics List. The energy spectrum of the SOURCE-4C simu-
lated neutron source ranges from 0 to 10 MeV with an average energy value of 2 MeV.
For each of the generated event recoil species within the active volume of the detector,
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the energy and distance of the first event’s interaction vertex from the readout plane
were recorded for further analysis. These nuclear recoil events can be from 12C, 16O,
19F or 32S candidates. The gas quenching factor for each of the recoil species and the
W-value of the gas were used to determine the number of ion pairs (NIPs) produced
from each of the recoils. However, the readout electronics and full recoil tracks of
the generated nuclear recoil events were not simulated. This is because the readout
electronics and recoil tracks do not contribute to the observed rates in the detector.
To determine the detector and analyses nuclear recoil acceptance efficiency, the
neutron induced nuclear recoil calibration data obtained during the shielded runs which
passed all the nuclear recoil event selection cuts described in Chapter 4 were binned.
As discussed earlier in Chapter 4, due to overlap of the charge carriers at the low-
z region of the detector and events emanating from the central cathode, events with
z < 11 cm and z > 48 cm were not considered in this analysis. Also events
with NIPs < 700 were removed to avoid the accumulated effects of diffusion on low-
energy events in the high-z region of the detector. Hence, the allowed fiducial volume
of the detector after these cuts is bounded by the following z and NIPs conditions:
11 cm < z < 48 cm and 700 < NIPs < 6000, respectively. The distribution of neutron
induced recoil events that passed all the cuts with a total fiducial rate of 17815±148
neutrons per day obtained from the nuclear recoil calibration data during the shielded
runs are shown in Figure 5.2. In that figure, the region where background events are
expected due to Radon Progeny Recoils (RPRs) emanating from the central cathode
of the detector is marked with red lines while the analysis fiducial volume is marked
with blue lines. The RPR region is above the fiducial volume. The rate of these RPR
events will be measured using the shielded WIMP search data set (see Table 5.1 for
details) in Section 5.3.1. Then, events that passed the afore described z and NIPs
cuts were binned in widths of 2.05 cm and 294.4 NIPs, respectively. This resulted in






where Nbexp is the number of events in a given z-NIPs bin and tLexp is the total exposure
live-time (in days) of the nuclear recoil calibration runs.
To determine the predicted rate for each of these bins, 0.9×109 neutrons were fired
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Figure 5.2: Distribution of neutron induced nuclear recoil events obtained from a
0.803 live-time days of nuclear recoil calibration data shown in z-NIPs space. The
red lines show the region where background contaminations are expected from Radon
Progeny Recoils (RPRs) emanating from the central cathode while the blue lines mark
the fiducial volume used in this analysis. The bottom boundary of the RPR region and
the top boundary of the fiducial volume are bounded with a red line on z = 48 cm.
from the simulated 252Cf neutron source to the active volume of the simulated detector
and the NIPs and z values of the resulting events were recorded. Similarly, the Monte
Carlo events that passed the earlier discussed z and NIPs cuts were binned using the
z and NIPs bin widths that were applied to the experimental data. To determine the
rate of events in each of the bins of the Monte Carlo data set, an equivalent neutron
exposure live-time was estimated using a measured neutron emission rate for the 252Cf
source obtained during the nuclear recoil calibration runs, the number of fired neutrons
and the pressure scale factor. This resulted in an estimated equivalent neutron exposure
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live-time of 9.401 days for the Monte Carlo events. This is about a factor of 12 more
than the exposure live-time of the experimental data, but should be accounted for in
the computation of fmc and fexp parameters used to determine the detector efficiency
defined in Equation 5.1. Using this equivalent exposure live-time for the Monte Carlo





where Nbmc and tLmc are the number of events in each of the bins and the equivalent
neutron exposure live-times for the Monte Carlo data set, respectively.
The fexp and fmc rates obtained for each of the bins bounded by a given set of z and
NIPs values were used to determine the detector nuclear recoil detection efficiency for
that bin using Equation 5.1. The results from each of the bins are shown in Figure 5.3.
It can be seen from Figures 5.3(a) and 5.3(b) that the average detector nuclear
recoil detection efficiency is higher for events with about 1500 to 4000 NIPs relative
to events with energies >4000 NIPs. In fact, this is more apparent in Figure 5.3(b).
The efficiency increased in the lower energies and reached 90% at 2000 NIPs and then
decays to about 60% at about 6000 NIPs. This is mainly because charge signals in
the main charge cloud are more than 50% of the total charge in an event for high
energy events hence, resulting in a lower Qr parameter defined in Equation 4.6. Due to
this effect, the reconstruction can reject high energy events especially when the charge
ratio Qr parameter cut is applied. This could be improved by using a lower Qr cutoff
at higher energies. Since the minority charge clouds are small compared to the main
charge cloud, the reconstruction algorithm may fail to find three equidistance peaks
on some of these high-energy events thereby rejecting them in analyses. However,
the low-energy window is likely to be a more promising parameter space for WIMP
interaction searches relative to higher energies as discussed in Ref. [1, 9, 47, 97].
To compute the expected WIMP event rate in the detector from which the most
probable WIMP-proton cross sections limit are determined as shown in Section 5.3.1,
then an average nuclear recoil detection efficiency for different energy bins were deter-
mined, this is shown in Figure 5.3(b).
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(a) Efficiency map for z-NIPs bins.
(b) Efficiency map for energy bins.
Figure 5.3: Nuclear recoil detection efficiency for the DRIFT-IId detector. This is
without considering events from low-z regions of the detector with z <11cm. In (a) is
the efficiency map for different z and NIPs bins while (b) shows the average efficiency
in a given energy bin. The colour scale in (a) is the bin efficiencies presented in percent.
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5.3 Unshielded background rock neutron measurements
This section aims to understand the number of background rock neutron events that
can reach the fiducial volume of the detector and be detected if 80% of the total pas-
sive polypropylene pellet shielding were not used around the detector. To do this, the
unshielded rock neutron measurement data (shown in Table 5.1) were analysed using
the methods discussed in Chapter 4. The event z reconstruction and NIPs equivalent
energy conversion methods discussed in Sections 4.5 and 4.4, respectively, were ap-
plied on all the data that passed the earlier discussed nuclear recoil selection cuts. The
distribution of these good events in the z-NIPs space is shown in Figure 5.4 as ob-
tained from the rock neutron measurement data analyses. In that figure, the normal
Figure 5.4: Distribution of nuclear recoil events as obtained from the rock neutron
measurement data. The fiducial volume and the region where RPR events were ex-
pected are marked with blue and red lines, respectively. The red lines on z=48 cm
separates the fiducial volume and the RPR region. The black dashed lines on z = 0 and
z = 50 cm represent the readout MWPC and central cathode, respectively.
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fiducial volume of the detector (see Section 5.2.1) is marked with blue lines while the
region closer to the central cathode where radon progeny recoil (RPR) events are ex-
pected is marked with red lines. It can be seen that there are more events closer to the
central cathode than in the fiducial volume of the detector. This indicates that more
RPR events were observed relative to the number of observed rock neutron events in
this 20% shielded mode. In fact, the rate of fiducial nuclear recoil events obtained
from this measurements is 0.29±0.08 events per day while the total event rate recorded
during these measurements is 1.63±0.19 events per day. The measured fiducial rock
neutron rate in this unshielded detector mode is consistent with 0.24±0.02 background
neutron events per day expected from the laboratory caverns. This expected rate was
determined using results from a GEANT4 simulation as obtained in Ref. [272] and
the average detector efficiency obtained in this analyses. The implication of these rock
neutron results is that there would be at least 1 background nuclear recoil event in-
duced by rock neutrons in the fiducial volume of the detector after every 3.5 days if
the detector is unshielded from every other direction except from the laboratory floor
which was shielded using passive underfloor polypropylene pellets. Using this fiducial
rock neutron event rate and the total event rate, then the rate of RPR events can be
estimated from this rock neutron measurement data set. This results in 1.34±0.21 RPR
events per day which is consistent with 1.41±0.16 RPR events per day, obtained earlier
in Section 5.3.1 using the shielded background WIMP search data set. The detector
sensitivity to these rock neutrons validates that the detector operates as expected. See
Section 5.3.1 for results obtained from the shielded WIMP search operations.
5.3.1 WIMP search results from the normal fiducial volume
To search for the presence of any WIMP-induced nuclear recoil events in the fiducial
volume (without considering low-z region) of the detector within the allowed 54.7 live-
time days-operational time window, the shielded WIMP search data set (see Table 5.1)
were used. These data were analysed using the nuclear recoil selection methods and
data reduction cuts described in Chapter 4 and illustrated in Figure 4.3. As in that
figure, the z-NIPs results from this analyses is shown in Figure 5.5.
It can be seen that no nuclear recoil events were detected within the fiducial volume
of the detector during these shielded WIMP search operations. This result is consistent
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Figure 5.5: Distribution of background events recorded during the 54.7 days of WIMP
search runs.The RPR regions are marked with red lines and the fiducial volume is
bounded by the blue lines. The black dashed lines on z = 0 and z = 50 cm represent
the readout MWPC and central cathode, respectively.
with expectations from the total background neutron events emanating from the rocks
and the stainless steel vacuum vessel in the fiducial volume of the detector during
these WIMP search runs as shown in Table 5.2. This is after gammas are ruled out as
possible source of any observed events given the gamma rejection factor of the detector
measured in Refs [266, 272]. All the observed events were located near the central
cathode and are due to the background RPR events emanating from the central cathode
as earlier discussed in Section 4.5. These are group of RPR events (termed Film RPR
events in Ref. [112]) with coincidence alpha signals that are completely concealed
in the central cathode, leaving only the corresponding nuclear recoil signatures which
could not be rejected in analyses. The rate of these events can be determined using
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Table 5.2: Expected background neutrons in the fiducial volume of the detector and
RPR events during the 54.7 shielded data days, considering the detector efficiency.
Source of neutrons Expected neutrons Detected events
Lab carven rocks 0.164±0.002 [272] 0
Stainless steel vessel and detector materials 0.0014±0.07 × 10−10 [272] 0
0.1654±0.002 0
Central cathode (RPR region) 60±8 [112] 77±9
the information in Figure 5.5. This results in a RPR rate of 1.41±0.16 events per day.
The implication of these results is that there were no WIMP-induced interactions in the
background free fiducial volume of the detector. Hence, the detector efficiency and the
expected WIMP event rates in the detector which were determined using the methods
earlier discussed in Chapter 2 were used to set an upper limit on the most likely cross
section for 104 bins of WIMP masses within 10 ≤ MW ≤ 104 GeV c−2 range.
To achieve this, all the information obtained in the earlier discussed WIMP search
analyses and other detector parameters needed for the computation of a 90% confi-
dence limit on expected WIMP interaction cross section in the detector is summarised
in Table 5.3. To determine the upper limit on the expected number of WIMP events in
the detector at 90% confidence level for the allowed time window, the Poison statistics
for 0 (0) observed WIMP (background) event shown in Table IV of Ref. [273] was
adopted. This results in 3.09 events which was converted to the expected number of
WIMP events in kg−1 d−1. This was achieved by considering the detector efficiency,
then the obtained theoretical event rate was divided by the fiducial mass (in kg), the
exposure live-time (in days) and the average detector efficiency to obtain the final ex-
pected event rate of 2.44 events kg−1 d−1 if only spin-dependent interactions were con-
sidered. For the spin-dependent WIMP-proton interaction sensitivity, only the mass
contributions of 19F within the 0.74 m3 fiducial volume of the detector were consid-
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Table 5.3: Details of the parameters used for computation of the WIMP exclusion limit.
WIMP limit parameter Used values
Confidence limit 90%
Expected upper limit on number of events at 90% CL 2.44 events kg−1 d−1
WIMP search live time days 4726080 s (54.7 days)
Energy range 700 - 6000 NIPs (30 - 205 keVr)
Target atom 19F
Coupling sensitivity WIMP-proton spin-dependent
Fiducial volume 0.74 m3
Fiducial SD target mass 31 g
Number of fiducial WIMP-induced recoil events 0
Number of fiducial background events 0
Detector efficiency as shown in Figure 5.3
ered further. Hence, this fluorine only consideration reduces the total fiducial mass of
the detector to 31 g (0.031 kg). After all the cuts, the fiducial energy window for this
analysis was found to be 30 keV to 205 keVr fluorine nuclear recoil energy equivalent.
Then, the corresponding detector efficiency for the given nuclear recoil 19F-equivalent
energy bins were obtained from Figure 5.3(b). It should be noted that the detector ef-
ficiency shown in that figure was determined without any isolation of constituent 32S,
19F, 16O and 12C nuclear recoil candidates that may be in this data set. Hence, the
detector nuclear recoil detection efficiency shown in Figure 5.3(b) are average values
obtained from all the constituent nuclear recoil candidates. This detector efficiency
was used for the spin-dependent WIMP-proton limit calculation.
To obtain an event rate for each of the 104 bins of WIMP masses, an arbitrary
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WIMP cross section of 100 pb was used. Then, the expected integrated overall WIMP
interaction rates in the detector for a giving bin of WIMP mass was computed using
Equation 2.44. The 90% confidence level, spin-dependent WIMP-proton cross sec-
tion for each of the WIMP masses was determined by scaling down the arbitrarily
chosen cross section until the overall WIMP event rate obtained is equal to the 2.44
events kg−1 d−1 benchmark. The upper limit for WIMP-proton spin-dependent cross
sections obtained in this analysis are shown in Figure 5.6 as a function of bins WIMP
masses.
Figure 5.6: Spin-dependent WIMP-proton cross section limit at 90% confidence level
shown as a function of WIMP masses. The results from this analyses obtained with
the DRIFT-IId directional detector is shown in blue, cyan line is the latest result from
DMTPC [177], light green line is that from NEWAGE [144], grey line is 2015 DRIFT-
IId result obtained with a higher hardware threshold [113] while red line is the latest
PICO (non-directional detector) result [157].
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In that figure, all the spin-dependent WIMP-proton cross sections above the blue
line are excluded by this analysis. It can be seen that the detector reached its highest
sensitivity at about 0.33 pb spin-dependent WIMP-proton cross section for a WIMP of
mass ∼100 GeV c−2. In Figure 5.6, the results obtained in this analysis are compared
to results obtained with the DRIFT-IId detector in 2015 [113] (grey line). This old
results were obtained using a hardware threshold higher than an improved hardware
and trigger thresholds used in this data by a factor of 2. These results are compared
to the latest WIMP exclusion limits from the DMTPC [177], NEWAGE [144] and
PICO [157] experiments shown with cyan, light green and red lines, respectively. The
observed improvement in Figure 5.6 between the spin-dependent WIMP-proton cross
section obtained in this analysis for a given WIMP mass relative to the results in Ref
[113] is due to the lower detector threshold, increase in exposure live-time for this data
and a lower detector efficiency in the old data due to effects of gas ageing in sealed
operations. The results from the PICO non-directional detector excluded some pa-
rameter spaces where this analysis was unable to explore. The expectation is that the
CYGNUS-TPC detector, if built and future directional WIMP search detectors will be
able to affirm or invalidate these non-directional results. The results in Figure 5.6 indi-
cate that the DRIFT-IId detector remains the world most sensitive directional WIMP-
search detector with the results from this analysis as the most stringent spin-dependent
WIMP-proton cross section limit from a directional detector to date. In fact, this result
is a factor 6060 and 2345 better than the 2000 pb and 774 pb spin-dependent WIMP-
proton cross sections for WIMPs of masses 115 GeV c−2 and 100 GeV c−2 obtained by
the DMTPC and NEWAGE directional experiments, respectively.
In Section 5.4, data from the DRIFT-IId detector were used to study the feasibility
of reducing the number of signal readout front-end electronics for possible application
in the proposed CYGNUS-TPC project.
5.4 Simulated simplified readout configuration
It is of interest to investigate if zero background WIMP search results can still be ob-
served in this detector even if all the x, y information is switched off. This can be
viewed as simulating a detector that has only 1D-z dimension directional sensitivity
with head-tail vector sense recognition but with no axial directional components. Such
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a detector (for instance as might be viable for the proposed CYGNUS-TPC) would still
have directional sensitivity but be a lot cheaper to build due to reduced cost of front-end
electronics and data acquisition system. To test this, charge pulses recorded on signal
sum-lines of the DRIFT-IId detector were used. For example, the anode sum-lines are
labeled as “LAS” and “RAS” for the left and right anode MWPCs, respectively, in
Figure 4.2. This new arrangement where only information on the sum-lines are con-
sidered in analyses is known as a simplified readout mode. In this simplified readout
mode, each of the 448 signal wires in the anode and grid wire planes were grouped
separately for the left and right detectors. Hence, this results in a total of 3 (1 anode,
1 grid and 1 veto) signal channels from the left MWPC and another 3 (1 anode, 1 grid
and 1 veto) signal channels from the right MWPC readout.
To be able to estimate the absolute z positions and reconstruct the NIPs equivalent
ionization energies of events in this new data mode, a new z reconstruction algorithm
and 55Fe energy calibration data analyses were developed. These new z reconstruction
and NIPs computation algorithms were based on the methods discussed in Sections
4.5 and 4.4, respectively, but in this case they were applied to the sum-lines. This
new 55Fe data analysis was necessary to avoid the effect of induced signal pulses on
adjacent wires when events ionization energies are reconstructed using signal pulses
obtained from the sum-lines. As earlier discussed in Sections 2.8.4 and 4.4, 55Fe en-
ergy calibrations are performed every 6 h for the left and the right MWPCs during
data recording operations in DRIFT. These calibration data were recorded without any
trigger and hardware threshold. Each of the energy calibration operations comprises
of 100 event files recorded within a 13 ms time window. For this new simplified read-
out analyses, the recorded 55Fe data were analysed using charge signal pulse areas (in
mV µs) determined with an analyses threshold of 2.3 mV. This was used to obtained
the energy spectrum of charge signals induced by X-rays from the 5.9 keV 55Fe source.
To do this for each of the 13 ms long data, the charge area obtained from all the sig-
nal pulses on the anode sum-lines which have enough charge amplitude to cross the
analysis threshold, were used.
Then, the position of the peak obtained from the energy spectrum for any given
55Fe energy calibration operation in the left or right detectors was stored and used to
determine the required energy calibration constant for that operation. This was used
in analyses for reconstructing the ionization energy for all nuclear recoil events that
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occur during the next 6 h after that 55Fe calibration. For example, the average value
of the energy constant obtained for the left and the right detector as determined in
these analyses is 3128±368 and 3449±337, respectively. This is larger than the values
obtained from the individual channels by about 18 %. A sample of 55Fe event pulse
obtained from the anode sum-line is shown in Figure 5.7(a) while in Figure 5.7(b) is
a sample of 55Fe energy spectrum obtained from one calibration operation for the left
MWPC.
It can be seen that the energy spectrum shown in Figure 5.7 reaches its peak at about
510 mV µs and tails off at higher pulse areas >1500 mV µs. Results show that this is
because signal pulses recorded at the same time on different anode signal channels
can merge (pile-up) on the sum-line. For instance, this is illustrated in Figure 5.8
using a raw 55Fe charge signal pulses. In analysis, this merged signal pulses can be
recorded by the algorithm as one pulse sample from the 55Fe calibration for that time
which can result in a systematic effect due to over estimation of the actual calibration
pulse. This does not apply to triggered nuclear recoil events which are recorded on the
sum-lines. In principle, these merged signals can be discriminated from single 55Fe
pulses using their charge duration parameter, if more energy calibration data samples
were recorded for a given operation. However, in this analysis where only 100 event
files were recorded for a given operation, this discrimination tends to reject most of
the energy calibration events that passed the analysis threshold. This charge merger
at the sum-line is a caveat of this energy calibration method for the simplified readout
technology.
For nuclear recoil events, an alternative alpha rejection algorithm was developed
using the average signal charge amplitude between the time before (down-veto) and
after (up-veto) the ROI. The cuts applied to the up and down-vetos are shown in Fig-
ures 5.9(a) and 5.9(b), respectively. It can be seen that there are two distinct event
species with different range parameters. This is because long alpha tracks with range
>15 mm are expected to induce continuous waveform pulses on a signal channel es-
pecially in the regions outside the ROI in the DRIFT-IId detector design. The group
of events with smaller values of up and down-veto parameters are due to short nuclear
recoil tracks relative to long event tracks from alphas, resulting in larger up and down-
veto values. Hence, to reject these alpha events, all events whose up and down-veto
values are greater than 2 mV and 1.7 mV, respectively, were rejected as shown in Fig-
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(a) 55Fe pulse obtained from the sum-line.
(b) Spectrum of 55Fe events from the sum-line.
Figure 5.7: Sample of a 55Fe events obtained from the DRIFT-IId detector when set to
the simplified readout mode. In (a) is a signal pulse from 55Fe event as observed from
the sum-line while in (b) is a typical energy spectrum of these 55Fe events from a set
of calibration.
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Figure 5.8: Sample of 55Fe event showing merged charge pulses on the sum-line after
energy calibration operations on the left detector. The anode sum-line is labelled as
LAS. Black circular lines show merged 55Fe charge pulses.
ure 5.9. This new alpha rejection method is needed because the previous algorithm
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(a) Up-veto.
(b) Down-veto.
Figure 5.9: Spectra of up and down-veto parameters obtained from events in the detec-
tor, without any Qr cut. In (a) is spectrum of up-veto parameter while (b) is that of the
down-veto. All events beyond the red lines (to the right) were rejected in this analysis.
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requires information from each of the eight signal channels which are not available in
this simplified readout mode. Also, events that recorded charge signals on the veto
sum channels were rejected to avoid longer alpha tracks and events emanating from
outside the active volume of the detector. After determining the NIPs values of events
using their respective energy constants, then, their NIPs values determined from the
anode sum-lines were compared to that obtained from the grid sum-lines. Hence, all
events with anode-grid NIPs ratio greater than 6, were rejected in analyses as done in
the previous analyses to remove events that are in coincidence with sparks or charge
surge in the anode wire readout plane. After the nuclear recoil selection cuts, the z
values of all the good events were computed.
5.4.1 Results from the simplified 1D readout analyses
Using these simplified readout analyses methods, the feasibility of the simplified read-
out technology was investigated with the neutron calibration and the shielded data sets
shown in Table 5.1. The results from this analysis for neutron calibration events is
shown in Figure 5.10. It can be seen that the z and NIPs reconstruction algorithms
used in this analysis were sensitive to neutron induced nuclear recoil events that oc-
curred within the normal fiducial volume of the detector. These results demonstrate
that detector fiducialisation is possible with a simplified readout. However, due to the
effect of merging signal pulses from many channels on the sum-line, the NIPs values
shown in Figure 5.10 were not precisely calibrated and can be improved. For nuclear
recoil events, it was found that the z position of events obtained from the sum-line anal-
yses were different by few mm from the results of analyses reported in Section 5.3.1
which were obtained with signal pulses deposited on the individual anode channels.
This could be as a result of charge losses due to induced pulses on adjacent channels
relative to the wire that recorded the actual signal charge from an event. Also, it was
found that more than 70% of the observed neutron induced nuclear recoil events pro-
duced NIPs equivalent energies < 3000. This is because the charge density induced
by signal pulses on adjacent signal channels and number of channels on which these
signals are induced scale with event energy. Hence the effect of charge loss due to
inverted induced signal pulses on the sum-line is more on higher energy events. Due
to these effects and a different set of nuclear recoil selection cuts used, this analysis
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Figure 5.10: Distribution of neutron induced nuclear recoil events obtained from the
0.803 live-time days of neutron calibration data. The normal detector fiducial volume
is marked with blue lines while red lines show the RPR region. The boundary between
this RPR region and the fiducial volume is shown with a red line. The black dashed
lines on z = 0 and z = 50 cm represent the readout MWPC and central cathode,
respectively.
was unable to precisely reproduce results obtained from the normal DRIFT analyses
algorithms discussed in Section 5.2. For instance, the rate of neutron induced nuclear
recoil events obtained from the simplified 1D readout analyses shown in Figure 5.10 is
12557±115 events d−1. This is less than the previous results by about 30%.
Using these observed neutron events and the GEANT4 simulation data, the nuclear
recoil detection efficiency of the detector can be determined for this simplified 1D
readout analyses mode as earlier described in Section 5.2.1. The detector efficiency
results obtained from this analysis are depicted in Figures 5.11(a) and 5.11(b) for the
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efficiency map shown in the z-NIPs space and the average detector efficiency for dif-
ferent energy bins, respectively. It can be seen in Figure 5.11(b) that the detector when
operated in this mode recorded highest efficiency of about 60% for events with energy
of 1000 to 4000 NIPs. This decreased at higher energies above 4000 NIPs reaching a
minimum of about 20%. This low efficiency at higher energies is because of the earlier
discussed charge losses and energy calibration effects for high energy events on the
sum-line. Also, the detector efficiency obtained for < 1000 NIPs events is larger than
the results obtained in the normal analysis and that obtained for > 5000 NIPs events
by a factor of ∼2. This implies that more low-energy events passed the nuclear re-
coil selection cuts used in this 1D readout analyses relative to high-energy events and
low-energy events in the normal analysis.
To be able to estimate the detector performance for a WIMP search operation in
this simplified 1D readout mode, the WIMP search data was used. Results obtained
from the analysis of the WIMP search data in this detector mode is shown in Figure
5.12. It can be seen that no nuclear recoil event was observed within the fiducial
volume of the detector. However, the observed z positions, NIPs values and event
rate (1.01±0.14 events d−1) of RPR events that passed the earlier described simplified
1D readout nuclear recoil selection cuts are different from the results obtained in the
normal analyses shown in Figure 5.5. This is due to different set of nuclear recoil
selection cuts used in this simplified 1D readout analysis. These new results can be
used to estimate the spin-dependent WIMP-proton cross section at 90% confidence
level as previously discussed in Section 5.3.1. To determine this WIMP exclusion
limit, the detector efficiency shown in Figure 5.11, WIMP search results obtained from
this simplified 1D readout mode analyses and other detector parameters discussed in
Section 5.3.1 were used.
The 90% confidence level spin-dependent WIMP-proton cross section results ob-
tained from this computation is shown in Figure 5.13 as a function of WIMP masses.
In that figure, the results from this simplified 1D readout analysis are shown with a blue
line while the previous result obtained from the normal DRIFT analysis is shown with
a red line. As before, these results were compared to recent results from other lead-
ing directional experiments. The DMTPC and NEWAGE results are shown with cyan
and light green lines, respectively while the 2015 result obtained from the DRIFT-IId
detector with a higher hardware threshold and results from the PICO non-directional
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(a) Efficiency map for z-NIPs bins from simplified readout data.
(b) Energy bin efficiency from simplified readout data.
Figure 5.11: Nuclear recoil detection efficiency of the detector obtained from the sim-
ulated simplified 1D readout mode analyses. In (a) is efficiency map for different z and
NIPs bins while (b) is the average efficiency in a given energy bin. The colour scale in
(a) is the bin efficiencies presented in percent.
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Figure 5.12: Background events that passed the simplified 1D readout nuclear recoil
selection cuts obtained from the 54.7 live-time days of WIMP search data. The normal
detector fiducial volume is marked with blue lines while red lines show the RPR region.
The boundary between this RPR region and the fiducial volume is shown with a red
line. The black dashed lines on z = 0 and z = 50 cm represent the readout MWPC and
central cathode, respectively.
experiment are shown with grey and black lines, respectively. It can be seen that in
this new readout mode that the detector reached a spin-dependent WIMP-proton cross
section sensitivity of about 0.41 pb for WIMPs of mass ∼100 GeV c−2. This result
is worse than the previous result obtained from the previous normal DRIFT analysis
by only 0.1 pb. But, this does not account for the systematic uncertainties due to the
events energy calibration used and the simplified assumptions made in the detector
simulation. These 1D readout results can be improved further using a better alterna-
tive energy calibration method. The results obtained in this analysis are encouraging
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Figure 5.13: Spin-dependent WIMP-proton cross section limit set at 90% confidence
level obtained from the simplified 1D readout mode analyses shown as a function of
WIMP masses. The results obtained from this simplified 1D readout analyses is shown
with a blue line, cyan line is the latest result from DMTPC [177], light green line is
that from NEWAGE [144], grey line is 2015 DRIFT-IId result obtained with a higher
hardware threshold [113], red line is the result obtained with the normal fiducial vol-
ume analyses shown in Figure 5.6 while black line is the latest non-directional result
from PICO [157].
which suggest that a 1D readout technology may be a possible path towards reducing
the cost of front-end electronics and data acquisition systems in large area TPC detec-
tors. However, it is important to point out that more work is required to understand the
implication for rejection of electron recoils and gamma event backgrounds for this one
dimensional readout scheme especially in longer WIMP search operations. Also, the
results obtained in this study were determined from integral charge pulse in the sum-
line of the DRIFT-IId detector which did not simulate any possible effect of capacitive
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noise which may arise from signal grouped wires.
5.5 Extending the fiducial volume to the low-z region
of the detector
In this section, an alternative analyses method that is sensitive to neutron induced nu-
clear recoil events which can be used to extend the detector fiducial volume to the
low-z region of the detector is discussed. This is important for the proposed CYGNUS-
TPC detector to ensure that the detector fiducial volume and sensitivity are maximised
when built. In fact, one way to improve the detector spin-dependent WIMP-proton
cross section sensitivity further, is to increase the fiducial volume which can result in
an enhanced fiducial target mass. For the DRIFT-IId detector, this can be achieved
by extending the analyses described in Sections 4.5 and 5.2 to the low-z region of the
detector. As earlier discussed, signal charges due to interactions in the low-z region of
the detector arrive at the readout plane within a very short period after the interaction.
This makes it hard for the previous analysis to find the charge carrier peaks and deter-
mine the required temporal separations between the minority charge carries (resulting
in the D, P and S peaks) and the main charge cloud (resulting in the I peak). Hence, the
z reconstruction algorithm described in Chapter 4 that uses the temporal separations
between these peaks (as shown in Equation 4.5) to reconstruct event z positions, fails
for low-z events which leads to their rejection in analyses. The behaviour of these D,
P, S, and I peaks at different regions of the detector are illustrated in Figure 4.5 using
signal pulses from various neutron induced nuclear recoil events. In Figure 5.14 is a
zoomed version of Figure 4.5(b) for easy reference. This figure shows distinct D, P, S
and I peaks as observed from a typical nuclear recoil event in the mid-z region of the
detector.
To be able to develop a new z reconstruction algorithm that can be sensitive to
events at the low-z region, more understanding of the behaviour of these signal peaks
at the high-z and mid-z regions of the detector is required which can potentially be ex-
trapolated to low-z events. This was studied using signal pulses from neutron induced
tracks. As before, the signal channel that recorded the highest voltage was analysed for
each of these neutron events. The data were binned using their respective z positions.
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Figure 5.14: Minority charge carrier species (D, P and S charge carrier species) after
arriving to the read out plane ahead of the main charge cloud (I charge carrier specie)
obtained from a nuclear recoil event in the DRIFT-IId detector.
In that analysis, the positions of each of the peaks were recorded and boundaries of the
respective charge carrier species were marked using their pulse widths. Then, the ratio
of the integral charge in the D, P and S charge carriers were determined relative to the
integral charge in the I charge carrier species. Also, the ratio of the integral charge in
each of the signal carriers (D, P, S, I) relative to the overall integral charge obtained
from all the charge carrier species in any given event was computed. The results from
these analyses are shown in Figures 5.15(a) and 5.15(b), respectively.
In each of these computations, the average charge ratio obtained from the ROI
down-veto (ROI-down) and up-veto (ROI-up) regions of signal pulses were computed
for each of the bins and shown in Figure 5.15. The results in Figure 5.15(a) show that
the S charge carrier species decrease with increase in z relative to the I charge carrier
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(a) D, P and S relative to I charge carriers. (b) D, P, S, I relative to their integral charges.
Figure 5.15: Behaviour of integral charges in the D, P, S and I charge carrier species
shown as a function of event z positions. The integral charge in D (green downward
triangular points), P (red upward triangular points) and S (blue circular points) charge
carrier species were normalized to the integral charges in the I charge carrier species in
(a) while integral charges in each of the D (grey downward triangular points), P (green
square points), S (blue circular points) and I (red upward triangular points) charge
carrier species were normalized to the overall integral charge obtained from each of
the events in (b). The integral charge between the beginning of the ROI and the start
boundary of the D charge carrier is shown with purple square point in (a) and (b) while
the integral charge between the end of the I charge carrier boundary and the end of the
ROI is shown with black asterisk points in (a) and (b).
species. For the P charge carrier species, a small increase can be seen relative to the I
charge carrier species with increase in z. The charges in the D charge carrier species,
the ROI-down and ROI-up vetos are negligible relative to the I charge cloud and to
the overall charge from all the charge carrier species (see Figures 5.15(a) and 5.15(b),
respectively). The results in Figure 5.15(b) show that the integral charge in the P and
I species increase with z while that of S decrease with increase in z. These results
suggest that charges in the S charge carrier species may be changing to either the P or
the I charge carriers after drifting longer distances.
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The temporal separation ∆t between the arrival times of the S and I and that be-
tween the P and S charge carrier species to the readout plane are shown in Figure 5.16.
The Qr cuts discussed in Chapter 4 were not applied to the data in Figure 5.16 in order
Figure 5.16: Temporal separation ∆t between the arrival times of two different charge
carrier species at the readout plane. The upward triangular points are the ∆t between
the arrival times of I and S charge carrier species while the downward triangular points
are ∆t between the S and P charge carrier species. The lines are fitted linear models.
No Qr cuts were applied to this dataset.
to allow some low-z events to be sampled. It can be seen in that figure that there is
a linear relationship between the ∆t parameter obtained from S and I charge carrier
species and that obtained from P and S charge carrier species. The results show that
these ∆t parameters are the same within statistical errors especially for events from the
low-z region of interest. Then, Equation 4.5 can be rewritten in a more simplified form
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where ∆tip = ti − tp is the temporal separation between charge cloud in the I and P
peaks. This is after the charges in the I and P peaks have arrived at the readout plane
at times ti and tp with drift velocities vi and vp , respectively.
This implies that if a ∆t parameter can be determined for any two of the charge
carrier species in a given event then, Equation 5.4 can be used to estimate the z position
of that event. To do this, the information in Figure 5.16 can be used to define a linear
relationship between the temporal separation ∆t and the z-position of events using any
two consecutive peaks given by:
∆t = βz , (5.5)
where β is the slope of the linear relationship between ∆t and z parameters for a given
event. However, Equation 5.5 can only be used to determine the ∆t parameter for
events with known z-positions but, the absolute z of the low-z events of interest, are not
precisely known. Then, combining the information in Figure 5.16 and Equation 5.5, it
can be seen that the overall pulse duration ∆τ of events can be defined in terms of ∆t
using:
∆τ = 4∆t + ∆φ . (5.6)
The ∆φ parameter is a correction factor added to account for duration of signal pulse
from events that occur on the MWPC (i.e. with z = 0). This ∆φ parameter is about
10 µs equivalent to the expected minimum pulse width from the shaping electronics
used in this experiment. In Figure 5.17, the boundaries of the ∆τ parameter in a sample
of nuclear recoil event pulse are marked with blue lines. In that figure, the ∆τ parameter
can be determined by finding the difference between the upper and lower boundaries.
The temporal separation between any two of the four charge carrier species (D, P, S





when the S and I charge carrier species are considered. In this case, the ∆tis parameter
obtained in Equation 5.7 can be substituted in Equation 5.4 for the ∆tip parameter,
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Figure 5.17: Signal pulse duration ∆τ shown for a neutron induced nuclear recoil event
obtained from the DRIFT-IId detector. The boundaries of the ∆τ parameter are marked
with blue lines.






vivs (∆τ − ∆φ)
4 (vs − vi)
. (5.8)
Hence, Equation 5.8 can be used as an alternative method to estimate the absolute
distance between an event vertex and the readout plane for all events and especially for
the low-z candidates.
To understand the performance of this method, a new z reconstruction algorithm
was developed. This is based on the method shown in Equation 4.5, which was used
at the first instance, when it fails then the alternative method shown in Equation 5.8
was then applied. To do this, the Qr cuts were not applied to the data in this analysis
in order not to reject low-z events. Rather, a ∆τ cut was developed which monitors the
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signal pulse duration (see Figure 5.17) and rejects spark events with ∆τ < 9 µs. It is
expected that this cut should reject spark events as done previously with the Qr < 0.3
cut. Also a cut on the up-veto < 2 mV and down-veto < 1.7 mV parameters were used
to reject other spark events with continuous waveform pulses (as previously done with
the Qr < 0.6 cut) and long alpha event tracks. By this recovery of the low-z region
of the detector, the fiducial volume of the detector could be improved by about 18%
of the active volume of the detector by using 2 cm ≤ z ≤ 48 cm. The remaining
2 % of the active volume, at the very low-z region, closer to the MWPC readouts
can then be used to record any background events due to radioactive (for instance:
238U, 234U, 210Po, 222Rn, 218Po, 220Rn and 214Po [112]) decays on the stainless steel
MWPC readout wires, plexiglas frame, epoxy and other materials used in building the
MWPCs. As discussed in Section 5.3.1, these events can become problematic when the
alpha signature resulting from the interactions are completely concealed in the MWPC
readout wires. This set of new analysis was performed on the shielded WIMP search
data and their corresponding neutron calibration data discussed in Section 5.2. The
results from this analysis are presented in Section 5.5.1.
5.5.1 WIMP results from the improved fiducial volume
Detector performance and WIMP search results obtained from analyses of the neutron
calibration and the shielded WIMP search data (see Table 5.1) using the alternative z
reconstruction algorithms discussed in Section 5.5 are presented in this section. To be
able to extract a WIMP search result from this analysis, a new detector efficiency was
determined using event rates from the neutron calibration and GEANT4 Monte Carlo
simulation data as earlier discussed in Section 5.2.1. In this efficiency analyses, the
neutron data shown in Figure 5.18 were binned using the methods described in Section
5.2 and compared to the GEANT4 data. In that figure, it can be seen that indeed, the
alternative z reconstruction is sensitive to events closer to the MWPC readouts. The
rate of these observed low-z events was found to be smaller compared to the rates
at high-z and mid-z regions of the detector. This is because some real nuclear recoil
events in the low-z region tends to share similar characteristics with noise events, hence
the nuclear recoil discrimination algorithm fails to recover all the events in this region
of the detector. Also, it is expected that the rate of neutron induced events should scale
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Figure 5.18: Distribution of neutron induced nuclear recoil events recorded during the
0.803 days of neutron calibration operations.The RPR regions are marked with red
lines while the fiducial volume of the detector is bounded in the left and right with
blue lines and with red lines from the top and bottom sides. The black dashed lines on
z = 0 and z = 50 cm represent the readout MWPC and central cathode, respectively.
with the solid angle subtended by the neutron source at any point in the detector. As
earlier discussed in Section 5.1, the neutron source was placed closer to the central
cathode during the neutron calibration operations. This position is closer to the high-z
and mid-z regions of the detector when compared to the low-z region. The results show
that the total fiducial rate for neutron induced nuclear recoil events recorded with this
new z reconstruction algorithm is 18403±152 neutrons per day. This is more than the
rate obtained in the previous normal fiducial volume analysis by 3%. This is mainly
due to extra events that were recovered from the low-z region of the detector in this
extended fiducial volume analyses.
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Using these neutron calibration and the GEANT4 results, then the detector nuclear
recoil detection efficiency can be determined for this improved fiducial volume anal-
ysis. These detector efficiency results are shown in Figure 5.19. It can be seen that
the observed efficiency at the low-z region is lower than as in the mid-z and the high-z
regions. This is as a result of the lower analyses nuclear recoil acceptance efficiency
for low-z events, because event discrimination in this low-z region is more complicated
due to the behaviour of minority carriers at this region of the detector. Hence, some
real nuclear recoil events in the low-z region did not pass the required nuclear recoil
selection cuts used in this analyses. More work is required to optimise this method so
that higher percentage of real nuclear recoil events in this low-z region can be recov-
ered. This can be achieved by using a more efficient cut which can discriminated more
low-z events from unwanted noise events.
However, using the obtained detector efficiency shown in Figure 5.19 and the
shielded WIMP search data, a new upper limit at 90% confidence level can be de-
termined on the spin-dependent WIMP-proton cross section sensitivity of the detector
in this new extended fiducial volume analyses mode. To do this, the shielded WIMP
search data was analysed using the new set of nuclear recoil selection cuts which were
developed for the extended fiducial volume analyses and the new z reconstruction algo-
rithm as earlier described. The results from that analyses are shown in the z-NIPs space
in Figure 5.20. It can be seen in that figure that no RPR events were observed around
the MWPC readouts. This is due to lower efficiency of the new nuclear recoil selection
cuts used in this analysis in discriminating low-z events from unwanted background
noise for events closer to the MWPCs (see Figures 5.18 and 5.19). The implication
of this is that the observed zero events at the MWPC readout for the 54.7 live-time
days should be validated with a more efficient low-z nuclear recoil discrimination al-
gorithm. Also the rate of RPRs near the central cathode as obtained from this analyses
is 0.42±0.09 events per day. This is a factor of 3 less than the results from the previous
normal fiducial volume analyses. This indicates that, in principle, this observed rate
of events emanating from the MWPC readouts may increase if a higher nuclear recoil
discrimination can be achieved in this analyses that includes low-z events.
Then using the detector information in Figures 5.19 and WIMP search results in
Figure 5.20, an upper limit can be set for the spin-dependent WIMP-proton cross sec-
tion sensitivity as described earlier in Section 5.3.1 for the normal fiducial volume
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(a) Efficiency map for z-NIPs bins for the improved fiducial volume.
(b) Energy bin efficiency for the improved fiducial volume.
Figure 5.19: Nuclear recoil detection efficiency of the detector obtained from data in
the extended fiducial volume mode. This is considering all events including the low-z
events. In (a) is efficiency map for different z and NIPs bins while (b) is the average
efficiency in a given energy bin. The colour scale in (a) is the bin efficiencies presented
in percent.
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Figure 5.20: Distribution of nuclear recoil events shown in z-NIPs space as obtained
from the 54.7 live-time days of shielded WIMP search data using the new extended
fiducial volume z reconstruction algorithm. The regions where RPRs are expected
from the cathode and MWPC readouts are marked with red lines while the fiducial
volume of the detector is bounded in the left and right with blue lines and with red
lines from the top and bottom sides. The black dashed lines on z = 0 and z = 50 cm
represent the readout MWPC and central cathode, respectively.
analyses. This is using 92% of the active volume of the detector as analyses fidu-
cial volume resulting in a fiducial mass of 0.038 kg. Using these new parameters and
other detector parameters shown in Table 5.3, then, the expected WIMP rate can be
computed as earlier described in Sections 5.3.1. These computations for this analysis
yielded the results shown with blue line in Figures 5.21 and 5.22.
In Figure 5.21, the new results are compared to the results from the normal fiducial
volume analysis shown with a red line, also in cyan, light green and black lines are the
latest results from the DMTPC, NEWAGE and PICO experiments, respectively, while
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Figure 5.21: Spin-dependent WIMP-proton cross section exclusion limit set at 90%
confidence level shown as a function of WIMP masses obtained from the extended
fiducial volume analyses. The results obtained from the improved fiducial volume
analyses is shown in blue, cyan line is the latest result from DMTPC [177], light green
line is that from NEWAGE [144], grey line is 2015 DRIFT-IId result obtained with a
higher hardware threshold [113], red line is the result obtained with the normal fiducial
volume analyses shown in Figure 5.6 while black line is the latest non-directional result
from PICO [157].
the grey line is the 2015 results from the DRIFT-IId detector. It can be seen from these
new results that the detector reached highest sensitivity for spin-dependent WIMP-
proton cross section at 0.29 pb for WIMPs of mass ∼100 GeV c−2. This new limit
obtained with a bigger fiducial target mass is better than the previous result obtained
from the normal fiducial volume analyses by 0.04 pb. For more details, see the zoomed
version of this improved fiducial volume results in Figure 5.22 for better comparison
to other results obtained from the simplified 1D readout analysis and that from the
normal analyses. In that figure, the results from the simplified 1D readout, the normal
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Figure 5.22: Comparison of the spin-dependent WIMP-proton cross section sensitiv-
ity of the DRIFT-IId detector obtained using the simplified 1D readout, normal and
the improved fiducial volume analyses at at 90% confidence level. Results from the
simplified 1D readout analysis is shown with a green line while that from the normal
and improved fiducial volume analyses are shown with red and blue lines, respectively.
and the improved fiducial volume analyses are shown with green, red and blue lines,
respectively. More studies can be done to improve the nuclear recoil discrimination
cuts for this improved fiducial volume mode analyses thereby optimising the detector
efficiency and sensitivity.
5.6 Conclusion
Data analyses algorithms were developed to investigate possible WIMP interactions
and background events in the DRIFT-IId detector using a set of shielded WIMP search,
neutron calibration and unshielded rock neutron measurement data. Results from the
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54.7 live-time days of shielded WIMP search data set, show no WIMP-induced nu-
clear recoil events within a smaller fiducial volume of the detector. Using the infor-
mation from these analyses and the nuclear recoil detection efficiency obtained from
comparing the neutron calibration data analyses results to that of GEANT4, an upper
limit on the most probable WIMP interaction cross section was determined. This re-
sults in highest detector sensitivity to the spin-dependent WIMP-proton cross section
at 0.33 pb for WIMPs of mass ∼100 GeV c−2.
The results obtained from the unshielded rock neutron measurements show that at
least 1 nuclear recoil event can be observed within the fiducial volume of the detector in
every ∼3.5 days, if about 80% of the polypropylene pellet shielding are not used around
the detector during operations. Hence, in order to improve the detector sensitivity
and reduce the number of background events during WIMP search operations, enough
polypropylene pellet shielding should be used to obtain a tolerable neutron background
rate of ∼ 1 event per year in the detector.
A new z reconstruction algorithm was developed to extend the detector sensitivity
to the low-z region of the detector which can improve the detector fiducial volume by
18% with an improved fiducial mass. Results obtained from combining this new z re-
construction algorithm with the previous method for the 54.7 live-time days of shielded
WIMP search data also showed no background events within the improved fiducial vol-
ume of the detector with a reduced detector efficiency in different energy bins. These
new WIMP search results were used to obtain a 90% C.L. upper limit of 0.29 pb on
the spin-dependent WIMP-proton cross section for ∼100 GeV c−2 WIMP mass. This
improved sensitivity relative to results obtained in the normal fiducial volume analyses
is mainly due to a larger fiducial target mass used in this case.
Also, the possibility of a simplified one dimensional readout technology was sim-
ulated using only the informations on the signal sum-line channels of the DRIFT-IId
detector. The results obtained from the neutron calibration and the WIMP search data
in this simplified readout mode analyses show that z positions and ionization energies
of nuclear recoil tracks can be reconstructed in this mode. However, the accuracy of





The nature of the Universe was introduced in Chapter 1. This is using baryonic and
non baryonic matter contributions to the energy density of the Universe as measured
by the Planck mission. These Planck results show that 85% of matter content of the
Universe is made up of a non baryonic dark matter. More empirical evidences obtained
from velocity dispersion of galaxies, galaxy rotation curves, gravitational lensing ef-
fects, Bullet Cluster, Big Bang nucleosynthesis and cosmic microwave background
radiations which also support the existence of this non baryonic dark matter were dis-
cussed. Gravitational evidence, present-day thermal relic abundance and expectations
from the large scale structure formation suggest that dark matter is composed of parti-
cles that interact in weak scale with non baryonic matter. Hence, all the particles that
possess major characteristics of these putative dark matter are referred to as Weakly
Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs).
Theoretical formulations and detection strategies used in searching for these WIMP
dark matter particles are the subject of Chapter 2. These WIMP search methods can
be either direct, indirect or through WIMP production at the large hadron collider.
However, efforts toward WIMP production at the large hadron collider have not been
successful. Some progress have been made by indirect WIMP search experiments
which aim to detect product of WIMP annihilation. The most promising WIMP search
strategies is through the direct detection channel which aims to observe WIMP induced
nuclear recoil tracks in detectors. Current status and results from some direct WIMP
search experiments were discussed. These experiments can be directional or non-
directional. Directional experiments can reconstruct the energy and directions from
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which interactions occur in the fiducial volume of the detector while non-directional
detectors can reconstruct only the energy of interactions. As a result, directional detec-
tors have the capability to observe the expected galactic sidereal modulation in WIMP
rate. Also, it is expected that there should be an annual modulation in WIMP event
rate reaching a detector over a year. This galactic WIMP signature can be detected
by some non-directional WIMP search detectors. However, in principle, the direc-
tional galactic signatures are potentially more powerful than the annual modulation
signals because the later can be mimicked easily by background events. This implies
that non-directional WIMP search detectors may be unable to probe WIMPs beyond
a background rich neutrino floor. Neutrinos coherently scattering off target nuclei are
expected to be a major source of backgrounds beyond the neutrino floor. Hence, a
massive directional WIMP search detector with enough sensitivity will be needed to
probe these background rich parameter space. Global efforts towards building a mas-
sive directional detector called CYGNUS-TPC which can be used to probe for WIMPs
beyond this neutrino floor was presented. This directional detector can also be used
in the future to confirm the direction of any WIMP event detected in non-directional
detectors.
In Chapter 3, the viability of a 20:1 signal multiplexing data acquisition system
(DAQ) was investigated for possible use in the CYGNUS-TPC design. It is expected
that this multiplexer DAQ will reduce the overall cost of signal readout in the CYGNUS-
TPC project by a factor of 20 relative to a channel-to-channel readout configuration.
The design, construction and operation of the signal multiplexing scheme with a one-
plane miniature MWPC based DRIFT-IIe pro detector built for this experiment was
presented. Measurements performed with this set-up show that even after signals
from the DRIFT-IIe pro detector were multiplexed and demultiplexed that the effect
of charge distribution along an alpha track can be reconstructed with about 10% signal
loss.
Methods used in measurement of directional signatures in the DRIFT-IId WIMP
search detector are presented in Chapter 4. New directional measurements were per-
formed in the current mode of detector where minority charge carriers due to addi-
tion of 1% of O2 to the target were used for event fiducialisation. Also in the cur-
rent mode, 28% of the target gas is CF4 which provides an excess proton needed for
spin-dependent coupling sensitivity. These new directional measurements were done
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to ascertain if directional efficiency of the DRIFT-IId detector was affected by recent
changes in the detector target material. The detector measurability of nuclear recoil
head-tail sense and axial directional range components were determined using neu-
tron events. In these measurements, the head-tail effects were determined through a
charge distribution asymmetry along nuclear recoil tracks while the axial directional
signatures were reconstructed from event range components. Results show that longer
nuclear recoil candidates from 12C and 19F components of the target gas improved the
detector measurability of these directional signatures by about a factor of 2 relative
to results obtained with only 32S recoil tracks. These new directional results show
prospects for events fiducialisation with directionality in the CYGNUS-TPC project.
Sensitivity of the DRIFT-IId detector to the spin-dependent WIMP-proton cross
section coupling was investigated in Chapter 5. This is using a 54.7 live-time days of
shielded WIMP search data obtained while the detector was operated in steady auto-
mated gas flow mode with a cumulative of one detector gas change per day. During
the WIMP search time window, no WIMP interaction event was observed within the
fiducial volume of the detector. Using the detector efficiency and the expected WIMP
interaction rate, a 90% C.L. spin-dependent upper cross section limit of 0.33 pb was
obtained for ∼100 GeV c−2 WIMPs. A new data analysis method was developed and
used to extend event fiducialisation to the low-z region of the DRIFT-IId detector re-
sulting in improved fiducial target mass. Detector parameters and theoretical event
rates obtained in this new mode improved the previous WIMP search results by 12%.
These new results are currently the most stringent limit obtained from a direction sen-
sitive WIMP search detector and also show the possibility of an optimal sensitivity for
the proposed CYGNUS-TPC detector.
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